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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Monday, 12th February, 1923. 

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber at Eleven of the Clock. 
Mr. President was in the Chair. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

VACANCIES DURING PROBATIONARY PERIOD ON RAILWAYS. 

336. ·� Babadur G. C. !fag: With reference to the answer given on
the 15th January, 1923, to unstarred question No. 5, is it a fact ihat 
vacancies in permanent posts sometimes �cur before the probationary period 
of any of the probationers; and if so, is it the normal practice on railways 
to make temporary arrangements for filling such" vacancies to admit of 
probationers being permanently appointed theret.o on completion of their 
probationary period? 

Kr. 0, D. M:. Hindley: Unforeseen vacancies naturally do occur. There 
is no nonn·aI practice for dealing '"';th such unforeseen vacancies. Eacl:i 
t>ase has to be decided on its merit,s, taking into co!lSideration its own parti
cular circumstances. 

RULES OF COMPANIES WORKING STATE RAILWAYS. 

337. •Rai B&hadur G. O. Nag: With reference to the answer given on
the 15th January, 1923, to unstarred question No. 84, is it a fact that 
companies working State railways dQ not furnish Government with copies 
of their rules ? 

. 
I 

Kr. O. D. JI. Hindley: There are no orders requiring them to d0 so. 
The policy of Government is to interfere as little as p.:>ssible with details 
of domestic management. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE. RAILWAY BOARD. 

838. *lit&t Bahad.ur G. O. Nag: With reference to the statement of
'' "Establishment of tqe Railway Board " appeariIJg in the Railway Revenue 
Budget for 1922-23, will Government kindly state (a) which of the posts 
require engineering qualifications, (b) whether any of such posts have ever 
been filled by officers of the company-worked railways, (c) whether any of 
such posts have ever been filled by Indians, and (d) if the reply to either 
( f,) or ( c) is in the negative, why not? 

Jlr. 0, D. ·11. Hindley: (a) The only posts in which engineering quali-
hcations are required are : 

(1) Chief Engineer,
(2) Two Assistant Secretaries,
(3) Additional Assistant Secretary.

(I>) and +c). No. 
( 2149 ) • 
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(d) The posts are filled by selection and hitherto ~ndian and Companies 
officers with suitable qualifications and ,,:hose servIces could be spared 
have not been available when the vacanCles occurred. 

I. C. S. AND LoCAL VERNACULARS. 

339. *JIr. B. N. lIIisra: (1) Is it a fact that the Indian Civil servants 
are compelled to pass ill Local Vernaculg,ru? 

{2) If 80, is there any time limit during which they are required to pass 
in Local Vernaculars? 

. The Honourable Sir Kalcolm Jl1dley: (1) Yes. 
(2) No period is prescribed but officers have the best incentive to pass 

their departmental examinations quickly as until they do so they are not 
eligible for increments of pay. 

Mr. X. .Ahmed: Is it desirable for any judicial officer of the service 
to perform any fUnctions in the Court, as for instance, to hear evidence . . 

JIr. President: The Honourable Member is asking for an opinion, not for 
information. 

JIr. X . .Ahmed: Is it not a fact,' Sir, that members of the service cannot 
possibly discharge their onerous duties when they are sitting on the judicial 
cench, unless they pass examinations in the vernacular, to take down 
the evidence of witnesses? 

JIr. President: I think that is a matter of opinion too. 

JIr. X. Ahmed: Is it not obvious, Sir, that it is impossible for members 
of the service, unless they know the vernaculars, to record evidence and 
to write out judgments thereon? 

WAITING ROOMS FOR INTERMEDIATE AND THntD CLASS PASSENGERS. 

340. 4.XhaD Bahadm Sa.rtaraz Hulsain :Khan: (a) Is it a faCt that the 
male and female passengers of Intermediate and Third Classes are not 
provided with separate waitlDg rooms? 

(b) If not, do the Government propose to order such arrangements 
io be made as to prevent the male and female passengers of the Inter-
mediate and Third Classes from grouping together at one and the same 
~oo? . 

JIr. O. D .•. Bbrdley: (a) and (by. It :is understood that Railways' pro-
vide separate waiting accommodation for intermediate and third class 
lady passengers where necessary.· . 

In this connection the Honourable Member is referred to the answer 
given on the 14th March, 1921, i~l this Assembly to question No. 464 asked 
by Rai Bahadur PaJidit J awahar Lal Bhargava regarding waiting ~com-
modation for third class lady passengers. . 

WAITING ROOMS AT DELHI STATION. 

341. *nan Bahadur Smug Hussain :Khan: {a) Is the Government 
aware that the 1st and 2nd class waiting rooms at the Delhi Junction have 
been removed to the upper storey.of the station? 

(b) If so, will they be pleased to order their removal to some such place 
8S may be close to, and on the same floor, as the Refresb.z'nent Rooms? 

• • • • • 
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Mr. O. D .•. Hindley: (a) Yes. 

(b) The' Railway Administration intend to open ~  main refreshment 
rooms in the upper storey shortly. A lift has been installed for the con-
venience of passengers. 

STAMP PRINTING IN INDIA. 

842. ~  .. B. S. ~  With reference to the question of Stamps 
Printing in India, and the discussion theroon in the Assembly in March, 
1922, will Government be I leased to furnish the following information: 

(i) Have any steps been taken to notify to Messrs. De la Rue that 
their contract ma.y not be l ~n d after 1924; 

(ii) Rave Blly steps been taken to find out if any Firms in India, 
either Indian or European. are willing and able to undertake 
the contract and if necessary i toiroport and instal the neces-
sary special plant for Rtamp printing? If the &Ilswer is in the 
affirmative, will Government please state the nature of their 
inquiries andLhe result? Had Government oftered to guarantee 
the contraet for a defiuite number of years? 

(iii) Is it true that the Controlle.r of, Stamps, Stationery, and 
Printing was addressed by an Indian Firm of Printers in this 
matter in 1922, and that he replied that this contract would be 
given only for one year at a time unlike the contract for 10 
years given to Messrs. De la Rue &. Co. ? 

(i11) Is it true that Government have deputed one officer (Mr. Ascoli?) 
to England to stu4y the question of stamp, printing? Vvnen 
is this officer likely to return? What experience had he of 
printing procESSes before going to England? ' 

(b) What are the present arrangements for printing Post Cards and 
embossed envelopes? 

(vi) What are the rates and the terms and conditions settled with 
Messrs. De la Rue & Co., in the matter of their existing con-
tracts? 

Tlui B_urable JIr. O. A. Innes: (i) No. The eontract does not expire 
until the 31st December, 1924, and it js only neeessary to give six months 
written notice of an intention to terminate it. 

(ii) No detailed inquiries have 80 far been m i ~ hy Government 
lut information on the subject has been ~ to two firms who have 
;fiddressed the Controller on the matter. 

(iii) Yes, an lndian firm did make certain inquiries of the Controller 
of Printing, Stationery and Stamps, in this connection in March, 1922. That 
<lfficer did not say that any new contract would only be an annual one. 

(iv) Colonel Willis, an officer of the Mint Depltoriment, has been deputed 
to Eng.land t<;> €xamine the question of ~ possibility of printing ~c  

Notes 1D IndIa. :Fie has also been asked to take up the question of the 
printing of stamps, and Mr. Ascoli who is on leave in England has been 
associated with him in the latter inquiry. Mr. Ascoli is expected to 
l'eturn 'from leave in July next. For some months befol'e he went Home 
he was on special duty in connection with the re-organisation of the printing 
TJresses under the Government of India and in the course of this work he 
fc'.cquired cOIlj;iderable experience of printing prol!esses in Indw. . 

• • A 2 . 
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(v) Postcards and embossed envelopes are printed by Messrs. De 1& 
Rue and Company, though at times it has been necessary to get Postcards 
printed in this country, e.g., when the new half-anna Postcards were 
introduced. 

(vi) The contract with Messrs. De la Rue and Company is a lengthy 
document consisting of 82 clauses and 7 schedules and covers 32 large 
rages of print; it is available in my office for inspection by the Honourable 
Member or any other Honourable Member of this House. 

OFFICIALS AS M. L. A. 'so 

343. ·lIaulvi Jliyan Asjad.,ul.,lah: Is it a fact that a person who is au 
offiC:'iai or who is in service of the Crown in India is not qualified for election 
to be member of the Indian Legislature? 

Sir Henry lIonene! 1Jmith: If the Honourable Member will refer to 
sub-section (1) of section 63E of the Government of India Act, he will 
find that the awswer to his question is " yes ". 

SPECIAL TRAINS FOR ENGLISH MAILS. 

344 .• JIr. W ••• Hussanally: 1. Upon what lines of Railway in India 
are special trains run to and from Bombay carrying English mails and 
rassengers ? 

2. What was the total cost of running these trains in the last financial 
cr calendar .,ear 'details for which may be available? 
3. Do these trains carry passengers other than those going to or returning 

from the United Kingdom? If not, why? 

4. What is the amount of time saved by running these special trains? 

5. DO,these trains pay for their running from passenger fares? If not, 
what was the total loss to the public exchequer during the last financial or 
calendar year? 

6. Is any extra postage charged for mails carried by these special trains? 
E so, what was the amount of this extra postage gained during the past 
financial or calendar year? 

7. Has the Government considered tht' advisability of stopping these 
ttains 'until better times? If not, do Government propose to consider the 
matter? 

8. Is it a fact that ordinary mail ·and passenger trains are held up at 
roadside stations to allow the special trains to pass on? 

fir. C. D. II. Hindley: The Honourable Member is referred to the reply 
b'lllen to questiop No. 138 asked by Mr. N. M. Joshi in ~ i  Assembly 
on 7th September, 1922, on a similar subject. 

MAIL CONTRACTS IN POONA. 

345. *JIr. A. B. LaUhe: Will the Government be pleased to state-
(a) For which years and for what respective places were mail contracts 

given to Messrs. Sultan Chivoy, Contractors, East Street, Poona? 

(b) For which of these contracts were tenders invited from other Motor 
Companies in Bombay and Poona? and 

(c) If reply to the part (b) of the question be in the negative in full or in 
part" why 'Were tenders not invited? • 
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OOloRel Sir Sydney OrookBbaDk: Tli.e n c ~  in o ma io~  ~ being 
obtained and will be supplied to the Honourable Member as soon as 
possible. 

HECOMMENDATIONS OF ASSAM LABOUR INQuffiY COMMITTEE. 

346. *Ra.i B&hadur G. O. Ifag: Are the Government of India aware 
that the majority of the Assam Labour Inquiry ommi ~ recommend that 
Act XIII of 1859 should cease to apply to the tea gardens in Assam. and that 
the Governor of Assam in Council accepts the recommendation" Do Govern-
ment propose to bring iit a Bill during the present session either to repeal 
Act XIII of 1859. or at'1east to give effect to the above recommendation 
by amending it" ; 

The Honourable Sir Jlalcolm Hailey: Yes. Government are at present 
~on id in  the replies of Local Governments to the reference made to 
them as a result of the discussion in the Assembly on the 10th September, 
1921, on the R"soluiion moved by Mr. Joshi. The final replies Dave only 
recently been received. It is possible, however. for the Government of 
_Assam by action under section 5 of the Act as amended in 1920, to secure 
that. the Act shall not apply to some or all of the ~ a d n  in Assam. 

COMPOSITION OF T:Flli: SHIPPING COMMITTEj;;. 

Mr. T. V. Seshagiri A:yyar: Will the Government be pleased to give to 
this House information regarding the composition of the Shipping Com-
mittee and also the qualifications of Sir John Biles who has been appointed 
8 Member of the Committee, his previous pay. and his experience in the 
India Office also" 

The Honourable Mr. O. A. Innes: I am sorry that I have not got 
available an answer regarding the composition of the Committee but Honour-
able Members know, I think, that its composition was published in the 
Gazette of India of Saturday last. As regards Sir John Biles, Kt., K.C.I.E., 
LL.D., he is Honorary Vice-President of the Institution of Naval 
Architects, Member of the Society of Naval Architects of the United States 
of America; Honorary Member of the Japanese Society of Naval Architects. 
He has been Naval Constructor with the Admiralty, Naval Architect and 
Manager to the Clydebank Shipyard; Professor of Naval . Architecture, 
Glasgow University, and is senior partner-in Sir J. H.Biles and Company, 
a firm of Naval Architects and Engineers, He has visited professionally 
the United Sta.tes of America, Canada" Japan, China, India and Australia. 
He has served on at least nine Committees appointed by thf' 
Board of Trade to inquire into different marine questions. He 
is Ii ~  Master of the Worshipful Compaqy of Shipwrights and 
a Past President of the Engineering Section of the British Asso-
ciation. He is Consulting Naval Architect to the India Office. It is 
understood that he succeeded the late Sir E. Reed in 1ilis post. 

The Mercantile Ma.rine Department of the Board of Trade supplied 
on request the na~ ~  certain gentlemen with ext>ert knowledge who 
had dealt with shipbuiRH.ng problems on. a large scale. and were capable, of 
taking broad and long views on such matters., Sir Johxi Biles was invited 
to serve on this Committee in view of the fact that he had already visited 
India and in regard to his well· recognized position as an authority on 
'Shipbuilding. 

I have no information as to what remuneration he has drawn from the 
India Offioe. • 

• , 
• • • 
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JIr. T. V. S88haJiri Ayyar: HaS a' Secretary been appointed to this 
Committee? 

The Honourable Kr. C. A. Innes: Yes. Mr. J. H. Green. 

1Ir. T. V. Seshagiri Ayyar: Is it not generally the rule that where a 
European President is appointed to a Committee, an Indian Secretary is 
appointed and vice veTsa where there is an Indian President an English 
Secretary is appointed? 

The Honourable Kr. C. A. Innes: I am not aware, Sir, of the i ~c  

of any such rule, but I may say that I offered the appointment to an 
Indian gentleman who refused it. 

STATE MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAYS. 

Sir Campbell Rhodes: Sir, I wish to ask the Honourable the Home 
Member the question of which I have given him private notice: 

In view of the fact that the Bengal Chamber of Commerce has expressed 
very emphatic and definite views on the question of State Management 
of Railways, which views it naturally d~ i  should be voiced in this 
Assembly by its President, and. in view of the fact that Government have 
provisionally fixed for the discussion of Maulvi Miyan Asjad.ul-Iah's Reso-
lution two dates on which it is impossible for .the President to attend owing 
ttl the Statutory Annual Meeting of. the Chamber of Commerce on 27th 
instant, I beg to inquire whether it would be possible for the Government to 
allot some ot.her day for the consideration of the Resolution. 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: I am very sensible of the difficulty 
due to the fact that we have had to postpone the discussion of this 
important Resolution to a date on which it will be impossible for the 
President of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce to be in his place. ThE:: 
Bengal Chamber of Commerce is of course intimately concerned with this 
question, and moreover we ourselves would have welcomed the assistance of 
Sir Campbell Rhodes in our discussion on the subject, not only as a repre-
sentative of the Chamber but on peri'lonal ground!\. But, the difficulty of 
arranging another date is 'very great. It would mean of course that we 
should be obliged to postpone the discussion till March, but there are few 
dates available in that month, and it is possible that even o~  dates 
must be occupied by other urgent Government business. I am afraid, 
that in the circumstances I can see no way of surmounting this difficulty. 

UN STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. • 
MHOW GRIEVANCES. 

154. Mr. Pyari Lal: 1. Has the attention of the Government been 
drawn to an article headed .. Mhow Grievances" published in the Oan-
tonment Advocate ()f 10th November, 1922? 

2. Is it a fac.t tha,t Mr. A. A.Dadabhoy, a representative of the local 
H()use,.()wners Association nominated to the Cantonment Committee, has 
been told that· he could take part only in those. meetings where question 
regarding house property is to be considered and that his participation in 
the deliberations· of the Committee will be confined to that question only? 
3. Is the Government aware that as a protest' against this imposition 

of thi8 limitation on his appointment a8 a member of the Committee, Mr. 
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Dadabhoy has nev.er taken part in any meetiug .of the Cantonment 
Committee? 
4. Is it a fact that aa a result of Mr. Dadabhoy's absence from the 

om ~  the important interests of the House-OwnEll'B .Association have 
gone unrepresented on the Committee? 

5. Will the Government be pleased to state why this qualification haa 
been imposed upo;n the appointment of the representative of the House-
. Owners Association and under what law? 

Mr. :I. Burdon: 1. Yes. 
2-5. The Government of India have no information·on the subject, but 

inquiries are being made. I will let the Honourable Member know the 
result in due course. 

FEE IN CA.."TONMENT GENERAL HOSPITALS. 

155. 111'. Pyari Lal: 1. Is the Government aware that fee is being 
charged in Cantonment General Hospitals for professional services rendered 
within the premises of the Hospital? 
2. Is it a fact that the Cantonment Reform Committee haa recom-

mended the desirability of stopping this practice? 

3. Do the Government propose to direct or suggest to the Canton-
ment Committees, the desirability of carrying out the recommendations of 
the Cantonment Reform Committee in this connection? . . 

Mr. E. Burdon: 1. Fees are leviahle for treatment in Cantonment 
~ i al  and dispensaries under the provisions of Section 207 read with 

Section 206 of the Cantonment Code. 

2 and 3. Xhe Honourable Member is pl'f'sumably referring to the recom-.. 
mendation made by the Cant{)nment Reforms Committee in paragraph M. 
of their report. 

Government have no information that charges of the kind there des-
cribed are in practice levied, but if the Honourable Member will report 
to the local mi:itary authorities any cases of the kind that have come to 
his notice, the Government of India feel sure that the matter will receive 
proper attention. They do not think it necessary to issue directions or sug-
gestions on the subject to Cantonment Committees. 

RAJLWAY CATERING DEPARTMENTS. 

156. Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhlkary: (a) Will the Government be pleased 
to state whet4er there are any catering Deparlnnents in the East Indian 
Hililway and Eastern BEngal Railway on t.he SAme lines as that obtaining 
in the Bengal N agpur R.ailway or lines ll ~l  thereto? 

(b) If there are not, what tl.re the reasons for absence thereof and what 
tukes their place for 110viding food and refreshment for the travelling 
public on the journey? 

(c) Is it proposed to introduce on the East Indian Railway and Eastern 
Bengal Railway arrangements like those obtaining on the Bengal Nagpur 
Railway. 

Mr. O. D. K. Bindley: (a) The catering on the East Indian and 
Eastern Bengal Railways is not done by the Railways themselves as in the 
a ~ of ,the' Bengal Nagpur Railway. 

• • • • 
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(h) To introduce the departmenta!! system at the present time; with 
high· prices prevailing, would involve. an expenditure on initial outlay which 
the railwavs· cannot !d'ferd. Food and refreshments are provided by Con-
tract-ol"l' and Vendors under railway supervision and thisarrangemeJit has 
been in force for a number of years. 

(c) No, ::lOt at present. 

INDIAN STUDENTS IN ENGLAND. 

157. Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhikary: (a) Will the Government be pleased 
to state what action has been taken on the recommendations of the Lytton 
Committee about Indian students in England? 

(b) H no action has teen taken what artion is proposed to be taken and 
when? 

The Honourable Mr. A.. 0.· Chatterjee! The Report has been published 
and circulated .to local Governments and Administrations and is under the 
consideration of the Government of India. It is hoped the;t Local Govern-
ments will shortly be addressed in the matter. 

MUTUAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES. 

158. ]tao Babadur O. S. Subromanayam: 1. Has the Government 
framed rules under explanation to Section 10 (2) (iii) of the Indian Income-
tax Act, 1922, Te: Mutual Benefit Societies? 

2. Is it a fact that in the Income-tax Manual, page 90, it is stated 
that no change in law has ·been made as no rules have been framed?, 

3. Will the Government be pleased to state whether the J:Ules have been 
framed, since the publication of the Manual? 

• 4. Will the Government be pleased to state when they win. make these 
. rules? 

'!'he Honourable Sir Basfl Blackett: 1. No. 
2. No. The statement in the Income-tax Manual is that" no action 

can be taken (under the explanation) until a rule is made to. 

3. No. 
4. Applications have. been received from several Societies but action 

has been postponed pending a decision of a High Court to which reference 
has been made as to whether profits of such Societies are taxable at all. 

PRlNTL'iG OF STAMPS IN INDIA. 

159. ]tao Bahadur O. S. Subrabmanayam: 1. Will the Government be 
pleased to state what stage has been reached in the consideration of the 
question of printing Stampa in India? 

2. Will the Government be pleased to state whether Indian States do 
ul!e Indian-made stamps for their judicial, non-judicial and postal services 
and if so, which of them and for wbt purposes? 

8. Will the Government be pleased to state how ma~ printing establish-
ments there are under the Government of India? 

4. Have the Government; instituted a system of exact costing in regard 
to the printing establishment of the Government? . 

5. With reference to the Honourable Mr. Chatterjee's answer to my 
question on the same subject, will the Government be pleased to lay on 

t 
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the Table the results of any inquiry regarding the system 0t·.exact costing 
obtaining in the print.ing establishments under the Government of India, 
that may have been made already? 

JIr. A. B. Ley: 1. The question of printing stamps in India has been 
taken up by Government. and Government are now awaiting & report 
from an officer who has been specially deputed to -examine the practi! 
cability of the proposal. 

2. The Government of India have no official information'on the subject. 

3. Twelve. including the printing establishments of mIDor Administra-
tions, Residencies. Commercial Departments and State Railways. 

4 and 5. There is already a system of costing in force in the main 
Government ()f India Presses, which shows the cost of each job including 
overhead charges. depreciation of machinery, etc. Except pOssibly in one 
or two minor respects, the existing system seems to be complete j but it 
is now being subjected to a close examination in order that Government 
may be satisfied that any defects are brought to light and remedied. 

RAILWAY EXPENDITURE IN ENGLAND. 

160. Rae Bahadur O. S. ~  (a) Will the Goverhment be 
pleased to state the tobl amount spent in England on account of the Ra.il-
1i\'ays in India and on what class of materials? 

(b) Has any attempt been made to get any of those supplies in India? 

IIr. O. D ••• BiDdley: (a) It is assumed that the Honourable Member 
desires to knov. the amount spent in England during the current year. 
The expenditure to end of November 1922, the latest period for which 
figures are available, is £5'68 millions. 

Materials c a ~d in England for State-worked railways are those 
not produced or manufactured in India or not obtainable in India in the 
quantities required or to the conditions as to quality or price prescribed 
in the Stores Rules.' Generally H.ay include specialised machinery and 
plant, locomotives, wagons, steel rails, etc. The Company-worked rail-
ways have full powet'S to make their own arrangements for the supply of 
stores and usually purchase the same classes of materials in England. 

(b) State-worked lines are governed by the Stores Rules the general 
conditions of which :Ire that articles produced or manufactured in India 
should be  purchased in India provided the quality is satisfactory arid,-:the 
~ ic  not unfavourable. In accordance with these Rules tenders are in-
vited in India for sU(.h articles as are produced or manufactured in India 
of the requisite quality. Company-worked lines generally speaking follow 
P. similar procedute. 

REGISTRNRS, ETC., OF JOINT STOCK ~ 

161. Rao Bahadur O. S. Subrahmanayam: (a) Are the Registrars of 
J oint Stock Companies or their. Assistants, Chartered Accountants or 
holders of diplomas in Accountancy? 

(b) Will the Government be pleased to see that these or some. of 
these posts ale filled by men who possess such qualifications? 

• • 
• 
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The Honourable Kr. O. A. Innes: (a) Under Section 248 (2) of the Indian 
Companies Act, 1913,awointments of Registrars and Ass,istant Regis-
trars of Joint Stock Companies are made bv Local Governments. The-
Government of India have not therefore detailed information about the-
qualifications of the particular officers, but it is understood that the first 
Registran at Calcuth and Bombay were respectively a Chartered Account-
pnt and a. lawyer well trained ip Company Law. 

(b) The Government of India invited the attention at the time when 
the Companies Act was passed of Local Governments to the desirability of 
appointing a wholetime officer in the large commercial centres, at any a ~ 

i~  special training and experience fitting him for the work required. 

CONSTITUTION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE PUBLJC -SERVICES COMMISSIO!IO. 

162. Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhikary: (a) Will the Government be-
pleased to state -what action, if any, bas been taken under section 96-C. 
o~ the Government of India Act since the answers given to Mr. Samarth in 
the Assembly on the same subject? 

(b) If no action has bee:1 taken, will the Government please state when 
and what action is proposed to be taken? 

The Honourable EUrllalcolm.-JlaUey: The constitution and functions 
of the Public Services Commission provided for in section 96-C of the 
Government of India Act cannot be determined until a decision has been 
reached on some of the questions involved in the larger problem of the-
Increased Indianization of the services, which is now under consideration 
and will doubtless engage the attention of the Roval Commission _ It has 
b.eenilecided, thereio!"e, to hold the matter in abeyance for the present. 

THE MALABAR (COMPLETION OF TRIALS) SUPPLEMENTING 
BILL. 

The Ronourable Sir Malcolm Halley (Home Meml>er): I beg to move: 
.. That the Bill to supplement the Malabar (Completion of Tria.ls) Act, 1922, ~ 

taken into considera.tion." -

I fully explained the circumstan.:les under which this Rill was introduced 
on Saturday last, and as it is of a formal nature, I need not further enlarge 
on either the principle or the detaIls of the measure. 

Mr . .T.fOhaudhuri (Chittagong and Rajshahi Divisions: Non-Muham-
madan Rural): Sir, I welcome this Bill because it lectifies an error; but I 
a ~  to draw the HO'lourable the Home Member's attention to an obvious 
duty on th-a part of the Government to rectify other errors, and aJso to 
rectify a very serious omission. In the first place, I fe. that such omis-
sions and errors have occurred in connection with the Ordinances passed 
by His ExcelleJl4lY t.he Governor General. It is obvious, because this 
is one instance of it. Now the particular matter to which I wish to draw 
the attention of the Honourable Member is that the last of. t.he Ordinances. 
()ne of the provisions of which this Bill proposes to continue by an Act of 
the Legislature, expires next Monday, and there are other provisions under 
these Ordinances which have expired and which may result in very serious 
consequences, as I shall presently point out_ I mentioned this matter 
t-o the late Home, Member,  Sir }Villiam Vincent, and what I s\J.ggested WIIS 
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that after these Orainances have expired, it would be necessary to· allow 
the Indian Legislature to pass a General Indemnity Aot 'J'ith regard to.. 
the powers exercised under these Ordinances. On Saturday last when.. 
thig Bill was laid on the tablt -it was not circulated before but laid on 
the table-I mentioned it to the present Home Member, Sir Malcolm. 
Hauey. He asked ale to give the matter my consideration; but yeRter-
day being a Sunday 1 have been unable to refer to books and authorities. 
All the same I have looked into these Ordinances very carefully, all of 
them, and I am deliberately of opinion that it is absolutely necessary 
nOF on the part of the Government to get a General Indemnity Act passed. 
wifh regard to them. 

I shall take first the Ordinance, No. II of 1921, which purports to 
declare Martial Law with regard to Malabar. That Ordinance has got an. 
Indemnity section, section 23, but that has absolutely expired because the 
life of these Ordinanoos only lasts £O)r six months. I am not ssying this in 
any captious spirit, but I am pointing out to the Government an obliga-
tion, a duty, which is absolutely incumbent on them. Now the first Ordin-
ance which was pas.;ed, Ordinance No. II of 1921, was passed on 26tlL 
~  1921. What did it purport to do? It purported to declare Mar-

tial Law in Malabar. That was quite right and we do not question the· 
policy or· justification at all. Now what is oUr present position with 
regard to the declarationo£ Martial Law? My Honourable friend will 
remember that there was a statutory provision, the Bengal Regulation of 
181.0. yesterday bemg Sunday, I have not been able to look into the-
datE. of that Regulation, but my Honourable friend, Sir Henry Moacrieff 
Smith, will correct me if I am in error. It was a Regulation of 18lO, the-
Bengal Martial Law Hegulation, which was extended to the whole of 
India, and Martial L'iw COuld be declared thereunder. That was the posi-
t;un before it was repealed. Under the recommendations of the Repressive· 
Laws Committee, th'lt Regulation W8:8 repealed . 

. Mr. Presldel)t: I sl.ould like the Honourable Member to explain how 
this matter is relevant to a measure which is extremely narrGW in scope, 
r.amely, enabling appeals to be made to the High Court which would other-
\I"ise not be made, unless we pass this Bill. 

Mr. J. Ohaudhuri: Yes; I shall explain it this way. Sir, you will 
notice that the StatemFDt of Objects and Reasons rel"ites tha.t· on the ex-· 
piratian of the Malabar (Completion of Trials) Ordinance, this Act is to come 
into operation. This Ordinance-the om l ~ion of Trials OrJinance, 
1922-is the last 01dmance; it will expire next Monday. Some of the-
latf't' Ordinances refer to some of the earlier ones, some of which have-
expired. My submission is that Government should come forward with 
a proper Indemnity Bill. They hllve now come forward with a Bill, a 
very proper Bill, for extending the Completion of Trials Ordinance, because 
if ~lli  Ordinttnce exp:l ed on Monday then a number of appeals which are· 
pending before the M3Qras High Court and other appeals about to be filed. 
will fall to the ground. The Local Legislature passed an Act for continuing 
the jurisdiction of ~ Hi!,h Court of Madras with regard to appeals from 
trials  held under the 1\1 nlabar Or<Iinances in Matims; and one of the Acts: 
wh·.ch was passed by the Lo('al Legislature was found to be ultra viro •. 
that is, was against thc statute law of India. Now, the Honourable the-
Home Member has come forward very justly with an Act which would 
rectify that ultra vires legislation. Now, I sa:y since the llWt of these 
Ordinances kpires on Monday, the 19th ~ an  and many have expired 

• 
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bef-Jre, I ask the Government to bring forward an Indemnity Bill bEfore 
this House .. 

JIr. President: The mere fact that the Honourable Member Kads it 
n c~ a  to ask the Government to bring forward another Bill shows 
that his remarks on this Bill are not relevant. 

JIr. I. OhaudJiuri: What I say is that this Bill ...... . 

Mr. President: I am prepared to allow the Honourable Member .io 
ask his question of the Government; I am not prepared to allow him '\0 
argue thlO1 merits of the question. 

JIr. I. Oh&Ddhuri: 'rhen, Sir, I shall sum up by putting this question. 
What I would ask is this. We have got also a responsibility in regard to 
.his matter. When tbese indeplOity sections have all of them expired, I 
ear!;.estly request the Home Member to bring before this House a general 
Indemnity Bill, and I can assure him that we are not so wanting in the 
senbe of responsibilit." as to obstruct. But it is absolutely necessary in. 
the interests of the public servants .  .  .  . 

Mr. President: The Honourable Member is now arguing the merits of 
the· case; he had better put his question and see whether the Government 
jg prepared to answer it.. 

m.l. Ohaudhuri: I ask whether Government will consider that ques-
t:on, !ftid I would point out the obligations of the Government with regard 
t.o sections 127 and 128 of the Government of India Act and also ask them 
to take into consideration the foot that Bengal Regulation with regard to 
martial law has been repealed. Whether it is repealed or not, in every 'in-
stance where martial law has been in force an Indemnity Act has been 
l,rought before the House; that has been invariably the practice; and I am 
Of. opinion that without an Indemnity Act serious consequences may 
,anse .... 

JIr. President: The Honourable Member can use that argument when 
an Indemnitv Bill is before us. I ask him now to confine his remarks to 
thp subject of the present measure. 

JIr. 1_ Ohaudhuri: What I wish to point out is that it is an ultra tlire, 
legislation on the part of the Gover:lment of Madras which this Bill seeks 
to rectify by an Act of the Imperial Legislature. I say that this is not a 
'Complete Act; there are other Regulations and things done under the Ordi-
nances which might have been ultra vires, and since the Ordinances have 
• expired, they would be regarded as ultra vires, and I would therefore ask 
the Honourable the Rome Member to bring forward another Bill embodying 
general indemnity for the protection of all military and rivil officers as also 
private citizens who have acted under any of these Ordinances. That is all 
ihat I have got to say. 

IIr. T. V. Seshagui Ayyar (Madras: Nominated Non-Official): Sir, I 
wiBh toO raise a point which I hope vou will hold a little more relevant than 
th(· one which has been raised by 'uy friend, Mr. Chaudhuri. It is this. I 
\';ould put it in the nature of a question to t,he Honourable the Home Mem-
ber-whether he considers that this constant resort to the central Legisla-
ture is desirable or necessary, whether the proper course would not he for 
T! •. oving the Parliament to so chtnJe the Government of Indid Act as to , 
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make it unnecessary for Local Governments to seek the aid of the Central 
Legislll:ture? 

:Mr, President: I am afraid the Honourable Member was a little sanguine· 
in his opening remark-in thinking that his point was more relevant than 
that raised by Mr. Chaudhuri. 

:Mr. T. V, Seshagiri Ayyar: I am !,utting it in the nature of a question: 
'whether it is not desirable that we should'avoid this constant recourse to the 
Supreme Legislature. and so amend the Government of India Act as to make 
it possible for the Local Legislature. to pass laws which would be applicable 
throughout the whole of the Presidency; otherwise we have to come here 
cften and the result is that there Vt·j}] be •• great deal of dellt,y. I myself 
had to apply to the Central Legislature to extend an Act to the Presidency 
T(.wn. because the Government of "!:ndia Act. was in that respect d ~ i  

Bnd also th'e Governm'3nt of Madras finds that in regard to the Religious 
Endowments Bill they cannot pass a law which would apply to the Presi-
dency 'fowns because the Government of India Act is defective. I bring 
it to the notice of the Honourable the Home Member so that he may move 
Parliament for the purpose of correcting this defect and avoiding, if possible, 
Imnecessary resort to the Central Legislature. . 

The Honourable Sit JIalcolm Halley: Mr. Chaudhuri mentioned to me 
on Saturday the point which he has elaborated to the House; I am afraid, 
that I was not able to I;ive to it the same extensive study as he was able to 
bestow on it, because my Sunday was otherwise engaged::-engaged in 
what will no doubt appear to those who have objections to the ~n  of 
animal life. a much less innocuous occupation .. But I can nevertheless deal 
sufficiently with his foint. He suggests the necessity of bringing in a 
general Indemnity Act which will cover anything done under martial law 
it:! Malabar and provide for any other case which like the one now under dis-
cussion reveals action taken uliravircB. A general Indemnity Act is of 
cC'urse a natural corollary to martbl law. Those who remember the cele-
[Hated discussion in the Imperial Legislative Council of 1919 will bear me 
(Jut when I say that it was amply proved to that Council that everywhere 
where martial law has been applied a general Indemnity Act has followed. 
But equally. it" is not usual to oriag forward such an Act until practically 
every incident of Martial law has closed; you cannot propose to the Legis-
lature that they. should give " general carte blanche to Government and 
must place .it in possession of the completed story of Martial Law transac-
tions when you are asking it to legislate for indemnity .. 

As regards Malabar and the incidents which occurred there, it is still a 
Matter of consideration whether we should put forward a general Indemnity 
Bill. applying to all acts taken in pursuance of Martial Law. Mr. 
Chaudhuri suggested that the Bill we now  propose in itself illustrates an 
action which needs covering as being ultra vireB; but the statement which 
I made to the House 011 Saturday will show that we are not in thiS Bill 
dealing with any act committed outside the law by any officer in exercising 
"Martial Law functions. Nor again Ilre we 90S he suggests'proposing to extend 
the operation of the Ordinances. The effect of the last of the Ordinances 
will expire on the 18th or 19th of this month and in view of that.expiration 
,the Madras Council itself  passed 80 Act granting certain Magistrates the 
powers as a speedy prooedure for disposing of s lsrg.e number of oases still 
pending on their hand'l. That Council could not. however. in so doing affect 
the powers of the IDgh Court because unde.r the Letters Patent the local 
Legislature. has no authority to do so, and that is the sole reason why it is 

• 
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necessary for us to leg!81ate in order to confer the necessary powers on the 
High Court. Our Bill, therefore, is very restricted in scope. It is merely 
Lt"('essary in order to supplement the legislative powers of the Madras 
Council. 

Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar asked whether it was necessary to have such frequent 
resort to the Central l.egislatUl;e !n order to get over difficulties of this 
nature. That is a question as to how far we are prepared to legislate or to 
8S1.: for legislation in order to allow local Legislatures to deal with modifica-
tIOns in the Letters:ps!.ent for the Presiden('y High Courts. I am sure that 
the Assembly will not desire that I shoul i enter into this question this 
n.orning. It is a somewhat important matter and it is one to which we 
sLo»ld desire to give a good deal of thought. 
Ill. President:. The. question is: 
"That the Bill to supplement the Malabar (Completion of Trials) Act, 1922, be 

ltall:en into considel:&tion." 

-The motion was adopted. 

Clause 1 was added to the Bill. 

1Ir: I. Ohau.dhuri: Sir, with regard to the Title I have to point out 

JIr. President: If the Honourable Member had been watching, he would 
r_ave seen that I gave him an opening. Clause 1 now stands part of the 
.Blli. 

Clause 2 was &.dded to the Bill. 

lIr. President: The question is that this be the Title to the Bill. 

JIr. I. Ohaudhur1: It is not clear, Sir, whether this Act is of this Legis-
lature or of the Madras Legislature, and I ~an  to draw the attention of the 
Honourable the Home Member to it. It is usual to cite the local Acts as the 
"Fmgal Act, Madras Act, and so on, and so this omission might lead to con-
iL.sion, and therefore I ""ould suggeit that_ we snould put down the title as 
-the Malabar (Completion of Trials) Act, No. (Madras) of .... 

The lilonourable Sir Malcolm BaUey: The Title is put in the present 
iO!"lD, because we do not yet know the No. of the Act passed in Madras. 
But I think that the H{lDourable Member's intention will be sufficiently 
TIlet if when we printolp the Bill we place in the margin, the proper reference 
"t .... the Madras Act. . 

The Title was added to the Bill. 

The Preamble was hlIded to the Bill. 

'i'heHouourele Sir Jlalcolm Bailey: Sir, I move that the Bill be 
JiPssed. 

The motion wss ad')pted. 

'l'HE CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDuRE (AMENDMENT) BILL. 

Mr. Presi.ent: The Assembly will now proceed to the furthe!' considera-
tion of the BiU further to a.mend the Code fir Criminal ProcedUJ'e, 1898, and 
th(' Court-fees Act, 1870, as passed by the Council of State. On the last 
(Je('asion clsuse 127 was postponed for further consideration in view of the 
iart that the ,amendment standing in the Dame of Mr. Agnihotri,· though 

t-
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sc,.eptable in principle to Government, required re-drafting. . I linderstand 
t1.:at it is now found th"t the amendment will be more a.ppropriate in clause 
127A. 

Mr. K. B. L. Agnihotri ~n al Provinces Hindi DimioDs: Non-Muham-
Inadan): Sir, I want to move another amendment which stands in my name, 
snd that is that the order under this section shall be appealable .... 

Mr. Preliden': We are now on amendment No. 339. 

MI'. K. B. L. AgDlhob'l: As advised I beg to withdraw it, Sir. 

Clause 127 was added to the Bill. 

Mr. K·. B. L. AgIlihotri: Sir, I beg to move that for 127A, the following 
be substituted, namely: 
.. l~  (I). Section 489 of the said Code shall be re-numbered &8 sub-section (1) 

d section 489, and in that· sub· section a" re-numbered for the word 'fift,.' the words 
• one hundred ' si·all be substituted: 

, (2) To the same section the following sub-section shall be added, DBBIel,.: 

'Where it appears to the Magistrate that, in consequence !Jf any decision of • 
<ompetent Civil Court, any order made under aection 488 should be cancelled or varied, 
.he shall cancel the order or, as the 1$98 may be, vary the same lICCOl"dingly'." 

This clause relates to maintenance section in the Criminal Procedure Code, 
aJ • .! this is the draft which the Government and myself have agreed to put 
iI.to this claUt>e. Therefore, Sir, I propose that this amendment be accepted 
bj-the House. 

I 

The motion was adopted. 

Clause 127 A as amended was addOO to the Bill. 

l)r. :8:. S. (Jour (Nagpur Division: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, in moving 
.my amen.dment No. 342·to clause 129 (2), I wish to point out the law as 
it stands at present. Under the present Code of Criminal Procedure, a 
.Public Prosecutor can only be appointed in respect of casea triable by the 
Court of Sessions, The amendment proposed by Government does away 
with that condition and ma ~  it lawful for the G;ovemment to appoint 
.. Public Proseeutor in all cases, whether triable bX a ~ a  or by a 
.court of Sessions. Honourable Members will find tliat a Public Prosecutor 
maybe appointed either generally or in any specified ola~ of cases or in 
.l!ny particular case by the Governor General in Council or the Local Gov-
o(·rnment. That is the general provision. In the clause under reference, 
rrovisionis made for the appointment of a Public Prosecutor by the District 
Magistrate or, subject to the control of the District Magistrate, the Sub-
Divisional Magistrate, and it is pointed out tha., where such a Public 
J>rosecutor bas been  appointed, no private o l ~o  can be appojnted 
except in two cases and two cases only, namely, in the aosence of the 
Public Prosecutor or where no Public Prosecutor has been 80 appointed . 
.Reading the two clauses together, Honourable Men1bers will find the law 
is boiled down to this that in all cases where a Public Prosecutor' has been 
~ oin d for any area--Iet us say a district--noperson can be appointed 
a& a Public Prosecutor in any partiCUlar case, and therefore IlQ . person 
~ oin d a8 such can possess the right of withdrawal from the ease... The 
amendment I propose for the acceptance of this HOU$e is intended to 
'('Dable .tbe District Magistrate or, subject to his control, the Sub-Divisional 
Magistrate to appoint any pleader as a Public Prosecutor only for the 
purposes of that case in which l>,.) appears,-not only in cases where the 
Public Proeecutor has not been appointed or is absent, but also·in. cases 

• 
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[Dr. H.S .. Gour.] 
where' the Public Prosecutor, though generally appointed for the district, 
i~ not interested in that particular case. HOI1Purable Members will see 
that criminal cases in the Courts-and I am now referring to the magis-
terial cases-are sub-divided by the Criminal Procedure Code into com-
Houndab.le .and non-compoundable cases, but, as Honourable Members are 
p-ware, a case may be a comilOundable case and yet the prosecutor may 
desire to \vithdraw from the case, either because he finds that his witnesses 
do not support the case or because, for other reasons l1e tl:rinks it 
lxpedient to withdraw from the prosecution of the case. Now, in a case 
of. this kind, let us assume instituted upon complaint and more or less of 
fl quasi-criminal character, take the case of d ama io~  insult, adultery 
and the like, in which the Public Prosecutor, though appointed for the 
district, is not likely to be appointed for the conduct of the prosecution 
of that case,-what is to be the procedure? The law, as proposed by the 
Government, would disentitle a pleader appointed by the complainant to 
rrosecute the case and while in full possessrpn of the facts to withdraw 
from the prosecution because forsooth there exists in the district, in. the 
shadowy background invisible to the Court and unknown to the parties 
('oncerned, a Public Prosecutor. Let us'sssume for the sake of argument 
that the pleader appointed, in that particular case wishes to conform to the 
provisions of law and goes to the Public Prosecutor generally appointed 
for the district. He, goes to him and says: .. My client had complained 
against the accused for an insult. I find I have no witnesses and therefore 
I wish to· withdraw from the case." The Public Prosecut()r will say: "I 
know nothing about the facts of your case. The law must take its course. 
The case must go on and must be disposed of upon its merits." There-
fure, the Public Prosecutor retain.::d in that case is deprived of the liberty 
of cutting shoft a trial and has to prosecute the case, whether he wishes it 
or not, till its termination, ending in the discharge or acquittal of the 
accused. I subinit this would involve in many cases sheer waste of time 
on the part of the Magistrate, and I do not see how the interests of justice 
'\\Duld be served by disqualifying a private Prosecutor appointed by the' 
'!\lagistrate to . conduct a prosecution in a particular case. I quite 
Eee the position of the Government of India would be that where in a 
particular district a Public Prosecutor has be.en appointed, he is iri sole 
(,harge of criininallitigation on behalf of the o~  He is a man who 
takes a detached and independent view of aU criininal cases entrusted to· 
him and he is the best law adviser of the Crown and; as the right of with-" 
drawal is incident to the ordinary  functions of a Public Prosecutor, he and 
he alone must possess that power. Now, on this point, I invite the atten-
tion of the House to the provision contained in the Code of CriininaI Pro-
cp.dure, section 4, sub-clause (t). Honourable Members will find that pro-
vision lays down: I 

"  • Public Prosecutor' means any person appointed under section 492 and includeSi 
any person acting under. the directions of a Public Prosecutor." 

It is perfectly clear, therefore, that the power of withdrawal was not 
iDtended to be conferred upon a Public Prosecutor alone. It was equally 
Intended by the Statute to confer the power of withdrawal upon the pel'Bon 
acting under the directions of a Public Prosecutor, and he is for the purpose 
of withdrawing from the case iricluded in the general definition. of a. Publie 
J'rosecutor. Therefore the argument that the Public Prosecutor should be 
the sole public servant who should possess the power of withdrawing from 
criminal prosecution is c ainl~ not the policy of the law a~ embodied in 

• I 
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the present Code of Criminal Ppocedure.. But even assuming for'the sake 
of argument. that that were the policy of law, my amendment provides 
:that the person who is to be appointed to conduct a prosecution with the 
power of withdrawal is to be appointed by the District Magistrate or by 
i.he Sub-Divisional Magistrate surject to his control, and that gives the 
legal representative of the Crown, the District Magistrate, ample jurisdic-
tion and discretion to decide whethel' he will entrust the prosecution of a 
particular c!!se to the complainant's pleader and thereby comer upon him 
the right of withdrawal. As soon &s an application is made to the District 
Magistrate by the complainant's pleader or by the complainant that he 
wishes the case to be prosecuted through a particular law agent and that 
he should be appointed a Public Prosecutor or a Prosecutor with the power 
0f withdrawal v.ithin the meaning of section 492, clause (2), the District 
Magistrate will open his book and see whether the case in which the 
.application is made for his sanction to prosecute is of such a character 
N' might be left to a Public Prosecutor, and if he finds that the State 
has a very remote interest, or n(l interest at all in the case, and that 
the o nc~ is of a character in which the conflict is ~ n two parties 
rather than between the State and a private person, he will allow 
thL prosecution to ue conducted by the complainant's pleader. If, 
on' the other hand, the District Magistrate finds that the case is of a 
bt;riOUS character and one the proseootion of which should not be entrusted 
L; a private individual such as the complainant's pleader, he will with-
lold his sanction. I therefore submit that any argument that might be 
[.ddressed to tBis House on behalf of Government that it would take away 
H salutary check which at present exists in allowing all prosecutions to be 
<,onducted by an accredited agent of the Crown will fall to the ground. I 
(Iv not see, Sir, in what way the Government will be prejudiced by accept-
.l.lg my amendment, On the other hand, I wish to draw the attention of 
1he. Government to the very great benefit and economy of time which will 
Hlsue if they accept my amendment. I have already pointed out that the 
jurisdiction of the Public Prosecutor is now to be extended from Sessions 
to magisterial Court,s, I have further pointed out that if there is a Public 
J'rosecutor appointed for a particular District, not necessarily for the 
:(.onduct of any particular case, that would be an impediment and an 
iuuperable impediment, to the appointment of a Prosecutor under this 
St;ction with the power of withdrawing from the case. 1 have further 
Ilointed out, Sir, that if such a person is appointed a Prosecutor, it inust 
t,lways b(;', as my amendment proposes, subject to the general control and 
r.anction of the District Magistrate and I have further pointed out that in 
'1 very large number of cases, if the matter is left to the sole discretion 
.tlnd judgment of the Public Prosecutor, it would be left to the judgment 
·ot a person who has probably in many cases leMt knowledge of the facts 
of the oase. 1 wish to point out further that in concentrating this power 
·cf withdrawal in all casp.s· in a District in the Public Prosecutur, there 
''''ould be a strc>ng incentive on the part of a private litigant to employ the 
Pllblic Prosecutor as his o n ~l in the case. But that, surely, is not 
the objeot of Government The objeot of Government is that all State 
I rosecutions must be subjeot to State control. That objeot is perfectly 
intelligible to Honourable Members. It is intelligible to me and I am nut 
(ombating then" views on that subject. The further object the Govern-
tnenthave in view that the Public Prosecutor, if he exists, or if he is 
.f. ppointed in any District, .he and he alone must possess the power of with-
Giaws), is a matter UpoD which I have a.lready addressed this House. I 
tbezefOl'e suiftnit that·owe· shall gain noth.iIjghY allowing the o ~ n  
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nmendment to be passed into law and we shall, I submit, greatly improve' 
the Code if we make the provision!; of section 492, sub-clause (2), a little' 
wore elastic to suit cases instituted. upon private complaint, at the instance-
of a private complainant, in which the State is not directly and intimately 
concerned, and which is after all a matter of quarrel between two parties, 
the complainant and the accused. What objection can there be to the-
complainant or his pleader asking the Distri<lt Magistrate, •• Please allow 
;llY pleader to appear in this ca'3e and prosecute the case possessing the-
fower of withdrawal from the ca,le if he is unable to prove his case or if 
otherwise he should be so minded." These are matters, Sir, upon which. 
I hope the Government will meet Members of this House half way. I 
have given notice of my amendment in one' particular form but on maturer 
c(·nsideration I find th'at the addition of the words would satisfy the 
requirements of my amendment, that is, if after the words " where no 
Prosecutor has been appointed" "in any case" be added. That will 
completely satisfy me and serve the purpose I have in view. I have left 
copies of the amendment with the Secretary to the Assembly. (An Honour-
able Member: .. Row would the section read then ?") The section would 
then read thus: 
" The District Magistrate, or subject te the control of the District Magistrate, the 
l )1i sub-divisional Magistrate JUay, in the absence of the Public Prosecutor, or 
2  . OON. where no Public Prosecutor has been appointed in any case, appoint any 

other person, not being an officer of Police below such rank as the Local Government 
may prescribe in this ~ al  to he Public Prosecutor for the purpose of the case." 

That ensures the fact that if the Public Prosecutor is appointed in any 
case he and he alone" will ccnduct that prosecution, but if for any reason 
owing to the triviality of the offence or other character of the offence the 
Government do not wish to go to the expense of appointing a Public Prose-
cutor in any case, it should not debar the District Magistrate from giving 
power to any other pleader appearing on behalf of the complainant to 
conduct the prosecution. That, 1 submit, is all that I want. I think my 
request is reasonable and I ask the House to endorse it. With these words 
T move my amendment. 

• Mr. President: Does the Honourable Member mova the amendment as 
printed in N/). 342? 

Dr. B. S. Gour: I move it, but I have suggested this alternative change 
in the form which I think will serve my purpose. I may point out that 
I am absolutely indifferent how th'l section is worded. I am only !l.nXiOll';l 
that the object I !lave in view is brought out. Language is of no conse" 
quence LO me and I am quite prepared to' accept any draft that the Gov-
ernment suggest in conformity wit:! my views. 

Mr. President: Amendment moved: 

" In clau86 129 (2) after the words 'same sub-section' insert the following: 

, after the word 'may' the following words shall be inserted, namely: • appoint a 
"leader w conduct the prosecution in any case pending in a Court subject to their 
Jurisdiction, aDli they may and'." 

Sir Benry Mollcrieff Smith (Secretary, Legislative Department) :  I 
think it WOllid have been better for the HOWIe if Dr. Gour had made 
dear at the outset which was the amendment he intended to move. He 
spoke for something like 25 minutes and we all thought· he was·· moving 
the amendment which appef'S on the paper. However, ce has said he 
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i~ prepared to accept any wording that tqe o nm ~  may put into 
the Bill which will e:ive him what he wants. I am suggestmg to the House 
that the Bill as it stands gives him what he wants. There js no necessity 
for any amendment whatever. Dr. Gour's real motive seems to me to 
give a very wide extension to the category of compoundable offences. 
He said, where a case is a case between two parties, not a case between 
the State and a party, why should not a pleader, though he may not 
have been appointed a Public Prosecutor, be able to withdraw? The 
House spent some time-the Members of this House spent a great deal of 
time outside this Chamber-in examining the categories, the list of com-
poundable offences, and decided what offences should be compoundable and 
what offences should not and I think the House should be prepared to 
leave it at that. If there is to be a question of withdrawing from a 
prosecution in' a case which is not, according to the decision of the 
House already arrived at, compoundable under the Code of Criminal 'Pro-
cedure, then the discretion should be in the hands of an impartial authority 
like the Public Prosecutor. Sir, I have some  apprehension that Dr. Gour 
has not properly understood section 492 (2). First of all, under section 
492 (1) thc Government has the power to appoint a Public Prosecutor, 
and under '£ub-section (2) certain Magistrates have power to appoint a 
Public Prosecutor in cases where none has been appointe<t' by the Gov-
ernment or any Public Prosecutor appointed by the Government is absent. 
I think all the lawyer Members of this House at all events know quite 
well that .it is a most frequent thing for the District Magistrate to appoint 
II Public Prosecutor for thq purposes of a particular case. One obvious 
reason for that is that one person cannot l)e in several places at the same 
time. The magisterial Courts. in the district are numerous and possibh 
there is onlv one Public Prosecutor and he cannot attend to all the case's 
that are oi~  on. Dr. Gour said, why should there be no power to with-
draw a case, because somewhere in the shadowy background there 
~ i  a Public Prosecutor about whom the parties know nothing? a~ 

remark may have deceived the House. It is quite irrelevant to thl' 
subject we are discussing. The point is if the Public Prosecutor is in the 
shadowy background, a Public llrosecutor will have been ~ oin d for the 
particular case by the Magistrate and that Public Prosecutor will not be 
in the background; he will be there conducting the case and he will have 
the opportunity to withdraw. If it is a case that is compoundable, it does 
pot matter whether there is a Public Prosecutor there or not, or whether 
there is a person in Dr. Gour's words appointed to conduct the prose-
cution or not. The complainant is quite c~ a l  of cOr.lpounding the case. 
I listened to Dr. Gour's remarks to try and ascprtain whether he proposed 
to draw any distinction between "  a Public Prosecutor " and "  a person 
o;:,pointed to conduct the prosecution ". It seems to me they are goin" 
to be exactly the &ame thing. It is not, according to his own words: 
a person. appointed by the party to conduct the prosecution on his behal1. 
He intends this person. to be appointed under the Code in the regular 
way by a Magistrate, and therefore this person will be a Public Prosecutor 
just as much as the Public Prosecutor appointed by the Government or by 
the District Magistrate. Dr. Gour has moved only amendment No. 342 on 
the paper but he directed his arguments to amendment No. 344 which 
follows and which is most certainly consequential. That is why I have 
leferred very freely to the Public Prosecutor's powers to withdraw-the 
. withdrawal power coming in section 494 of thfl Code. The fact is that 
any Public Prosecutor under the amendment which the Bill proposes in 
the Code, whether he is appointed by the Government or whether he is. 

• 
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~ oin d by a Magistrate, will now have power to withdraw from 8. prose-
.cution, and it seems to me quite unnecessary to make any further exten-
sion of the provisions with regard to the appointment of the Public Prose-
.eutor or with regard to his power to withdraw. 

Bao Bahadur T. Rangachariar (Madras City: Non-Muhammadan 
Urban):, Sir, not only is this amendment unnecessary but I am afraid 
it may work an injuiltice to the complainant. Under the law as it stands, 
under section 495, Honourable Members will notice, the complainant who 
wants to conduct a prosecution may do so either personally or by a 
pleader. If this amendment of Dr. Gour's is accepted and if you leave it 
-to the District :Magistrate to appoint a pleader to conduct the prosecution, 
it may imply that without such an appointment by the District Magis-
trate the complainant may not be entitled to appoint a pleader to con-
.duct ~ prosecution. There is that risk. Apart from that, I think it is 
.quite unsafe to leave the withdrawal of a prosecution of an offence which 
is not compoundable in the hands of private parties. Our system ought 
-to aim at all prosecutions for offences in this 'country to be in the hands 
.of independent prosecutors, prosecutors employej by the Crown. My ideal 
is to have a Director General of Prosecutions in every prov1l:lCe and, under 
bim, Prosecutors, Public Prosecutors, for every district, who will act as 
independent legal officers bringing a judicial mind to bear 'upon the con-
.duct of prosecutions m this country. Private prosecutors, we know, Sir, 
cften act from motives of vengeance, motives of spite, and a pleader engaged 
by a complainant oftentimes partakes of the feelings of the complainant. 
A Public Prosecutor ought to be above such sentiments and feelings. He 
is not there to get convictions, as has often been pointeq out by Courts; 
the Public Prosecutor is there to get justice done, and therefore, in non-
-compoundable cases we ought not to leave it to a private public prosecutor 
to say, .  I withdraw from the case ': it ought to he left to the Public Prose-
cutor, and I therefore submit, Sir, that this amendment is unnecessary. 
The District Magistrate has now got the power to appoint persons to 
,conduct a particular case. That, Sir, as has been pointed out, means to 
<londuct a particular case as Public Prosecutor whether in the High Court 
and in the mufassil. There was never any difficulty felt, because there 
was a Public Prosecutor in the district who says you cannot appoint a 
Public Prosecutor to conduct a particular case. That difficulty was never 
felt,-I have been so appointed; I do not know where my Honourable 
friend gets the idea that it is only where the Public Prosecutor is not 
sppointed or if the Public Frosecutoris absent from the district, then only 
8 person can be appointed a Public Prosecutor for a case. In heavy batches 
of cases where riots take place, it is very common to appoint public prose-
cutors to conduct .cases, a~ o  the li~ Prose?utor of the district may 
be there and avalla'Jle. rherefore, there IS nothmg to prevent it and I 
submit, Sir, that this amendment is unnecessary and likely to o ~ injuri-
ous to the complainant . 

. JIr. .T. V. Seahagiri. Ayyar . (Madras: Nominated Non-Official): ! 
~ m  Sir" ~  o ~  Will be. d ~ d  to have a house divided against 
Itself; an~ ~ party ~ ld d agamst Itself IS perhaps a better, spectacle than 
~ house diVided agamst Itself. I am rather inclined to thinkthat sufficient 
lmportance has not been attached to the idea which Dr. Gour has in his 
mind in this ~a  A poipt which seems to have escapM the notice of 
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my Honourable friend, Mr. Rangachariar, and also of the Honourable Sir 
Henry Moncrieff Smith, is this. There may be cases in which the Public Pro-
secutor, even in a non-compoundable case, will not be in a position to 
conduct the prosecution; for example tlfe Public Prosecutor may a ~ 

ottachments to one of the parties, and it may not be desirable that he' 
should be in a position to conduct the prosecution. Under those circum-
stances, supposing a person is appointed to be a public prosecutor, should 
lip not have the power to withdraw? Apparently a great deal has been made-
both by Sir Henry Moncrieff Smith and Mr. Hangachariar based upon 
the apprehensions which they express, namely, that it is not desirable that 
in non-compoundable cases private persons should have the right to com-
pound. Sir, these two Members have been to a certain extent confusing 
the right to withdraw with the right to compound. The two are distinct 
rights, and I do not think they have placed before themselves the distinc-
tive character of each of tbese rights. What Dr. Gour wants is this. Not 
only the District Magistrate ,and the ~- i i ional Magistrate should 
have power to appoint a Public Prosecutor in cases where the Public Prosecu-
tor is unable to be present, but in all cases where it is desirable that a 
new pleader, that a new public prosecutor, should be appointed for a 
particular case, the District Ma!5istrate should have the power. He wants 
to enlarge the powers of the District and the Sub-Divisional Magistrate. 
and I doubt very much whether the language is quite apt for conveying 
that meaning. If his view finds favour with the Government, the amend-
ment mw-y be differently drafted, such language may be used as would 
effectuate the purpose. The intention is this. Not only in' cases where 
according to section 492 (2) the Puhlic Prosecutor is absent or where a 
Public Prosecutor is not able to be present, but also in cases where it is 
desirable to supersede him and appoint a person for a particular case, 
the power should be vested in the District Magistrate for the purpose; 
and his power should not be circumscribed by the two conditions. If that 
idea is kept in view, you may use whatever language you like, even though 
Dr. Gour may have used language which may not be quite appropriate for 
the purpose, but that purpose should be effectuated bv amending section 
492 (2) in the manner suggested by Dr. Gour. • 

Oolonel Sir Henry Stanyon (United Provinces: European): Sir, it seems 
to me, with all respect, that there is a cert,ain amount of confusion between 
the law as it now is and the law as it will be if the Bill now under consider-
ation by this House is enacted. In the law as it now stands, we have a 
definition of public prosecutor covering every person appointed under 
section 492. But under section 494 we have the power of withdrawal 
from a prosecution permitted only to what I may describe as the original 
public prosecutor appoiniled by Government. 

Sir Henry Koncrief! Smith: No, No. 492 is being amended. 

Oolonel Sir Henry Stany-on: Yes, but I am speaking of the existing law. 
In the Bill we have the appointment of a Public Prosecutor extended to 
ever.v case, from a mere immlt to a murder-from a case which mav termi-
r.ate in an apology to a case which terminates on the gallows-and ~ Mover 
of the amendment seems to have overlooked what I may call the COll'Se-
quential amendment of section 494 which has provided for the very incon-
sistency which he thinks to exist. The power of withdrawal will not be 
reserved under. the a.mended Act to the pro!;eclltor appoint.ed by the Govern-
ment but to every public prosecutor as defined in section 4 and as appointed 
under section. 492. That is how I read the amendment. If tha.t view is 

• 
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correct, then it seems to me that my friend, Mr. Rangachariar, has correctly 
described this proposed amendment as unnecessary. I have read the 
Bill very carefully, and I therefore agree with the view put forward by 
Sir Henry Moncrief! Smith and Mr. Rangachariar that in the circum-
anc~  .assum.ing that the proposed amendment of section 494 made by 
the BIll IS earned, the amendment now proposed is unnecessary. 

JIr. President: The question is that that amendment* be made 

The motion was negatived. 

lIr. President: The question is that clause 129 stand part of the Bill. 
The motion was adopted. 

JIr. X. B. L. Agnihotri: Sir, I move the following amendment: 

" In clause 130, snb-clause (i), after the word • omitted' add the followinlii: : 

• and after the words • Public Prosecutor' the words 'or complainant in proceed· 
ings instituted on complaints' shall be inserted'." 

Sir, this clause 130, sub-clause (1), refers to section 494 which authorises 
any public prosecutor to withdraw, any case from any Court. The Honour-
able Dr. 'Gour,when he moved nis amendment, wanted this power to be 
extended even to other persons, whether they be public prosecutors or not, 
whether or n'ot the case was a cognizable one or whether or not the case 
was a compoundable one. The explanations that came from the Govern-
ment Benches and the opponents of Dr. Gour went to show that any 
person could be appointed as a Public Prosecutor for any purpose, and, -the 
person who was appointed as a Public Prosecutor could also withdraw the 
case. But who is to appoint a Public Prosecutor? The Public Prosecutor 
is to be appointed either by the District Magistrate or, subject to the 
control of the District Magistrate, by the Sub-Divisional Magistrate. That 
means that in every case in which a person wants to withdraw the case 
he will have to approach the District Magistrate or the Sub-Divisional 
Magistrat-e to appoint him as a Public Prosecutor in that particular case 
and for that particular purpose, that is to withdraw the case. This in-
volves an unnecessary burden on a complainant of approlWhing the District 
Magistrate for this purpose. In this very section 494, we also provide 
that even the Public Prosecutor cannot withdraw a case without the con-
sent of the Court in which the case be pending. ~ o  when the 
consent of the Court has already been provided as necessary in this section, 
where is the necessity of asking the complainant to go to the Sub-Divisional 
Magistrate or the District Magistrate for a formal appointment of the 
complainant or his pleader as a Public Prosecutor for the purpose of with-
drawing the case? Even the District Magistrate, were he so minded to 
appoint the complainant or his pleader as a Public Prosecutor to withdraw 
the case, would invariably consult the Magistrate in whose court the case be 
pending, to find out as to whether the case was of such an importance that 
permission to withdraw should not be given. Why should this further 
o],struction be put in the way of the complainant or his pleader to go to the 
Public Prosecutor? I think it would meet the ends of justice and is a 

*  " In clauSe 121 (2) after the words ' same 'sub-section " insert the followin" : 

• after the word 'may' the following words shall be· inserted, 'namely: • appoint 
a pleader to condnct the prosecution in any case pendinll: in 11. Conrt subject to their 
Jtorisdiction, and they may, and '. ~ 

" 
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$ufficient safeguard that the Court concerned, that is the Court in which 
the case be pending, is required li9 give its consent for the withdrawal of 
the case to the complainant or to any other person. Sir, there may be 
many cases which are not cognizable, i.e." in which the police cannot arrest 
the accused without a warrant. In those cases in which the police cannot 
.arrest an accused without a warrant or in those cases which are not com-
poundable, it should also be provided tha.t the complainant or his pleader 
,could withdraw with the consent of the Court. The Court could very well 
look after the interests of the State or the public. If the police thought 
that the case was of importance and in which the public was interested, the 
Court may not allow its withdrawal; 'but in every petty case, say, for 
instance, of insult, to approach the District Magistrate for the appoint-
ment ofa Public Prosecutor or to send the record for the perusal 
-of the Publio Prosecutor to be appointed by the Government, would be 
a very tedious .job and would much delay the trial of criminal cases. There-
fore, I beg to move my amendment; but I shall be willing to atlOOpt any 
-amendment of my amendment if any be suggested by the Government and 
if. the Government Member accepts the principle, which I am afraid they 
do not, because Sir Henry Moncrieff Smith had said that the withdrawal 
of CRses in non-compoundable cases should only be left in the hands of 
the Public Prosecutor. But from what I Iiave said before, it would seem 
to be undesirable that in many petty cases this quest.ion of withdrawal 
be left in the hands of the Public Prosecutor or the Dtstrict Magistrate. 

With these words, Sir, I commend my amendment for the consideratio;n 
Qf the House. 

:Mr. H. Tonkinson (Home Department: Nominated Official): Sir, I 
~ mi  to the House that the Assembly has twice very emphatically given 
its opinion on the subject raised by the Honourable Member. When he • 
moved his amendment. No. 226, he proposed that in all warrant cases 
in i ~ d upon complaint, if the complainant was absent on the day fixed 
for hearing, then the Magistrate should be able to discharge the accused. 
Again, in his amendment No. 263, he suggested that all cases instituted 
upon complaint should be compoundable. In both those cases, Sir, I 
believe that the amendments secured the support of only one person in this 
House. The issue raised by the present amendment is exactly. the same, 
and I would submit, therefore, that it is rather a ~  of the time of the 
House to move it. Of course, as I pointed out on the first occasion, and 
as was acc.epted by the House, such a proposal really leaves the door open 
to blackmail and abuse of justice. Tlie amendment would also be 
entirely in the wrong place, because t·his Chapter deals with Public Pro-
secutors and not with private complainants. 

The motion was negatived. 

Clause 130 was added to the Bill. 

Kr. T. V. S8shagiri Ayyar: My amendment seeks to substitute for 
the proposed proviso to clause un, the following: 
" Provided further that nothing in this section shall prevent a Magistrate acting 

under section 107, sub·section (4) or sl'ction 117, sub-section (3) from imposing such 
conditions as to him seem advisable before releasing the accused on bail." 

This relates to the question of bail. Hitherto, there was no provision 
like the one which the draftsman on the present occasion has introduced. 
My object is that in regard to cases under section 107, clause (4), and 
'Seotion 117, sub-section (3), the Magistrate should have power to impose such 
oOOnditi,pns \s would ena.ble the acoused person to be present whenever 

• 
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called upon. The House ",111 find that section 107, clause (3), relates to 
proceedings for keeping the peace, and there is no reason why in such 
proceedings the Magistrate should not have power to impose conditions. 
because it does not really deal with an offence. it is really a preventive 
measure, and more than in non··cognizable cases there should be every 
facility given to the Magistrate as well as to the accused to be bound by 
certain terms, and that the accused should not be detained in custody. 
Section 107, clause (3), says: ~ WI: ere any Magistrate not empowered to-
proceed under sub-section (1) has reason to believe that any person is 
likely t-o commit a breach tlf the peace," and so on. Then, it says .• after 
recording his reasons, issue a warrant for his arrest (if he is not already in 
custody or before the Court), and may send him befo-re a Magistrate em-
powered to deal with the case, together with a copy of his reasons." 

My amendment suggests that, instead of sending him in custody, the 
Magistrate may release him on <;uch conditions as to him may seem 
advisable. A bond may be taken from him, so that he may appear when 
called upon. If you pass the clause as it is and if you bring in these 
provisos under section 496-the result of it will be that the Magistrate will 
have no power to impose ~ conditions upon the person who is asked to 
keep the peace; and ~  accused Ir.ust necessarily be detained in custody. 
The proviso says: 

"Provided further that nothing in this section shall be deemed to affect the pro-
visions of section 107 etc." 

Under these circumstances the Rouse will see no difficulty in regard to 
the first part of my amendment, that is, as regards 107 (4). 

There is some little difficulty as regards 117 (3). I am prepared to 
admit that; but I think even there it is desirable to extend the power. 
Some provision must be made for imposing conditions even on persons 
who are brought before the Court under section 117 (4). If the House 
will turn to section 117, clause (3), the Members will find that pending 
the completion of the inquiry under sub-section (1) the Magistra.te if he 
consider that immediate measures are necessary for the ~ n ion of I)< 

breach of peace or a disturbance of public tranquillity and so on may direct 
the person in respect of whom the order under section 112 has been made 
te execute a bond with or without surety for keeping peace or maintaining 
good behaviour until the conclusion of the inquiry, and may detain him in 
custody until such bond is executed or in default until the inquiry is con-
cluded. 

. No doubt there is some provision here for executing a bond for keeping 
the peace;· b,ut the accused is to be detained in custody pending the 
execution of the bond. Now take a case where a Magistrate wants a bond 
with sureties. It will take the accused some time to find a surety. 
Whv should he be detained in custody till he is able to find a surety'r 
Why should he not be released on certain conditions that he agrees to, 
and why should he not be called upon to execute a bond afterwards? 

As regards 107 (4) there is no difficulty whatsoever. It is a clear ca ~ 

and I think it is a case of omission on the part of Government. As regards-
117 (3) it is desirable that a provision like the one that I am asking to be 
introduced should be substituted for the present proviso. Sir, I move the-
amendment standing in my name. -

• 
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Mr. H. Tonkinson: Sir, those HonoUrable Members who have studied 
the report of the Lowndes' Committee will fhid that they treated an 
amendment of section 496 on similar lines to those now in the Bill as 
absolutely consequential, and I submit, Sir, for the consideration of this 
House that  that is really the position as regards the proviso which my 
Honourable friend prr.poses to omit from the Bill and for which he pro-
pOStlS to substitute another provisu. Of course section 496 refers to a 
person other than a person accusefi of a non-bailable offence. It therefore 
co ~  Clses dealt with in the proviso and unless some such proviso is 
included, then the provisions of section 496 will practically, or might be 
thought to, override the provisions of section 107 (4) and section 117 (3), 
whie:h have already been approved by this House. 

As regards . section 107 (4) my Honourable friend suggests that there 
is :)0 doubt that his amendment sh,mld be accepted. I think, Sir, that this 
House has already, m connection with the amendment moved by my 
Honourahle friend, Mr. Rangachariar, on the 18th January, rejected that 
contention. My H(mourable friend's motion was that ary person who is 
detained in custody under sub-section (4) 01: is brought under arrest and so 
on should be able at once to make the final bond and secure release. That 
proposal was rejected, because it is covered by section 117(3). And that is 
my point now, Sir, as regards 107 (4). Section 107 (3) relates to, a case 
when a lv.Iagisttate who does not have jurisdiction decides that immediate 
me',sures for the prevelltion of a breach of the public peace are necessary 
and arrests a person. He sends him to a Magistrate having jurisdiction 
and under sub-section (4) of section 107 the Magistrate is able to detain 
mill in custody until he takes fu.rther action under the Chapt,er. The 
further action is a ~ practically at once, because the order under section 
112 is read out and then immEj-ately the provisions of section 117 (3) apply. 
We have those definite prOViSlOll3, they have already been accepted by the 
House and 1 submit, t:hr, that we eertainly ought not to substitute lor the 
pro\iso in the Bill the proviso recommended by my Honourable friend. 

1 would proceed a. little further, Sir, with reference to the exact form 
of ihe amendment which has been moved. I would like, Sir, to ask mv 
Honourable frIend whitt conditions the Magistrate is going to include iil 
the bond which he would cause to be executed if ,this proviso is accepted. 

Mr. T. V.,Seshagiri Ayyar: Not to address a meeting fora particula:,o 
per-od. • 

Mr. H. TonkinsoD: Well, he'can say" You shall not leave your house, 
never go outside your own house." Well, Sir, we have definitely in section 
117 (3) covered both the cases of 107 (4) and 117 (3) and there is really 
no Leces<,ity for the amendment which my Honour'lble friend has moved. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: Sir, I am afraid my Honourable friend. 
Mr. Tonkinson, has not· sufficiently realised the difference between exe-
cut:ng a bond as reqUIted by section 117 and a bail bond as required by sec-
tion 496. The bail 'bond is for appearance at the inquiry whereas the bond 
required in section 117 (3) is the bond which will eventually have to be 
exe..;ute,d on the coml11dion of the inquiry with sureties for keeping the 
peace or for good beha\'iour. That is the bond which he is called upon to 
t:xecute under scction 117 (3). New, Sir, in a case where the person is 
not conViCted of any vtfence-in fact he is not even accu8ed of an offence-
the Magistrate should ttot have the power to detain him in custody when 
he is a ~d to eX"lcute a bond for his appearanoe. That is all my 

• 
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Honourable friend proposes. My amendment was to give absolute power 
to give bail, which I droItped in favour of Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar's modest 
amt'ndment, because a Magistrate taking a bail bond may imposealsa 
·<:.ertain conditions suited to the case. Therefore I do not see how any-
body suffers. It is not that we are anxious to shut a man up in jail 
wh:ther he is a' good man or a bad man. It is not an easy job to find 
sureties., Many an inllocent person is kept in jail because he is not able 
tu find sureties. In. the case of ;i bail bond for appearance I am sure 
people will be more readily foun'l to stand surety, but to get people to 
stand surety for good behaviour and for keeping the peace may l>e more 
cifficult. Therefore there is a good deal of force in Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar's . 
amendment, and my Honourable iriend Mr. Tonkinson tried to confuse 
the Issue by refernng t( an amendment. of mine at a former stage which 
WM aitogether a diff"rent amendment from the present one. There I 
.askpd that the man may be released if he executes an ad interim bond, 
l ~ was my amendm(nt--an ad interim bond on the same terms and on 
the same conditions as would apply to a bond which he will have to exe-
·cute, that is, the security bond itself. But Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar'sidea is 
not a securitv bond, Lut a bail bond under section 496, namely, a bail 
·bona ror appearance. Therefore, tilr, I support the amendment: 

Sir Henry .ODeriel Smith: SIr, just one word. Mr. Rangachariar 
.has explained that the intention of Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar's amendment is 
to enable a Magistrate, instead of acting under section 117 (3) and taking 
an mterim bond for good behaviour during the proceedings, to take bail for 
r.ppearance with conditions im o~ d  I desire, Sir, to point out to the 
Rouse that Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar's amendment will not achieve that. It 
merely ~a  down, Sir, that when a Magistr.e acts under section 117 (3), 
th;j,,· is to say, takes an mterim bond from the accused, or gives the acc\<lsed 
an <..pportunitv of lurnlshing an interim bond for his good behaviour. the 
Ma€:lstrate will then in addition to the terms of the bond be able to im· 
pose further conditions. As Mr. Tonkinson pointed out, by adopting this ..... 
amendment the House will be giving to the Magistrate an of'portunity to 
lmpose all sorts of onerous conditions on the accused. All we want, Sir, 
is ; \at tbe accused during the pendency of the proceedings should be of 
good bt>haviour; ",e do not want to empower the Magistrate to say in addi-
tion to that--as Mr. Tonkin80n suggested-" You shall· not leave your 
nouce; Y0U shall stay lr .. a particular place and you ace to report yourself 
at the police station every d·ay." All these conditions will be possible under 
Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar's amendment and I think it is distinctly undesirable 
that that power should be put in the hands of a Magistra.te. 

Colonel Sir Henry Stanyon: Sir, I venture to oppose the amendment. 
It seems to me that the proviso E-ntered in clause 131 of the Bill is as 
.nec>lElsary for Legislati"e consistency-as the amendment proposed by the 
Honourable Mover would be inconsistent. We have l ~i la d already on 
sec •. ons ',07 and 117 of the Criminal Procedure Code-preventive sections. 
the !lnID<lry ubj(cts of which are to prevent bre&ches of the peace and to 
secure good b .. haviour. A person brought up under section 107 to keep the 
peace is not a person accused of Bny offence whatever; therefore, as Mr. 
'Ton·,.inson has very clp.arly pointed out, he is not a person accused of a 
-non-bailable ofience, and he can cla.im to be released on bail as a matter 
of r.ght the moment he is brought before the court, if the proviso now 
protJosed by thf Bill IS not introduced. By sections 107 ,and 117, a8 

, 
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amendeg. by us, we have given a discretion' tn, the Magistrate to detain 
fmcl, a persuL. Entil ~ preventive sanctions have been obtained. If tha 
provIso proposed by ~ Bill to be added to section 496 is not enacted we 
.shall immediately take that discretion away; that is inconsistent. A 
.smail illustration will perhaps ma ~ clear what the effect of the amendment 
wot".d be. havine. In mind the clear explanation of the difference between 
Ii bond to keep the peace and a bail bond, given by my friend, Mr. 
Ra'l"ach"riar A and R anxious tu get at each other like two fighting 
.(:ocks are brought up before a Magistrate who requires them to execute 
bonds to keep the peace. The Magistrate is of opinion from the evidence 
,before him that, if these two persons are not detained until that bond is 
texecuted and they have been bound down HS far as they can be bound down 
to peace by such a bond, a breach of the peace between them will take 
place. Now, if these people can claim (as they would be able to do under 
the ;'mendment now proposed or as they would be able to do if the provis,j • 
. sought to be introduced by the Bill is not introduced) to be released on 
bail as soon as they are brought up, what is likely to happen? They will 
gladly find bail for the sake of going and having their fight. Where then 
would come in the ~ n i  provisions of section 107? A man who is 
.des:Jerate about committing a breach of the peace against any pe:rson or 
.body of persons will give a bail bond for his appearance without any difficulty, 
.and then he will go and commit hi.; breach of the peace and then appear' 
in Inswe'" to hip, bail rondo No bond will be broken; there will be no 
iorfeiture, but the brea.ch of the p€ace which the section was intended to 
pre, eDt. 'vill heve takeu place. Therefore, o~ the sake of consistency, 
-the I,roviso which is o ~  to be introduced by the Bill is absolutelyneces-
sary, and I oppose the amendment. 

'1 ne am nd ~ n  was negatived. 

Clause 131 was added to the Bill. 

1Ir. Harchandral Vish1Dd.as (Sind: Non-Muhammadan Rural): Sir, 
1 move this amendment* that stands in my name and for explanation 
-make the following 0bservatlOns. The clause of which mine is an amend-
ment 'is an amendment of section 497 of the Criminal Procedure Code. 
'That provision la ~  to hail and as the law now stands under section 
497 the Magistrate has got discretion to grant bail in non-bailable cases 
-only where there appear reaRonable grounds for believing that the accused 
is hot guilty of the offence. Section 497 runs: 

.. When any person accused of any non-bailable offenJe is arrested or detained 
v'ithout warrant by the officer in charge o! a police-station, or appears or is brought 
bdore a Court, ii" may be released on ball, but he shall not be 80 released if there 
appear reasonable '!rounds for believing tbat he lias been guilty of the offence of 
-which he is accused." 

Clause (i) of the Bill proposes to substitute words" an offence punish-
able with death or ~ an o a ion for life .. for the words .. the offence of 
which he is accused." No·.v in one way this clause is intended to liberalise 
-the bail provisions as they now stand by not fettering the discretion of the 
Magistr,te in granting bail as it was fettered before so that if there were 
grounds for li~ in  .that the acc ~ was guilty of the offence the Magis-
. ·trate had no discretIOn to grant bail, but now he has, except in cases 

• .. In clause ]32 (i), omit the words from' in sub-section (1) • to the word • subatoi-
-tuted ' and in their place substitute the following: 

• in sub-section (1) the words beginning with the words • but he shall not be' to 
,the end of ftle suh-section shall be omitted ' .... 
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where the offence is punishable with death or transportation for life. But 
if you look into the question a little deeper, this provision in another respect 
is rather illiberal and goes backwards from the present law. Because under-
the present law, unless the Magistrate is of opinion that there are reason-
able grounds for believing that the man is guilty of an offence punishable 
with death or transportation for life, he can release him on bail even in 
cases of such offences, that is to say, if he thinks, or I may put it roughly 
although I may not be precisely accurate, if the Magistrate thinks that 
the case is a doubtful one or if he does not think that the accused is guilty 
of the offences punishable with death or transportation for life. Under 
the present law he has got the discretion of granting bail in such cases also, 
but this proviso takGs away that right from him, because the section reads 
thus: 

.. When any person accused of any non-bailable offence is arrested or detained" 
without warrant by an officer in charge of a, police station or appears, or is brought 
before a Court, he may be released on bail, but he shall not be so released if there 
appear reasonable grounds for believing that he has been guilty of the offence of which·, 
ue is accused." , 
Rao Bahad,11l' T. RangachlU'iar: That was so even before. 

1Ir. HarchaDdrai Vishindas: I stand corrected, and so far as thiE' part 
of my speech is concerned, 1 think I was wrong. Further, I say that the 
discretion even as regards these offences should not be withdrawn from 
the Magistrate, because I understand that the conditions attaching to the 
refusal of bail in all civilizei countries, at least in some civilized countries 
that I am aware of,. are that provision should be made to see that the 
accused person dO<ls not run away or escape justice, but otherwise so 
long as he is under trial his liberty should be granted. to him until he is 
convicted. For ~  rea&.on I would like that the whole of this clause, 
as it has been provided, should be withdrawn so that in all cases whether 
this condition which is prescribed in the last clause of the sub-section exists 
or not, the Magistrate should have discretion to grant bail. 

JIr. B. S. Xamat (Bombay Central Division: Non-Muhammadan 
Rural): Sir, I have refrain€>d -consistently during this month from taking' 
part in the debate over this Bill. I venture, however, this morning to 
intervene in this deltate on the ground that the issue to-day seems to be 
somewhat important, and secondly on a much more slender ground, that 
at one time-I do reC1011ect it--I was an unpaid Magistrate, and some years 
before that still I had my legal training at the University Examination. 

Now, Sir, speaking of the merits of this amendment and the issue 
involved, it seems to me t.hat the amendment which Government propose 
to make in the Criminal Procedure Code, and on which my friend, Mr. 
Harchandrai, has just now spoken, is not a desirable one. Section 497 (1) 
deals with non-bailable offences. The Magistrate under that section has 
the ordinary discretion to release an arrested person on bail, but that section 
proceeds to S&y that he shall not be released if there appear reasonable 
grounds for believing that he has been guilty of the offence with which 
he is charged. Governmellt now come forward and say that they want 
i(, stiffen this section up. (A Voice: "No, no. It is just the other way'. 
about. ") Government say that the accused shall not be released if the 
Magistrate ~a  o~a l  grounds to believe that he will be guilty of an 
offence punIshable WIth death. That is the criterion which Government ' 
now 
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Sir Henry Koncrief! Smith: It is not the Government; it is the Joint 
Jommittee. 

Kr. B. S. ltamat: Or rather the JOint ommi ~  criterion which 
the Joint Committee seek to introduce is the nattlre of the punishment. 
Now we shall take an illustration. Supposing a man is charged under 
section 409 of. the Indian Penal Code, which is a section which deals with 
creach of trust as a public servant or as a banker, or as. a m c an~ or 
as an attorney or as a broker or as an agent. Now, c~ lcall  speak;ing, 
that offence is a non "bailable offence and also the purushment provIded 
for it is transportation for life. Both these conditions are satisfied, if I 
read the Indian Penal Code aright. Now in such a,case what is the Magis-
trate to do? Take the csk of a banker in Bomb .. y who is charged, say, 
with breach 'of trust or an attorney with breach of trust about a document. 
Now if the Magistrate pms the strictest construction on this section, he • 
will say the punishment in this case is transportation for life, and I am not 
going to release even the biggest banker on bail. Is that a correct criterion? 
'The correct criterion should be not whether the punishment for that offence 
is transportation for life but whether the man \\>ill abscond. Now, I will 
take another section of the Indian Penal Code. Take section 477 which 
deals with tampering with a will or with the authority to adopt a son: Now 
supposing a man is charged before a Magistrate with these offences. Now 
these are non-bailable offences and these are also punishable with transporta-
tion for life as an extreme punishment. Vinat is the Magistrate to do if he 
reads this am ndm~n  strictly according to the letter? He will have no 
other alternative but to refuse bail. Now,s man who is charged with 
these offences, really speaking, ,may deserve bail. The only criterion, there-
iore, whIch should be introduced is whether the man is likely to abscond 
and defeat the ends of justice. The wording as proposed by Govern· 
ment does not satisfy that criterion, and I therefore think that I should 
support this amendment. 

Dr. H. S. Gour: Sir, the provisions relating to bail have been the subject-
matter of controversy for a large number of years, and the fact that no 
less than 16 or 18 amendments find their place on the agenda paper shows 
the wide interest this section of the Criminal ProC'edure Code evoked 
in this House, There is DO doubt, Sir, judging from the multiplicity of 
amendments that we are dissatisfied with the prese:lt draft, and judging 
from their multiplicity, ~  is no reason whatever, Sir, to doubt that we 
are not quite satisfied with our own drafts. But the fact remains that there 
is a strong consensus of opinion in this House that the whole of the pro-
visions relating to bail require re-examination ~nd over-hauling, and here, 
I submit, it is the duty of the Government and the Government draftsmen 
to meet the generally expressed wishes of this House and bring the provi-
1 sions of section 497 in conformity with our wishes. Hon-
P.M. ourable Members will find that there are two pertinent 

prOVlSlons embodied in, the Code of Criminal Proeedure which deal 
with the subject of bail. So far as the High Courts and the 
Courts ?f Session are concerned, they possess an unlimited and 
unfettered ,power to release any person on bail, That is section 
498, But, when we descend from the High' Court and the Court of 
&essions to the Magistracy. we are immediately eonironted with, the quali-
fications which surround section 497 of the·> Criminal o~~ od~  

Now, Sir, the. release of a person on bail is often demanded a.fter his 
FJ.rrest e;nd before his trial and sometimes, during his trial but before his 
convictioa. In other WOrdFl, the provisions of section 497 are brought into 

• 
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requisition in a case which is tIlen Bub-judice. WIiat does the existing 
provision, however, provide? It says: no a i ~  :;hsll release a perSOll 
on oail i£ there appear reasonable grounds for l~  that. he has .been 
guilty of the offence of which he is accused. The MagIstrate IS to preJudge 
the case and he is to say to the 8,ccused: I have reasonable o n ~  

believing that you have been guilty of this offence; ~  what °er 
may be the reasons which would move me to release you on ball, you c' nut 
be released on bail. That is the sole criterion from which Magistrates, in 
India regard the question of bail. Now, if we turn to the English law, 
we shall find a very different criterion there for releasing persons on bail, 
and, in inviting this o ~ to adopt either tlte one or the other, I shall 
ask the House to remember what is the underlying principle for arresting 

• [\ person and releasing him on bail. It requires no large legal training 
such as my Honourable friend, the last speaker, possesses, nor nE)ed one be 
an unpaid Magistrate to understand that. When a man is arrested, the sole 
a.nd single purpose of .his arrest is that he should not run away, and, 
when he is released on bail, the sole criteri0n for rereasing him on bllil 
and fixing the quantity of bail is that he should not run away. (Mr. N. 
M. Samarth: " Nor commit suicide. ") Very few people do that; and even 
people under arrest sometimes commit suicide. That is, then, the sole 
criterion. Well, I submit, if the Magistrate is assured that the man 
is not likely to run away-(The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: " How?") 
-because the quantum of bail; the amount of bail which he gives is the 
best security against his absconding, is there any reason why he should be 
detained in custody? That, I submit, is what my friend the Mover of 
this amendment wants. You shall not prejudge a case, you shall not decidt>, 
before you have heard the evidence, whether the accused should be released 
on bailor not. You place yourself in a position of grave embarrassment 
to yourself, and you cause unnecessary suspicion in the mind of the a.ccused 
&gainst the impartiality of the very i n~l before whom his trial is pending. 
The Magistrate says: "I cannot release you on bail because during tlH' 
course of this trial I have to examine and see whether you are not guilty, or, 
at any rate, whether there are not reasonable grounds for believing that 
you are guilty. I believe that there are reasonable grounds for believing 
that you are guilty." Well, the accused says: " Sir, you have prejudiced 
my case. You have prejudged me. You may not release me on bail, but 
it is perfectly obvious to me that after those observations I cannot consider 
you to be as impartial as I should expect a judicial tribunal to be. " That, 
1 submit, is a wrong view. That, I submit, places the Magistrate in a 
position of great awkwardness. That, I submit, is a principle of law 
which is not only contrary to the English law but contrary to the very 
f.rst principles upon which arrest is made and bail granted. 'fherE'fore, 
Sir, this House demands that you shall place a right principle before the 
a i ~ ac~ for the .release of persons on bail. What is the object you 
have III Vlew? It IS that the offender should not escape from justice. 
Make sure of it and ma ~ that the sole criterion for a in~  for keeping 
under 9.rrest, or for releasmg a person on bail. That, I submit, is a salu-
tary vrinciple. I have already pointed out to the Honourable Members 
that in the case of the High Court and the Court of Sessions, this is the 
principle. ~n .faot, as I have said in the earlier part of my speech, they 
have an unhmlted and unfettered power of releasing any person at Rny time 
~n bail. Wh;y should not the same power be conferred upon a Magistrate 
-,rho has studied the case, who has probably recorded part of the evidence 

• • 
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and before-whom the facts are laid by both sides with greater fullness than-
they can be in the miscellaneous papers filed before the Sessions Court or 
the High Court. I submit, Sir, that the Government should meet us 
halfway at any rate upon this point. _ The provisions of law which they. 
ask the House to concur in are unacceptable to us. They must revise 
their draft and, if they can show that the object of the Legislature, that the 
object of the Government would be sufficiently fulfilled if the accused does-, 
not escape justice, they shall have combined commonsense with justice. 

Now, Sir, one more point and I have done. Honourable Members will 
find that the Government draft, that is to say, the draft in the Bill is a 
. p·eat impro"\"ement 011 the existing law. It proposes to remedy the rigour of 
the present Code of Criminal Procedure by allowing the release of persons 
in circumstances mentioned in the proviso, even in cases where the offence 
1': punishable with death or transportation for life. That i$ a wholesome 
change. We welcome it, but, at the same time. I would asktht: Govern-
ment in this connection to see that by the mere enumeration of circum· 
st.!1nces which they have provided in their proviso now sought to be added 
to section 497, they have left out a large number of cases ej1tsdem generis 
which they could not compendiously enumerate and which would perhaps 
more conveniently have been stated in a more general principle. If these 
two conditions are fulfilled, there will be no necessity to press the numerous 
amendments of which notice has been given and I hope, Sir, that the Gov-
ernment will see <-heir way to compromising with the various authors of 
the amendments upon the lines I have indicated. 

Kr. H. TonkiDson: Sir, my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour. has informed _ 
u<, of what must be clear to anyone from a perusal of this page of amend-
~n  that Honourable Members opposite have not been able to suggest any 
satisfactory criterion to propose in substitution for the provisions in the 
Bill. -

The amendment now before us proposes that in all non- ail~ l  cases 
there shall be a discretion with the Magistrate to allow the person to be 
released on bail. I do not know whether my Honourable friend would 
propose later on the omission of the proviso, for the proviso would be quite 
meaningless if he makes the first amendment. Well, now, my Honour-
able friends, Mr. Kamat and Dr. Gour, have both suggested that the reason 
why we take bail is to secure the attendance of the accused. I accept 
that suggestion entirely. I accept the dictum of Lord Russell of Killowen 
in the case of Regina ver8US Rose that" it cannot be too strongly urged upon 
Magistrates that bail is not intended to be punitive, but merely to secure 
the attendance of the prisoner at the trial, or to oome up for judgment." 
I accept that as the proper test to be applied in these cases. But, Sir, how 
are you going to apply that test? The real question is, what are the con-
siderations to be used in applying the test? And here, Sir, I cannot accept 
at all the suggestion of my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour, that the proposals 
in the Bill depart from the principles of the English law on the subject. 
The various rulings as to how the test laid down by Lord Chief Justice 
Russell of Killowen should be applied have been summarised as follows: 
The first test should be the nature of the accusation. That, Sir, is a very 
similar provision to the one which we have in the Bill. The next test is 
-the nature ot the evidence in support of the aocusation. That, Sir, is 
an exactly ooqesponding provision to the words .. reasonable grounds for 
believing '. whieh my Honourable friend, pro Gour, takes so much exception 
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j;o. The next consideration is-the severity of the puniShment which con-
viction will entail. It is quite clear, Sir, that if you have a Case in which 
the punishment which will be inflicted is very severe, then it does not 
matter what bail you take; the man will try and get away. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: What is the next test? Is there no 
other test? 

Mr. H. Tonkinson; The fourth test given in this leading EngliSh la.w 
book is whether the sureties are independent or indemnified by the accused. 
We have not got any provision of that kind. These are the only tests 
given and I submit, Sir, that they are exactly on the same lines as section 
497 will be if amended as in the Bill. Let us see what the provisions. of 
section 497 will be. As my Honourable friend Dr. Gour has pointed out, 
they are subject to section 498 under which a Court of Session or the High 
Court may release on bail in any casco Now, the Magistrate can in all 
non-bailable cases under this proposal release any person who is under the 
age of 16 years. He may in all non-bailable cases release· any woman. 
He may in all non-bailable cases release any sick or infirm person. The 
only restriction is in the case of a man over the age of 16 years, who is not 
sick or infirm. If there are reasonable grounds for believing that that 
man is guilty--of what offence? Of an offence punishable with death or 
transportation for life--then a Magistrate will not be able to release him 
on bail. I submit, it may be, and I agree myself, that the existing law 
in section 497 was unduly restrictive. But is it possible to say that in the 
conditions in India, these proposa.ls in the Bill are unduly. restrictive? Do 
we not, Sir, want to restrict our Magistrates to this extent? Even thE} 
best 'Of our Magistrates make mistakes, and, as I have said, if there is a 
case which does not come within these provisions, it is always open to the" 
accused to move a "Court of Session or a High Court. I submit, Sir, that 
the proposals in the Bill should be accepted and that the amendment moved 
by my Honourable friend, Mr. Harchandrai Vishindas, should be rejected. 

Colonel Sir Henry StanYOD: Sir, in the choice of several evils I ven-
ture to support this amendment. 'l'here is no question about it, in my 
humble opinion, that section 497, as at present la.w, is thoroughly bad. 
In sub-section (1) it invites the Magistrate to pre-judge against the defence. 
In sub-section (2) it invites the Magistrate to pre-judge against the prose-
cution. Sub-section (1) says: "he shall not be released if there appear 
reasonable grounds for believing that he has been guilty of the offence of 
which he is accused," and sub-section (2) says that he shall be released 
•• if there are not reasonable grounds for believing that the accused has 
.committed the offence." That is a wrong criterion in principle, and it has 
been disastrous in practice. Magistrates, who, in general, are people 
.desirous of doing honest and straightforward justice, have refrained from 
forming these prejudices in regard to cases before them. The result has 
been that in .non-bailable cases the granting of bail has been steadily 
refused, and many persons have been detained whom justice required  to be 
out on bail for the purpose of working up their defence, or because of their 
-status and so .on. Some Members of this House--and I include myself 
among them-have been criticised in the public press as unduly tender 
-towards the criminal. That criticism seemed to me, .when Il'ead it in the 
public press, to be based on a very serious fallacy-" confusion  of a 
prisoner under tria.l with a oriIfinal. When you legislate 8 ~ od  
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you provide punishment for a. criminal. When you legislate a, Criminal 
Procedure od o~ make la~  the fair trial of a person who is presum-
ably innocent until he is proved to be guilty. It has been admitted, in 
his. very fair .and impartial remarks on the subject, by my Honourable 
friend, Mr. o~on  that the ground of arrest and detention of accused 
persons is simply and absolutely to secure' that they shall duts' appear to 
ijtand their trial. There is no other reason. The law should not ask the 
CoUrt, until the whole of the evi'deIlCe is before it, to form any opinion 
whatsoever on the merits. Hear both sides and then decide whether there 
are reasonable grounds for believing that the accused is gUilty or not guilty. 
To the four considerations which have been put forward by Mr; Tonkinson 
in .connection with the dictum. of Lord Russel. of Killowen I venture to 
mention a fifth, and that is, the status and circumstances of the person 
accused. A ri'ch hanker may he accused of embezzling Rs. 200. He may 
have large properties, his family, his home and everything that ~ would 
lose by absconding, and II. good, defence if he were allowed out on bail so 
that he could attend to it .. But that is a case punishable with l.ransporta-
tion for life and even under the amendment proposed in the Bill before us 
bail would. be refused to such a man. That surelv is one instance ,,·here 
without any technicality one's common sense c~i  an injustice in the 
mode of procedure. What Judge or Magistrate or lawyer has not heard 
the zealous police 'officer, in perfect honesty and with the best of inten-
tions say" If that accused is let out on bail I cannot prove my case." Is 
that a. consideration which any Magistrate ought to he allowed to hear'? 
Yet that is the kind of thing that is put before him under the present law 
upon applications made for bail .. It is for these reasons that I would 
prefer the risk of leaving an unfettered 4iscretion to the Magistrate to deal 
with each particular case upon all its merits-upon all the considerations 
which have been mentioned-what is the nature of the offence? 'What 
sort of evidence is disclosed? Has. the accused confessed? What sort of 
man is he? . Is he likely to run away? We.should not specify these things 
or put them in a definition. 'l'hey should remain available at the discre-
tion of the Magistrate. We must instruct the Magistrate. and then let 
him exercise his discretion. Let that discretion be controlled by higher 
authority. I admit in matters of release on bail the higher authority may 
come rather late. But 'there are these difficulties in e"ery direction and 
we have to meet them. We cannot aim at perfection but must do the 
best we can; and I think it is hett-er to leave an absolute discretion to the 
Magistrate-a properly trained Magistrate-than to trJ and limit his dis-
cre1ion with such limitations as exist in the' present law and as will conti-
nue to exist if we require him under the amendment proposed in the Bill, 
to .pre-judge cases-the most serious cases of all, cases punishable with 
death or tr8Jlf!portation for life. On these grounds I support the amend-
ment. 

RaJ BahadurS. N. Singh i l ~ and Orissa: Nominated Offieial): I 
rise to oppose this amendment. The present position is that in all non-
bailable cases the accused person ma:v be flo.mitted to bail unless there 
are grounds for belie:ving that he has been guilty of the offence of which 
he is accused. The amenament proposed in the Bill is to confine the 
refusal of bail to ~  where. the person is sccused of an offence punishable 
with· death or. with transportation lot' life. The proposed provision is 
therefore a diF\tinct improvement upon the f'nst,jng-po?!tion. as t.he Honour-
«bIe Mover of the amendm-ent ha1l himself dmi ~  Also. Sir. tnere 'is 
'.1 very wholet;ome provision to the ~ ~ i  th,Magistmte at any stage-

- " 
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of the proceeding or trial does not think that the accused has committed 
the offence, he can admit him to bail. The object of keeping an accused 
Ferson in custody is not. only to prevent him from running away but also 
to prevent him from commit.ting mischief outside custody, such as tamper-
ing with the evidence available against him, which, Sir, he would be tempted 
tL' do in such cases of serious offences. For these reasons I hope this 
amendment will be turned down. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: I move that the question be now put. 

Kr. P. B. Haig.l1 (Bombay: Nominated Official): Sir, I have listened 
with very great respect to the remarks by my Honourable friend, Sir 
Henry Stanyon, on the subject of this amendment, but I feel constrained, 
ill spite of his long experience, to differ from him. In the first place!. 
1 think he argued most of his case on the wording of the old section. 
He asked the House to remember that this section had. been used in such 
a way that bail was refused in many cases in which it might perfectly, 
safely and legitimately have been given, on account of the way in which 
that section was worded. The object of the amendment which has been 
rut forward by the Joint Committee is to remove that very objection from 
the section. It is admitted that the section was previously too restricted, 
namely, where the Magistrate was of opinion or had 'reasonable grounds 
for supposing that the accused had. committed any non·bailable offence, 
bail should not be granted. But we are now confronted with a very 
different position. The number of offences in which bail cannot be granted 
under those provisions has now been very greatly d~c d  and the question 
now before the House is whether fD. absolute discretion should be given to 
Magistrates in all cases or not. Well, with !ill respect to the opinion of 
my Honourable friend, Mr. Tonkinson, I would suggest in this country 
there must be some other considerations besides the mere appearance of 
the accused. (Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: " Why in this country ?") In 
this country, because we are at present concerned with this country. I would 
ask my Honourable friend, Mr. Kamat, for example, whether he thinks 
it is really safe that when a murder has been committed and when a man 
has been arrested actually in the commission of the offence and is brought 
before the Court, a discretion should be given to· the Magistrate even in 
such a case to allow the man to be released on bail. There are many 
cases in which it is obviously most dangerous that· it should be possibie 
for an accused in those circumstances to be let free; and, further, Honour· 
able Members who support this amendment have persistently ignoredlthe 
fact referred to by the Honourable Mr. Tonkinson that they, all of them, 
all accused in such cases, have an immediate remedy under section 498. 
They do not even require to go to the High Court; an immediate reference 
can be made to the Court of Session, ana I submit, Sir, that that is a 
quite sufficient remedy in all cases of so grave a nature as are referred to 
in the sub·section as amended. Then, Sir, there is another argument which 
has been used both by Dr. Gour and Sir John Stanyon that the Magistrate 
has to prejudge the case because he is not to grant bail when there appear 
reasonable grounds for believing that the accused haR been guilty of the 
offence of which he has been accused. Now, I submit, . Sir, that it is Dot 
fair to say a~ this means that the Magistrate must prejudge the case. 
"it merely means that on the evidence that is brought before him, he must 
,.ee whether there iii a prima facie ground for supposing that it is reasonable 
ihat this man is possibly guilty. of this offence. That is quite -a. different 
matter from an actual judgment on the case.. 

• 
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Dr. H. S. Gour: It is 8 belief. 

1Ir. P. B. Haigh: I did not catch the observation. 

Dr. H. S. Gour:There are reasonable grounds for believing. 

1Ir. P. B. Haigh: Exactly, it is a mere belief. He has not to come to 
.1} decision on the point, he has merely got to believe that there are reason-
able grounds,-that is to say that the grounds that are put forward when 
the accused is brought there are such that he may reasonably believe that 
the accused has committed the offence; it commits him to nothing, and 
I do. not believe that in actual practice Magistrates have been hampered by 
the provisions of this section. Dr. Gaur has asked the Government to meet 
the Honourable Members on the other side half-way, and I submit this is 
exactly what this clause as now amended by the Bill does: had the clause 
been omitted as ~  .now proposed by the other side, they would not have 
gone half-way but the whole way: Government have accepted the recom-
mendations made by the Select Committee that the old provisions are 
too restrictive, and they are prepared to remove them, except in the case 
of specified offences of a very grave nature, and I submit that you could 
not possibly have a fairer compromise than that, and that in going so far, 
the o ~m n  may be said to have gone exactly. half-way. Sir, I 
oppose thIS amendment. 

Sir Henry lIIoDcrieff Smith: Sir, I do not agree with my Honourable 
friend, Mr. Haigh, that Government has gone half-way. Government has 
gone very nearly the whole way. I think I should make the position of 
Government clear to the House,; and it is this-they vie. this matter 
with the very gravest concern. Those Members of the Joint Committee 
who attended its meetings-:-and Mr. Harchandrai was not Qne of those-
will know how very seriously this matter was argued, and how the Govern-
ment's point of view was put forward, and how the Honourable .the Home 
Member of that time attempted to persuade the Joint Committee not 
to go as far as they did,-and how he tried to persuade them to introduce 
.some sort of safeguard in this matter. I only want to make it quite clear to 
the aouse, Sir, that Government does view this particular question of bail 
~n non-bailable Qases with the gravest concern. I have a few remarks to 
add to what Mr. Haigh has said on the subject of pre-judging. Now, Sir, 
in the first place, the words • having reasonable grounds for believing.' 
I would ask the House to remember, Wl11 only apply to a very limited 
class of cases; they will not apply to cases punishable with transportation 
{Jr death, and, therefore, the Magistrate himself, Sir, will ordinarily not 
be able to try them and will not have to pre-judge the cases at all, any more 
than he has to pre-judge the case when he has to make up his mind whether 
he is going to commit the accused or not. He has to do exactly the same 
thing in this case, as Mr. Haigh has said,-he has to d ~d  ~ there 
i., a pTima facie case against the accused or not; and If the Maglstrate 
thinks that there is a prima facie case. against the accused, he commits 
the accused for trial. But· he will not be pre-judging the case even to 
that extent if he says that t.his is not a case in which bail should be allowed. 
Now, Sir, we heard a gooa deal about the one c i ~on  that should be 
applied in this case,-and that is, whether the accuse4 IS likely to a c~nd 
or not. We heard it suggested that there· are non-ballable offences whIch 
are committed by' persons hitherto most c a l ~ and thosepetsons 
will not be likely to run away, and, therefore, there IS no need whatever 

• c 2 :. 
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iu these cases to impose any restriction on the discretion ot the Courts. 
Sir, we have got to examme this matter from both. sides.· ·The House is 
proposing to enable a stupid Magistrate-and there are. stupid Magistrates-
Ii.. weak Magistrate-and tMre are weak Magistrates-to let out on bail at 
once a murderer caught red-ha;nded, a dacoit who has been o i i ~ i  

district for five years, who has been caught with the greatest of difficulty·; 
you take him before a weak Magistrate, and you get bail at once,-and 
the reign of terror proceeds again for another five years before he is caught 
There is one very important point which has not been -mentioned in this 
debate at all. The whole question has been argued from the· point of view 
of the Courts. Now if the House will look at section 497, they will find 
that it deals not only with the question of bail before the Courts but it 
deals with the question of bail. by police officers too, and, here, Sir, is the 
House seriously proposing to give a police officer full powers to reJease 
on bail a person accused of the most serious offence, without giving him 
any discretion or any guidance as to the way he should exercise those 
powers? Sir, is it not a very dangerous thing to do? Police offIcers, we 
have been told over and over again in the course of this debate, are not 
always honest, are corrupt: and when it is a question of a very rich man 
in custody-I understand it is the very rich man that the House is feeling 
so seriously about--<lf the very rich man whom the House wants to be 
released on bail because he can afford to pay and because he has been 
hitherto respectable, will that man not be able to· make it worth the while·· 
of the police officer to let, him go, and will you ever again catch that man '! 
There is no ~ ion about it, that he will never be caught again. The-
criterion of the likelihood of the accused absconding is a very sound 
criterion, but if you take the clause as is proposed by the Bill, we are not 
trenching upon that criterion at all. You take the most serious offences. 
those punishable with transportation and those punishable with death. Can 
any Magistrate, any Court, say to itself that the accused person brought 
before him, who, it has reasonable grounds to believe, has rendered himself 
liable to the punishment of transportation for life or liable to the punish-
ment of death, is not likely t<l take an opyortunity of absconding? One 
Honourable Member has suggested that once you get bail,-that is all you 
want,I think it was Dr. Gour,-what more security do you want than bail 
that he will appear? Sir, will· a murderer, a dacoit, be bound by 9.Jl'! 
tender feelings for his friend who has stood surety for him? Will he,Sir, 
say to himself: • my friend stood by me, he has got me out on bail, I must 
not let him down, I will surrender to the Court, and I will be hanged '? 
Sir, I do not think a criminal in this country, or the innocent person on his 
trial in this country as Sir Hel¥"Y Stanyon has said, is likely to be affected 
by any considerations of that sort. 

Sir Jlontagu Webb (Bombay: European): I move that the question 
be now put. 

The motion was adopted. 

JrIr. President: Amendmllnt moved: 

" In clause 132 (il, omit the words from • in sub-section (1) , to the word • 8ubsti-
tuted' and in their plaee substitute -the following: 

• ill sub-section (1) the words beginning with the words' but. he shall DDt be ' to the. 
end of the sub-section Bhall be omitted '." 

The question I have to put is that that amendment be ~d  . 
• 
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The Assembly then divided as follows: 

Abdul Rahman, Mnnshi. 
Abdulla, Mr. S. M. 
Abul Kasem, Maulvi. 
Agnihotri, Mr. K. B. L. 
Ahmed, Mr. K. 
Ahsan Khan, Mr.M. 
A3ad Ali, Mir. 
Ayyar, Mr. T.V. SashagirL 
Bajpai, Mr. S. P. 
Basu, Mr. J. N. 
{)haudhuri, Mr. J. 
Das, Babu B. S. 
Dass, Pandlt R. K. 
Faiyaz Khan; Mr.' M. 
Giuwala, Mr. P. P. 
(':r(lUr, Dr. H. S. 
Gulab l:lingh, Sardar. 

AYE8--34. 
Jamnadas Dwarkadas, Mr. 
Kamat, Mr. B. S. 
Lakshmi Narayan IAU, Mr. 
~  Mr., A. B. 
Misra, Mr. B. N. 
Mukherjee, Mr J. N. 
Nag, Mr. G. C. 
Nand Lal, Dr. 
Neogy, Mr. K. C. 
Rangachariar, Mr. T. 
Reddi, Mr. M K. 
Shabani, Mr. S. C. 
in ~ Bahu B r. 
Srinivasa ao ~  P. V. 
Stanyon, Col. Sir Henry. 
Venkatapatiraju, Mr. B. 
~i inda  Mr. H. 

NOE8-41. 
Abdul Rahim Khan, Mr. 
Akram Hussaiu, Prince A. M. M. 
Allen, Mr. B. C. 
Barna, Mr. D. C. 
Bijlikhan, Sardar G. 
Blackett, Sir Basil. 
Bradley.Birt, Mr. F. B. 
Burdon, Mr. E. 
Cabell, Mr. W. H. L. 
Chatterjee, Mr. ,A.. C. 
Clow, Mr. A. G. 
Cotelingam, Mr. J. P. 
Crookshank, Sir Sydney. 
Dalal, 8arda,r B. A. 
Davies, Mr. R. W. 
Faridoonji, Mr. R. 
Haigh, Mr. P. B. 
Hailey, the Honourable Sir Malcolm. 
Hindley, Mr. C. D. M. 
Holme, Mr. H. E. 
Hullah, ,Mr. J. 

The motioQ, was negatived. 

lkramullah Khan, Raja Mohd. 
Innes, the Honourable Mr .. C. A. 
Ley, Mr. A. H. 
Moir, ·Mr. T. E. 
Moncrieff SmIth, Sir Henry. ' 
Muhammad Hussain, Mr. T. 
Muhammad Ismail, Mr. S. 
Mukherjee, Mr. T.· P. 
l'ercival, Mr. P. E. 
Pyari Lal, Mr. 
Ramayya Pantuljl., Mr. J. 
Rhodes, Sir Campbell. 
Samarth, :Mr. N. M. 
a a a~ H1l&sain Khan, Mr. 
Singh, Mr. S. N. 
Subrahmanayam, Mr. C. 8. 
Tonkinson, Mr. H. 
Townsend, Mr. C. A. H. 
Tulshan, Mr. Bheopershad. 
Webb, Sir on~  

The Assembly then adjoUrned for Lunch till 
the Clock. 

Ten Minutes to Three of 

The Assembly re-assembled after Lunch at Ten Minutes to Three of 
the Clock. Mr. 'President was in the Chair. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: Sir, we have discussed this question 
at considerable length, and I need only say a few words in' commending 
my amendment No. 352,. which as Honourable Members will see from 
page 46 is as Ibllows: . 
" In clause' 132 (i), after the words • for life' insert the following: 

• and that the accused if released on bail would abscond and attempt to escape 
jl!Stice by avoiding 6r delaying an inquiry or trial· ... 

Honourable Memhers if they read the section will see how it has been 
amended by the Joint Committee. We have to acknowledge that con-
fiiderable improvement ha.s been made in the existing provision relating to 
be-ils. We acknowledge it with thanks. But a.t the same time the 
existing defects in the law, a.s forcibly pointed out by my Honourable 
mend, "Sir Jtenry Shnyon, still remain itl the most serious of cases, 

• 
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namely, .offences punishable with death or transportation for life. 
If Honourable Members .will just glance through the Schedule attached 
tf) the Code of Criminal Procedure they will find all sorts of offences 
which are punished· with transportation for life-I counted about 47 
thiS morning and I do not know if there are not more, I have not 
made an exhaustive count.:-ranging from criminal breach of trust to 
offences against the State. Therefore, Sir, it is refreshing to hear from 
the Treasury Benches an expression of the sentiments of which We have been 
gmvely accused by :.he Anglo-Indian Press, that the Indian politicians 
bE·tray such a lack of trust in the police and the magistracy that they do not 
rt·alise their sense of responsibility, that they hold them up to ridicule and 
that the full measure 01 reforms for which they are yearning cannot come· 
because of this over-distrust of the magistracy and the police. I am glad to 
have our sentiments echoed from t;he Treasury Benches. Sir, this morning 
we heard there are stupid magistrates, there are weak magistrates. Which 
i'l the more important? Is the accused to suffer at the hands of stupid 
magistrates or the prosecution to suffer? Is the accused to suffer at the 
hands of weak magistrates or the prosecution to suffer? That is our com· 
plaint. There are weak magistrates, and they succumb to the influences 
to the subtle influences, to the unseen influences at work, in order to get 
convictions. To borrow the phrase of my Honourable friend, Mr. Haigh, 
this is an unfortunate country. Everything must be different in this un-
fortunate country. I do not know why. I interjected a remark" why in 
this country?" My Honourable friend said " We live in this country." 
He had no other reason to give. As Sir Henry Stanyon pointed out, people 
should be presumed to toe innocent until they .are actually convicted by the 
Judge, Magistrate or jury as the case may be. That is a wholesome prin-
ciJ1le known to every system of 3ivilised jurisprudence. If the Govern-
ment '\\--ill furnish the fgures which they have of persoDS lodged in jailor 
in custody pending trial and afterwards eventua.lly acquitted either by the 
~ in  judge or by the court of appeal, Government will, I daresay, repent, 
will have serious cause to repent, at the rigour of the existing provisions 
l'('garding bail. Even in England more than 50 per cent. of persons who 
are detained in custody pending trial because they are not able to find bail 
are eventually acquitted after detention in jail for three or four months 
pending the sessions trial. If that 1ft so in England, much more so in this 
country. I wish the Government "l.H'uld give us the figures of people who 
art' kept in custody pending trial and are eventually acquitted. Can they 
give us the figures for last yea.r? Take any province. The figures 
:.If people who are eventually acquitted after being accused of crimes 
and yet kept in jail pending the trial will reveal an appalling number 
of persons, innocent persons kept in custody, Sir, they are deprived 
of their earnings in the meanwhile. Do we compensate these persons 
"ho are kept in jail? Do we provide for the maintenance of the 
families of those persons who are kept in jail? Therefore Pt. seems some-
what odd that people should stand UF here to defend the present system 
OJ which the discretion of the magistrate is. i10ught to be tied down. Sir, 
~ lost that amendment about leaving it to thoe good sense of the magistrate 
to see which case he should let on bail· and which case he should not. Sir 
Henry Moncrieff Smith mentioned, ! think, the case of a person caught 
rod-handed committing a murder ,,\-;th .the bloody instrument in his hand 
Rnd asked" Is he to be let out on bail?" I say "No. Your magistrate 
will not let him out on bail, if he is a ma i ~  whom you have properlv 
aFPointed." But if you appoint weak magistrates, stupid mas'strates, that 
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ig no reason why the law should he stupid, because your magistrates are 
stupid. Therefore that is no answer at all to. a case of this sort. The 
provision as it stands says in effect, "Do not release him on bail if you 
have reasonable ground" for believing that he is guilty of an offence punish-
able with death or transportation for life." It is true that in such cases 
th.e magistrate does not actually convict; Sir Henry Moncrieff Smith is quite 
right in saying that such cases will rrobably go to the sessions court; not 
necessarily however; first class magistrates may deal with such cases and 
cor:vict them of offences-although they may be charged 'with other offences 

-within their jurisdiction. But leaving it there, even as a com-
SP.lI, mitting ~~ a  he has to cQme' to a judicial conclusion as 

te, whether a prifr!,-a facie case is made out or not before he commits the 
accused to ~nd his trial in the Sessions Court. You are now forcing his 
hands by the section a~ it stands to come to a conclusion before he has 
S('cn I the witnesses,-because ono~ l  Members will notice this comes 
just at the time either when he is brought in custody or when he appears 
L1 Court--you are forcing his hands, even before a single witness is put in 
the witness box, to come to a conclusion. lIe simply sees the police diary or 
the police version or the prosecutio'l version of the case, and he is asked 
to come to a conclusion beforehand that 4e has reasonable grounds for believ-
iDe the man to be guilty. Sir, that is asking him too much. It is asking 
him to do injustice to the accused beforenand. Therefore it is not a good 
cundition to impose; any way it is there, 

Now you want to ~ l  one direction to the Magistrate under the clause 
a;\ it stands. I want to impose another direction,. an additional direction, 
namely, that not only should he have grounds for believing that he is guilty 
o~ an offence punishablp with death or ~ an o a ion but he should also 

~ satisfied that if· let on bail the accused is likely to evade justice. I 
won't say that is the or-Iv consideration, but that should be the main con-
sideration as the Honourable Mr, Tonkinson very fairly admitted. The 
primary ground for consideration at this stage should be whether this man 
is likely to evade justice. . 

My Honourable friend, Mr. Samarth, interposed with a remark· what 
alout suicides '1 I provide for it. If the Magistrate is satisfied on ac-
count of the nature of the case, or OIl account of the temperament of the 
ir,dividual or on account of the gravity of the sentence which may be 
inlpOSed upon him that 'a particular accused is,likely to commit. suicide, 
then he evades justice, and my amendment safeguards that doubt, and I 
hope my honourable friend Mr. Samarth will have no more doubt in his 
mmd in supporting my amendment. Sir, that ought to be the test, the only 
tpst which civilized countries should impose. Let:Is not be guided away 
by the vague expressions about this unfortunate country. Unfortunately 
my Anglo-Indian friends present here think that this country is peculiar-I 
hope not all of them will think so. We have got a very good exception 
in my Honourable friend Sir Henry Stanyon, and I hope others will join 
}-it' rank. Sir, as the Government. feel strongly in this matter, we also 
feel fltr6ngly. Let us r.ot be guidEd away or led away by those who say 
< Oh, the Government feel very strnngly in this matter'. People attach 
the greatest importan(l9 that their hhArti('s should not be deprived before 
they . are convicted. At the slightest provoca.tion Magistrates have 
shut· up persons in custody. Poor fellows are unable to defend 
themselves. All sorts of conditions are imposed. They have to interview 
their pleader in the presence of a jailrn'. What instructions can the accused 
~i  under .such conditions 1 Thprdore, Sir, it is not right. We should 
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give a fair trial and all opportunities to the accused to defend himself. He 
has got money, probably he is the only member, the only adultmll.le member 
of the family who can raise money, while you shut him up in gaol; and 
what is he to do? Are you giving bim really a fair trial by shutting hoim 
up like that? Therefore I say here '. A Magistrate shall not release an 
accused if he is satisfied that he is likely to evade justice and that there 
~  reasonable grounds for believing him to be guilty'. Therefore, I 
{bn't allow full discretion to the \Iagistrate. I say if you control it do 
so with proper safeguards. Do not make it compulsory on him to refuse 
bail simply because he thinks there are reasonable grounds for believing 
the accused to be guilt\". But fet there be an additionalJlafeguard, namely, 
GlLly if he is further s!>tisfied that the accused is likefy to evade justice 
tllt'-n alone he should refuse. Sir, I move my amendment. 

Rao Bahadlil' C. S. Suhrahmanayam (Madras ceded districts and 
Chittoor: Xon-Muhammadan Rural) : Sir, in' the discussion of this matter, 
'1 am afraid certain considerations which are not strictly relevant have been 
introduced. First. I should like tc deal with that expression .. reasonable 
grounds for , believing that he has 1 eenguilty of offence" .. Now you may 
l!;ake too much of it, but it' has ·never been understood to mean that a 
Magistrate has come to. the conclusion. that the man is guilty. The signi-
Lcance of, that expression must he' considered when taken with the Court 
with which we are dealing with in this clause. It is the Court of the 
Magistrate, not the Court of the Judge who is going to try the offender. 
That distinction should at once appeal to those who are engaged in the 
Bdministration of law. That is, the man who is inquiring into the case 
punishable with death o,' transportation for life is' not the authority who 
is going to decide as to the guilt of the offender. He only collects the 
evidence, puts .!,t together and then sends up the evidence and the accused 
to a higher Court for trial, if he feels that the case ought to be inquired into 
by a higher Court and· not thrown out at once. So, -when you take that 
ciause with reference to the authority that is goiJlg to ap-ply it, then I think 
nIl the argument that the Court is going to prejudge the case falls to the 
ground. How is it to prejudge? What materials has it to come to a con-
clusion? I think, ~  all deference, that difficulty must vanish. Because. 
after all, the Magistrates are humun just as we are. They have got certain 
reports and depositions. They must in a sense come to om~ conclusion. 
If it is not an extreme case, like the one put by Sir Henry Moncrieff Smith 
of a man ca'ught red-handed, but if there is plenty of evidence that the man 
bas committed murder, no Magistrate, whatever the form of law may be. 
can shut his eyes or shut his mind and say that the man is innocent. Why. 
even J udges-Who try cases, when they start on a case, before going through 
the evidence, form some kind of first impressions. But their intellectual 
training, their culture makes them separate the two, separate their first 
impressions from the final conclusion which they are bound to come to 
-after hearing the evidence, and we must assume in this discussion that the 
filen have got some intellectual calibre, some training in sifting evidence 
.and dealing with cases. If we look at it in that light, I think much of the 
argument that has been levelled at that clause and the psychological diffi-
c~l i  that thai; clause would intrcduce will disappear. 

Now Sir, the clause which my friend, Mr. Rangachariar wants to intro-
-duce is a clause which will work considerable hardship on the accused 
themselves. How. I will' tell you. Pause for a moment and consider how 
a Magistrate is to decide whether the man will escape and a .. oid justice. 

t 
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It depends on the temperament of the accused. A very sensitive man, 
./.i. man who feels the disgrace of a possible conviction and has worked 
himself to a d~ a  state of mind, possibly may run away and may go 
and drown himself or poison himself. Therefore, what criterion do you 
provide for a Magistrate to find out whether the accused person is a man 
who will escape (and therefore he will not give him bail) or he is a man who 
will not escape (and therefore he will give him bail). Is it easy for any 
Magistrate. to come to a conclusion on that clause? Probably this clause 
",ill work hardship and I will presently show how it will work hardship. 
Suppose there it; not a very wealthy man but an ordinarily wealthy man. 
The Magistrate will say, "If I leave this man he would recompense or 
n.:cuperate the men who have stood as sureties and will run away to some 
other territory and abscond. Therefore he must be kept in jail." The 
consideration which will weigh with. Magistrates or Courts in letting a man 
. on bail is that he is a respectable man, a man of property and he will not 
lUn away. But if you put this clause in the Statute, if, as has been said 
oftentimes, you crystallise wha.t is a ground of discretion by a clause in the 
Statute, you 'run the danger of people who are now getting bail being 
refused bail, because the Magistra.te might say, " He is a respectable man, 
honoura.bly connected, having respectable relations and leading a respect-
qble life. Probably the disgrace that will follow as a result of the trial 
might drive him to desperation. Therefore I will keep him in jail." He 
might say t4at. While you are getting hold of one extreme, you ought 
also to consider the other extreme to which this clause will lead. There-
fure, this clause is a dangerous clause to tack on to the section, I think 
dS far as Sessions Courts and ~  High. Courts are concerned, barring 
indiV'idual idiosyncrasies, no ~a  can correct them. These Courts 
generally are inclined to let people on bail on reading the depositions and 
on seeing the facts before them. As to . Magistrates, that is a differeJlt 
business. One thing which I have frequently noticed in the discussion' of 
the various provisions of the Code is not the defect in the law, not the 
defect in the terms of the law or the enunciation of the law, but in the 
nctual working of the law in the lc:wer courts, and for that, all I can say ~ 
that the t!xecutive governments 0' the various provinces are responsible. 
There is a habit-I mention that in order to make the Assembly under-
stand how it is that such a dead set is made against the Criminal Procedure 
Code-there is a habit in every Local Government to issue circulars behind 
the back of the High Courts, circulars which have nothing to do with the 
recorded decisions and reported decisions of courts. Every Local Govern-
ment, the Distriot Magistra.te, issues circulars saying .. YOU1)ugbt to be 
careful not to let'peopleindiscriminately on bail". I mean some circulars 
are issued in the form of instructicns to subordinate Magistrates who un-
doubtedly depend for their advancement on the head of the District, circum-
scribing the discretion vested in them by the law. It is that that is at the 
root of all the criticism which we have heard here. It is not agaidst the 
& uthors of· the present Code or the old Code which has been transmitted to 
UE.· these sixty or" seventy years hv eminent jurists and lawyers. There is 
nothing wrong in the language of the Code. When we tried to tack on 
words to the Code, I sat down in great sorrow at the language which has 
stood the test of years and years being mangled here, and probably the 
consequences may be dire'in the future interpretation of this section. But 
the oause of all the trouble which you have been hearing, Sir, is that the 
f'xecutive governmentll in the vaneua provinCE!fl, ignoring the deCisions or 
the intel'preotntiona of the High Courts of the aetual provisions of the Code. 
bavebeen i88uing oiroulars tightening the provisions 01 the Code and 
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enjoining upon subordinate Magistrates not to exercise a free discretion in 
the administration of Justice. It is those circulars that have been at the-
bottom of all these criticisms. I say we here cannot prevent the issuing 
of the circulars there. It should be a matter for the provinces, for the 
Provincial Councils to take note of such circulars, bring them up before the-
lucal Legislative Councils and see that they are not issued.. If you go and 
mimgle the law and add clause after clause to sections which are the result-
of the labours of very eminent lawyers, jurists and administrators, I ani 
yery much' afraid that the result will not be what we all heartily desire. 
The clause, as it iltands, gives sufficient discretion for letting off an accused 
on bail, and if this amendment be introduced, it will cause great trouble. 
This question of escape is a dil3tum of the Judges and that dictum is. 
followed in the Higher Courts, 'JUt in the Magistrates' Courts it is not 
Idlowed. I do not see how you ean expect a Magistrate to follow that 
dictum and ask him to follow these dicta and to exercise his discretion this 
~-a  or that way frequently when the accused is under trial. Why should 
we assume that in every case the accused person before trial is an innocent 
man. It is all judicially speaking quite right, but why in the discussion of 
a provision in the Legislature do you start with the ground that the case 
h, false, that an innocent man has been falsely charged? Is that not an 
extreme way of looking at the thiug? . 

The case is under inquiry, and so long as it is under inquiry,-it may 
take a few weeks, and in some difficult cases it may be 2 or 3 months-
there must be hardship. That hardship you cannot avoid by any number of 
clauses in the statute. You cannot prevent one man prosecuting another-
man, you cannot prevent a policeman making a false charge. You can 
only await the result of the trial and take such remedies as the law provides. 
But if you go and mangle these provisions here, I do not think you will 
thereby be helping a large class of men who are now treated fairly by the 
Courts. Take the extreme limit of transportation for life. I do not think 
for a moment that a man who is accused with an offence punishable with 
~a  is going to be asked to be let off on bail, but even in such cases-
dterthe evidence is concluded and recorded, the Courts have let the men 
cff on bail pending trial. I know such cases from my own experience. 
'lherefore, I do not think that the weakening of this clause will do any ~ood  

Therefore I oppose the. amendment of my Honourable friend, 
Mr. Rangachariar. 

111'. H. E. Holme (United Provinces: Nominated official): Sir, with 
due respect it seems to me that the proposed amendment must be either-
useless or mischievous, for either the Magistrate will decide on general 
principles that there is a danger of the accused absconding and evading 
justice in which case the words will be unnecessary, or else lie will con--
sider it his duty not to refuse to release the accused on bail unless and 
until he has satisfied himself that it is positively proved that the accused 
is likely to abscond and to hold that if in any case that cannot be said .. 
the accused must be released on bail. As regards the argument that it is; 
neceS!lary for an accused to be at liberty during the trial in order to instruct' 
his Counsel properly and to conduct his case, that argument would apply 
even if there were a danger of his absconding and therefore it does not 
seem to be conalusive. As regards the fear expressed that the Magistrate 
will have to prejudge the case, I should like to point out that, as matters-
stand, every Court has to, if the word is an appropriate one, provisionally 
prejudge the calle at every stage. The Magist1'8te has to bear. in mind all' , . 
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through the possibility of its being his duty ~ discharge the ~cc d at ~n  

stage before the charge is framed. The frarrung of a charge IS Itself a ~nd 
of prejudging, because it implies that if the accused ~o  not cross-exarmne 
the witnesses or put in a defence, he will be convICted. As regards the 
apprehension expressed that many offences punishable with transportation 
for life are not offences in respect of which bail should be refused, that 
would be an argument against their being designated non-bailable in the 
Penal Code; and as regards the instance put forward by an Honourable 
Member, in many such cases the •. respectable " man will be the most 
likely to abscond, as has often been seen in the case of rich bankers charged 
with embezzlement. In conclusion, I would deprecate too much atten-
tion being paid to the argument that anything which is objectionable to 
the speaker is ·opposed to the laws of all civilized countries. We have not 
before us the laws of all civilized countries, and even if we had, it would 
be unsafe to conclude that they would be incapable of improvement. Sir, 
I oppose the amendment. 

Mr. J. N. Mukherjee (Calcutta Suburbs: Non-Muh&mmadan ~an  

Sir, I rise to support the amendment: After hearing my Honourable friend, 
the Mover of the amendment, I thought it would not be necessary to sup-
plement his observations by anything that I might add to the discussion. 
But his speech has been followed by certain. others, and owing to the new 
points which were intended to be made in the course of the debate, I feel 
I ought to say a word or two in reply to what has fallen from some of my 
Honourable friends. The first point that I take is that the amendment 
has been described as either mischievous or unnecessary. Now, Sir, if 
the matter of granting or withholding bail had been left entirely open for 
the exercise of free  discretion by the Magistrate, we might say that the 
amendment could be taken as an attempt to restrict the exercise of such 
discretion. There might be some danger in that. But, as a matter of 
fact, we are now laying dovlD. certain lines along which we ask the Magis-. 
trate to exercise his discretion, and we are at present concerned with those 
lines and those lines alone. Now, it is perfectly clear that the amend-
ment of section 497, Criminal Procedure Code, which t.he Treasury Benches 
have proposed is undoubtedly a great improvement upon the law as it 
originally stood and we are thankful for it. But even with that improve-
ment,the question still remains whether the demands of justice have been 
fully satisfied thereby. Now, Sir, some objection has been raised on the 
ground that we should not have Hny feeling of tende!"Dess' for an accused 
person, and that any too wide a statement or proposition like the one stated 
above, is injurious to the interests of justice. BU1, we cannot help it after 
all. The British system is such that you must presume that a person who 
~ been accused of an offence must be taken to be innocent until proof of 
hiS offence has ~ ~ o i home to him. We cannot help it. We all have 
to a<:t on that prmClple and the amendment proposed is only an a.ttempt 
to gIve effect to that principle. The. variollS amendments which have 
been proposed with regard to clause 1 fl2 of the Bill, are attempts to im-
prove tIre amendment of the law brou'!ht forwnrd bv the Government Bill 
still ~  .. Now, Sir, what are tho" facts? What have Wo" done by 
proposmg the further am ~dm n ? We have in a. manner indicated that 
in 'all cases punishable with transportation or death, the Magistrate shall 
not release the offen.der only if there nppear reasonable grounds to believe 
~a  he h!l's been gmlty of an oi'fo"nce. punishable with death or transport.a-
tion fQr hfe. Now what .we have got to oonsider is whether we should 
generalise the two classes of offences in tl1nt way and by so doing, include 
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cases which ought to be left out of the category in question. My Honour-
able friend, Mr. Rangachariar, has already invited the attention of the House 
to the fact that offences in the Penal Code which are punishable with trans-
portation for life are, some of them, triable by Magistrates and not by 
Sessions 'Courts, alone. I have examined BOme of the sections of the Penal 
Code. For instance, we might take section 409, criminal breach of trust as 
a public servant, etc.; section 394, hurt caused in committing or 
attempting to commit robbery, 326, grievous hurt ca.used with a 
dangerous weapon; offences relating to coins;· and· many others 
might f>e discovered which are triable by Magistrates also. If 
they are. examined, generally speaking, it will be clear that the 
determination of the offence in a criminal case depsnds very' often 
upon ascertainment of facts by a tedious process of examinatWn of 
evidence. So that, if we brought· all these cases contemplated by the Bill 
under careful examination, it will appear that the M.agistrate in :consider-
ing the question of bail will be often handicapped in the exercise of his 
discretion, if we lay down the law in the manner the Bill proposes to do. 
Now, Sir, it may be different where a murderer is caught red-handed. In 
such a case I think it will be the plain duty of the Magistrate not to give 
bail. But very often we find that murderers and people accused oJ. other 
hein;,us offences are acquitted after trial. Therefore, if we hamper the 
exercise of the Magistrate's discretion in the way suggested by the Bill, 
we ehall not be working justice in many cases, by shutting out bail; and 
the result will be such as has been pointed out by my Honourable friend, 
Mr. Rangachariar. Now, Sir, we take up the case of the police officer. 
It has been suggested by the Treasury Benches that we contemplate in 
section 497 of the Code, not only Courts but police officers as well. But 
what can a police officer do in these-cases? He can only keep an aeaused 
person in custody for 24 hours. After that he has got to take him before 
a Magistrate, and an order has to be obtained by him for a remand. So 
that, that is the chief point to be considered with reference to police officers. 
He is practically unable to do mischief in such cases. In the second place 
we have got to consider that an undue exercise of favour in respect of an 
accused person for reasons best known to the police officer, in the matter 
of ball, will be regulated, if I may say so, by the faet that, if he (the 
police officer) has to send up an accused person, he will have to say that 
a good case has been made out against him. Well, in the same breath 
he cannot say "  I find good reasons for letting him off on bail." Eitber 
lIe has got to say that no prima facie ease has been made out against the 
accused person, or that such a case has not beep: made out. Therefore, I 
submit that the mischief which is apprehended in the case of police officers 
is not at all a likely event. I submit, Sir, the question of the police officer 
in this connection may be safely left out of consideration, under the cir-
cumstances. 

As regards the question of a Magistrate believing, or making up its mind 
as to an alleged offence, before the conclusion of the trial, I may say, as 
has been already pointed out, that in the matter of framing a charge by 8 
Magistrate preliminary to commitment, as also in a case triable exclusively 
by a Court of Session, the law requires that the Magistrate should exercise 
his discretion in'the mQ,tter. We have been led into psychological con-
siderations such as those which have emanated from my Honourable 
friend, Mr. Stibrahmanayam. But is there. not such a thing as ~con cio  

cerebl1Stion? A Magistrate at fit'3t sight comes' to believe certain things. 
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Although the impression he then forms may not remain in his mind in a 
definite foon, yet it may, all the same, work imperceptibly in his mind. 
The principle of the English law is such that it endeavours to place a 
Magistrate in a situation where things like the above may not work upon 
his mind at all. Therefore, Sir, wherever it is possible we should always 
try not to. assume that an accused person is guilty before he is proved to 
be so, on the principle that an accused person i~ not guilty· until his guilt 
is established. 1 submit, Sir, here is a case for the accused, with regard 
to the .. question of bail. What we have got to consider is-and the deciding 
factor in the case should always be, whether we are hampering the defence 
by unnecessarily restraining his movements ;-unnecessarily, I say, only in 
such . cases where he is. a person who is sure not to try and escape 
justice. Where he is expected to do so, we shall be justified in putting 
a restraint. upOn. his liberty of action; in other cases it will help justice if 
hi&..movements are not restricted during trial. In such matters, the case 
is always one of balancing advantages against disadvantages. No Vropo-
sition I may, perhaps, say, can be stated which is not open to criticism'; 
but in all ca ~ of the Ipnd we have in view, ·we have got to judge between 
the tw6 opposite aspects of the question, arid the determining factor in the 
present instance,. as I have said, ought to be the principle which has been 
so clearly accepted by the Honoura91e Mr. Tonkinson, and the principle 
which was so clearly enunciated by my Honourable friend to my left, 
Colonel Stanyon. Sir, if all the pros and cons of the question be taken 
into consideration, it will be clear that the supposed criminality of an 
accused person should not be brought into the scale at all, in granting him 
bail, supposing that· a preconceived criminality of an accused person can 
influence the mind of a Judge.:We make law in order that Magistrates 
may follow it, and therefore if the law is such that it will restrict the free 
exercise of the discretion of a Magistrate we ought not to have it. We 
should trY and facilitate its free exercise in. such cases and not restrict it 
by saying •• In such and such a case you 'might not grant bail," though 
justice might require otherwise. That is the view, Sir, this House ought 
to take in the matter. 

The Honourable Dr. ][ian Sir K1Jb&IDmad: Shafl (Law Member): In 
forming a correct judgment upon this and the cognate amendments, I 
venture to submit it is necessary for Honourable Members to bear certain 
corisiderations in mind. In the first place, it must be borne in mind that 
the very classification of offences into bailable and non·bailable implies 
certain essential considerations. Offences which are comparatively insig-
nifica.nt or of less importance a~  by law been made bailable. In all 
those cases the accused is to be allowed his liberty after the institution of 
the prosecution until he IS found guilty and has been convicted of the 
offence, the particular offence with which he may be charged. On the other 
hand as regards non·bailable offences it must be borne in mind that these 
are offences of a more serious character in so far as law and order and 
maintenance of peace in t.he country are concerned. That is the ver:v 
reason, the basis of this class of offences' being made non-bailable. That 
wnsideration, I respectfully submit, ought to be borne in mind. Again 
these non-bailable otlences may in themselves be possessed of varying 
o.egrees of seriousness,sorne of less importance in so far as public tran-
quillity and law and order are concerned, and others of more seriousness 
and of greater importance. And of all thef'le. more serious offences it is 
obvious that the clQ88 of oftep.ces fOr which'the Legislature has made capital 
pllnishment. or life m i o~  RS a punishment adequate or desirable . 
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must in the very nature of things be regarded as the most . ilerious. In 
the amendment which we ourselves have introduced into this section it 
will be noticed that we have made this last class of offences, the most 
serious of all offences, as the exception, in so far as grant of bail even in 
the ca~  of non-bailable dIimces is concerned. I would ask Honourable 
Members to bear this fact in mind. 
In the' second place, let us turn to the actual effect of the amended 

section as it will stand, ".hould this House accept the amendment which 
we have proposed and reject the amendments which certain non-official 
Members have put forward. 'What will be its effect? While in the existing 
state of law in respect of all non-bailable offences before a court the court 
Ii! gIven discretion to releas<c! an accused person on bail, nevertheless it is 
laid down that in all non-bailable cases the court shall not let an accused 
person out on bail if certam circumstances specified in the present section 
exist. In the amendment which we propose in the case of certain classes 
of accused persons mentioneQ in the proviso we give the fullest possible 
.discretion to the Magistrate, no matter how serious may be the offence with 
';', hich such accused person may be charged, to release those accused 
persons on bail. It is only in the' case of a limited number even of this 
.class of persons that we ask the House to lay down that an accused person 
:shall not be let out on bail. And, Sir, in this connection permit me to 
invite attention to this fact that cases before a Magistrate may .either be 
·cases with reference to which he himself has exclusive jurisdiction to try. 
that is to say, his functions are not limited to what is known as a preliminary 
inquiry before commitment and also cases in which his functions are ilO 
lImited. In the case of those offences the trial of which ultimately will 
be held either in the Sessions Court or in the High Court, as the case 
may be, his functions are merely limited to what is known as the preli-
minary inquiry before commitment. Now there is nothing in the amended 
:.section as we propose to prevent the Magistrate from letting an accused 
person out on bail in all such cases until a certain stage, When a certain 
·stage has arisen, that is to say, when on the evidence before him there is 
reason to believe that the accused person has committed the offence, it i:; 
only then that there is an express prohibition that 'he shall not release 
!he accused person on' bail. I see my HOIlourable friends, Dr. Gour and 
~ao Bahadur an a~ a ia  shake their ~ad  . Let me make the posi-
-tlOn clear. Now sectIOn 497 as amended WIll run as follows: "When any 
rerson is accused of a non-bailable offence is arrested or detained without. 
warrant by an officer in charge of a police station "-let us eliminate that 
for the mom ~ -  or appears or is brought before a Court, he may be 
released on ball, but he shall not be so released if there appear reasonable 
grounds for believing that he has been guilty of an offence punishable ' 
-with death or transportation for life." 

Dr. H. S; Gour: When he is brought before the Court. 

The Honourable Dr. :Mian Sir :Muhammad ShaD: Just one minute .. As 
-soon 8f\ he .IS o ~  before the Court, the Court has the fullest power 
to release hIm on ball, but he shall not be released if certain circumstances 
~ i  that is to say, if ~  Court,-:-may be, upon perusal of the police 
l;qWry, may ~  ~  taking a certaIll am~ n  of evidence actually pro-
auced before h1m III Court-has reason to beheve that the accused has com-
~i~ ~d the offence, it is then and then alone tb&t we lay down this pro-
blblhon that the accused shall not be so released. ,At what stage of th-:l 
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inquiry or of ~ case the mind of the Court will, with relation to the com-
mission of the offence, reach the position, i.e., believe that the accused has 
committed the offence, . will depend upon the circumstances of each case. 
That exact position, the mental position so far 8S the Court is concerned 
may, as I said just now, be reached at the very first instance, that is 
to say, after perusing the record of the police investigation or hearing 
the complainant or it may be reached after half the evidence for the prose-
cution has been heard or it may be reached right at the end of the inquiry, 
i.e., when the whole of the evidence has been recorded. But as soon 8S 
that position has been reached, the prohibitiori embodied in this clause 
comes in. Until that position has been a~ d  there is nothing to prevent 
the Magistrate from l in~ an accused persen out on bail even in most 
~ io l  cases. If this were not the correct interpretation of the clause as 
we propose--after all, remember that all penal enactments must be con-
strued as far as reasonably may be in favour of the accused person.-that is 
A well known principle of law,-and if the interpretation :which my Honour-
able friends, Dr. Gour and Roo Bahadur Rangachariar, seek to place upon 
this were to be the correct interpretation, I aIp afraid you would be driving !l-
coach and four through that principle of interpretation to which I have 
just referred. If this were not the correct interpretation, then what is 
the .meaning of these o d ~ .. he may be released on bail .. ? Those words 
become absolutely meaningless. If the intention is that in all cases 
where the police thinks that an accused person has committed an' offence 
and have sent a man up for trial, the Magistrate also is bound ipso facto 
to believe that the accused has committed the offence, then what is the 
meaning of those words " he may release the accused person on bail "? 
'As I said those words become ablilolutely meaningless. No, Sir. I ven-
ture to submit the intention is this, that the Magistrate has discretion in 
all non-bailable cases to let an accused person out on bail, even though the 
offences are non-bailable, but, as soon as, from the facts of the case, from 
the evidence placed before him or from the circumstances with which he 
has already become acquainted from the record of the case, he has reason 
to believe that the accused has committed an offence, it is then and then 
Qnly. that his hands are tied; he no longer possesses any discretion. He 
must then refuse to release the accused person on bail. And in this con-
nection, let me invite attention to the careful manner. in which this ,clause 
is drafted. What is the language? It is this: "If there appear reason-
able grounds for believing that he has been guilty of an offence punishable 
with death or transportation for life. " Compare the phraseology adopted iu 
this with the phraseology adopted in, say, section 254 of the Criminal Pro-
cedure Code, which relates to the framing of charges in warrant cases 
against the accused. Now, what is the phraseology adopted in this section 
254 ? Section 254 says: , 

" If, when ~  evidence and examination have been made or at any previous stage 
Qf .the case, the Magistrate is of. opinion that there is ground for presuming that the 
accused has committed an offence, then he shall frame a eharge." 

Now, if you compare the phraseology adopted in 497, .. there ap-
pear reasonable grounds for believing that he has been guilty of 
the' offence" with this, it is obvious, at any rate to my mind, 
that the stage contemplated is the stage ofa primd. facie case having 
f een established against the accused. 

Dr. H. S. Gour (Nagpur Division: Non-Muhammadan): Much stronger. 

The HODourable Dr. lliu Sir Muhammad Shall: This one is much 
stronger. 

• 
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Dr. H; S. Gour: No, 497 is much stronger. 
The HonoUrable Dr.1n&n Sir )[uhammad Shafl.: At any rate, there is not 

much distinction to be -drawn between these two. Then, I say, Sir, as this 
prohibition is limited to the most serious class of non·bailable offences and 
as the offences are in their very nature non-bailable, when once the Magis-
trate has, upon the record before him, upon the facts before him, upon the 
evidence or upon the other circumstances established in the case, reason 
to believe that the offence has been coIllIcitted, then we as legislawrs ought 
to see that the· power to release the accused on a~l should no longer be 
exercised after that stage l'as been reached. To hold otherwise, I suhIllit, 
would be' contrary to all principles of criminal administration. 

Now, it was said b.y my Honourable and learned friend, Sir Henry 
for whose opinion I entertain. the highest respect, that this amounts really 
1.0 prejudging the case. I submit, it does not. I submit there is no ques-
tIOn of prejudging the case. From his own judicial experience, he must 
have over and over again felt that in the trial of criminal cases a certain 
stage hB.,'! been reached, upon the evidence produced before him, when 
t here is reason to think or to believe that the accused person has com-
mitted an offence. That does not mean that the case has been prejudged 
It only means that a certain amount of evidence has been tendered by the 
prosecution, or a .certain set of facts and circumstances have been a ~ d 

by the prosecution, which have changed the position at the beginning of 
the trial, viz., the presumption with which the Judge begins in the course of 
3 criminal trial that the accused must be presumed to be innocent and 
must continue to be presumed to be innocent until his guilt is established,: 
to a somewhat different position, that position being that although the 
Judge is not yet completely convinced in his mind that the accused is 
guilty, yet from the facts placed before him, and from the evidence pro-
duced by the prosecution, the Judge has reason to believe that the accused 
has committed the offence. At that stage, I submit his discretionary power 
of granting bail in these most serious class of non-bailable offences ought to 
be taken away from him, because the offences are non-bailable 
and because these· offences are the most serious class of non-' 
bailable offences, and the Court trying the accused' is neither the 
Sessions Judge nor the High Court but a Magistrate. I submit that in 
mch cases this discretion ought to be taken away from him, and that is 
exactly what the clause as we propose contemplates. 

Sir, it was 'laid that the sole object of arrest is. to pre-
vent a person from runping away or from protracting or delay· 
ing the trial. <\.8 a gf neral rule that is a perfectly legitimate 
criterion. I admit that  that is the main purpose of arrest_ 
But cases might be conceived where other considerations also 
come in. Let me give but one case, which is not only possibJe but which 
we, some of us who nave practised at the Bar long enough, can well con-
eeive. A man falls out with two brothers. Bitter enmity subsists between 
that one mlill on the one side and the two brothers on the other. He a~ 

II i~ i  ~ ~ ? brothers intending ~o ill them, but succeeds only· in 
~illm  one ~nd m n~  the. other. He IS arrested by the police. There. 
1" ample evidence agamst hIm to prove that he murdered one of the two 

o~  and he kno:"s himself that he cannot escape. He knows that 
he IS sure to be ;convicted and hang-ed.· ,Well. now, in a case like that, is 
it not conceivable Ghat he would like to be released on bail in order to "0 
and kill the other brother a1so befol'ehe is an~ d?  (Laughter.) With 
all deference, I am afraid that my Honourable friends from ~  South d') 
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t;.ot know what stuff peopl:l of the north are made of. It is perfectly con-
(.·eivable that that man mity be anxious to be released on bail in order to 
~c i  the very object WIth which he assaulted the two brothers, which 
object he failed to achieve in the first instance, and -succeeded only in killing 
the one and simply injuring the other brother; and knowing that he will 
be hanged, before he is actually hanged, he may take advantage of his 
lelease on bail to go and 1;11 the other brother. Sir, with all deferellce 
it is hardly right to say that the sole consideration is his presence at the 
next date of hearing. There may be other considerations also which come 
in in cases of this kind. 

It seems to me that taking all the circumstances into consideration. 
~ in  that admittedly the clause as we propose it is a decided advance, a 
decided improv!-lment in the existing law, seeing also that the clause as we 
propose it gives the fullest discretion to the Magistrate in even the most 
serious class of cases in certain instances to release on bail and prohibits 
'release on bail only when circumstances or facts have been established whic\ 
'have led the ,Magistrate to believe or have reason to believe that the 
llccused has committed the offenee-<mly in this very narrow circle is he 
prohibited from releasing the accused on bail in this most serious of all 
erimes,-I submit that the LegislatUl'e ought not to go beyobd that, that 
the Legislature should limit in such cases the discretion of the Magistrate 
in so far as release on bail in non-bailable cases is concerned. 

Dr. Band LaJ (West Punjab: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, the Honour-
a ~  Mr. Subra.ljmlJ.Ilayam, while advocating the cause of the opposition. 
told us, and we feel sUl'prised for that piece of advice, that the Magistrate 
has got uniy to collect the evidence and to send the case up for trial. I 
-differ from him. My knowledge of the criminal law tells me that that IS 
"rot the case always; Magistrates and Courts are not to be taken as post 
of.ffices. Magistrates and Criminal Courts have ~o  to see whether there is 
any evidence or not, even in murder cases. When there is a preliminary 
inq'":ry, if there is no evidence which call show a prima facie case, theu 
lihe accused is rnt'fled to a disch81Re. Therefore, this ~o nd which a~ 

neen set forth by the HonoUl'able Mr. Subrahmanayam has got no force. 

The second ground which he set forth was that the Magistrates are cul-
tured people, and highly train.}d aDd therefore they will not allow themselves 
to do injustice and they will not allow themselves.to refuse bail. Then in the 
f.:lme breath he asks, how can a Magistrate, how can a Criminal Court, know 
rhat the accuse.l will absl.ond or will not abscond? This argument is in-
consistent. In the first place, the Magistrate is said to be cultured and 
"ery well traima, and thenit is said it is impossible for the Magistrate to 
"find out whether ~ accused will abscond or not. I place his argu-
ment hefore this ono a ~ House, and I think the House will agree 
with me that his argument, lD itself, is inconsistent. When a MagistratE' 
1S a trained and cultured man and the prosecution raises this contention 
that the accused will probafily abscond or avoid the proceedings in t.hl' 
inquiry, the Magistrate will give consideration to it,-an application for 

bail on behalf of the acc,used, on the one side, and the reply 
4 P... on behwf of the prosecutIOn, on the other side; the Magistrate 

then, ufter having weighed both the, contentions, will come to some con-
dusion. Where is the impossibility as to how the Magistrate will be able 
to find whether the accused will abscond or not? The other contention which 
has been raIsed by my learned friend, the Honourable Mr. Subrahmanayam. 
was a ~  the profit, what is ~ gain? Well, the gain is this,-that the 

. . 
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accused will be· able to defend himsdf properly. This is the gain, and thac. 
ought to be the object of the administration of justice; this will be the profit 
tl:tat the justice will be done to the accused, and he will not be deprived 
01 that right which is allowed to him. That is the gain. Then the Hon-
ourable Mr. Subrahmanayam says that the Magistrate will not allow bail 
if he comes to this conclusion that the accused will abscond away. Only 
u few minutes back he said it is e:ll tremely difficult for the Magistrate to. 
find out whether the accused will rl'n away or not; and after four minutes 
he raised this point, that if the accubed is allowed bail, then the probability 
is that he will abscond away. I think there is no consistency in these two. 
arguments at all. Why will he run away or abscond away? If he is a 
man' of this type, no surety will come forward; his associates, his friends, 
his relations would not like to stand as sureties simply because he may leave 
the precincts of the Court or the District in which he is going to be tried. 
Then my Honourable friend says, it is better that discretion should be given 
to the MagistratA and the Magistrr-te's dIscretion should not be hampered. 
It he will read the terms of the amendment, they are, if I rightly follow 
them, .. that the accused, if reiE'ased on bail, would abscond and attempt to. 
I scape justice by avoiding or delaying an inquiry or triaL" This is the 
second condition which has been laid down. What are those two conditions 
which will guide the Magistrate in allowing or disallowing the bail? They 
are these; (1) that tlie character of the offence will be so and so, that is 
an offence punishable with transportation for life or with death. (2) The 
second condition which has been rE-commended by this amendment is as 
already described above if there WEre grounds to beli-eve that the accused 
if released on I:: ail, will have the opportunity of tampering with the evi-
dence, which is against him or he is going to delay the inquiry; then in 
those cases the Magistrate will not allow bail. A very reasonable amend-
ment: it covers all the conditions, and therefore I dp not find any force-
in the opposition. The Honourable Mian Sir Muhammad Shaft told us 
1;hat in serious cases the bail will be allowed under certain conditions, and 
the provision which has been recommended by the. Select Committee is 
very much improved. I endorse tris view that certainly there has been 
Rome improvement in the provisionR which have beep sent up to us for 
consideration by the Select Committee, and the Select Committee should 
be thankful, but there is a room for improvement still and on account of 
ihat we are discussing the whole thing. He says that only in case of 
certain offences ;-very limited offences which are punishable with trans-
poration for life or death, we have laid down these strict conditions. Of 
course it is true but our fear is thiH that even in regard to these cases, if 
some acc1.lsed, in some cases, are not allowcd bail, there will be room 
for injustice. The Magistrate ghoul:! not digallow bail simply bec'ause the 
offence falls within the purview of certain sections which provide a capital 
punishment or one of transportation for life. That should not be the 
criterion that, because the punishment provided for the offence is trans-
portation for life or death, therefore, bail should be disallowed. That 
should not be be the measure for accepting or rejecting applications for bail, 
but something else. What is that something else? It is this as to whether 
there is a prop ability that the accused will abscond, whether his real 
intention is to escape justice ur whether his desire is to prolong the inquiry. 
'!'he mere fact that a complaint is under Mction 302 or a complaint under a 
section which provides punishment of transportation for life or death, 
ahould not induce the Magistrate or criminal Court to refuse ~ give bail. 
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Then the Honourable Mian Sir Muhammad Shafi says that the pro-
vision which has been recommendei is very lenient. I am sorry I cannot 
share that view. Words which are of some importance and in favour of 
this amendment have been lost bight of. They are .. if there appear 
reasonable grounds for believing," not presuming but believing. There 
could be no belie,f unless there is some sort of cogent evidence to induce 
hun to believe. Presumption may be based on an inference, but, when 
) ou put down the word .. believe ", then there should be something which 
may go to show really the accused is guilty. Then, further on, the pro-
,ision says .. that he has been guilty of the offence." So the Magistrate 
will be prejudging the whole case. But when we go to the provisions of sec-
t.ion 254 which has been alluded to by my learned friend-I shall read only 
the relevant portion-you will find the words •• that there is ground for 
presuming .that the accused has committed an offence "., Mind that there 
II" a ground for presuming only. Therefore, according to my way of cons-
truing the prOVISIons of section 254, I am persuaded to come to this con-
clusicm that the provision under section 497 is stricter, is harder, than that· 
under section 254. 

Then my Honourable friend sayR that there would be great 
temptation in the way of the accused, who will abscond, to destroy 
the evidence or to retaliate on other persons, and this argument has been 
illustrated. The illu8tration which was given was " that there is a person 
A who has got animosity with two brothers, and one of them has been 
murdered by him. Supposing this murderer is allowed bail, when he 
:murderer) secures his freedom, so far as bail is concerned, he will murder 
the other brother also. The second brother, who has escaped murder, 
"frould be brought before the Magistrate and would say before hi.m • I say 
this murder was committed by the accused'. Therefore, the accused will 
be tempted to do away with the life of the second brother also, in order 
to destroy the e,idence." And therefore bail should not be allowed. My 
answer to this illustration is that If there is a case like that, then the 
Magistrate will not allow bail. The Treasury Benches have said, in 
so many' words, that their Magistrates are very competent and one of the 
advocates of that view has given a very good certificate to them-they 
are c ~ d anl trained people, he said. They won't allow bail in such 
cases. (An Honourable Member:". He shall".) 'fhere is no word 
•. shall". The word " may " is given. There is no compulsion in such 
cases; and this is the recommendation which has substantially been made 
by the amendment. to If the object of the accused who is seeking bail 
is to avoid justice or prolong the inquiry, then bail will not be allowed. " Sir, 
it is not the attempt nor the d i ~ of this Assembly that the man who 
has committed an offence and who is guilty may go scot-free. But 
the serious desire of this Assembly is that he should be given fair trial, 
that he may not be hampered, that he may not have an excuse for saying 
.. I was not allowed bail; I had no relation, no friend, no associate and 
therefore I am going to jail though an innocent man, and I have wrongly 
been declared to be guilty." That is the very sincere desire of this 
Assembly and this desire is couched in this amendment. Therefore with 
these few words I support the amendment. 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm. Halley: If I rise to add to what has 
already been said so admirably by my friends to-day on this question, 
particularly by Mr. SubrahmallQyam, it is because I feel it incumbent 
on me to do so for one reason only . We have been told that Government 
feels deepl, em this question. No:w in arguing matters which are prin-

• pi 
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CIpally of legal procedure, matters such as  are involved in the Criminal 
Procedure Code, I am sure none of us really wish to suggest considerations 
not strictly relevant to the issue, nor to sway a decision by allusions to 
the general attitude of Government or its critics. We do not on our side 
say that those who have criticised the proposals of the Lowndes ommi ~ 

or the Joint Oommittee have motives that are not iIi every way proper 
and public-spirited; I hope that tlie Assembly will give us credit also on 
our side, if we do feel deeply on a question like this, for basing that feeling 
on grounds which at all events have some solid reason and some propriety 
behind them. 

References· tending I think rather to obscure the real issue, have 
been made to ~ very large number of people who are unfortunately 
placed in the lock-up pending trial, not having been admitted to bail, and we 
have been asked to ql,lote the numbers of such persons who afterwards 
are acquitted. It must not be forgotten however that any figures we 
could quote on the subject would refer entirely to a previous state of 
affairs-that is to say, the state of affairs obtaining under the present law-
n law which we have proposed to ameliorate to the best of our ability, and 
the rigours of which we have attempted to remove. On a balanced survey 
of the situation in regard to bail I am certain that the Members of the-
House will readily acquit GovernmQllt of any desire to press too hardly 
on the accused, or of any desire to so dispose its judicial arrangements 
that innocent men should be put to hardship in proving their innocence. 
If, as is said, Government feels deeply on this question, the feeling is 
one only, namely, the desire that the real criminals should not escapi; 
and if we have anyone motive in the matter, it is to make life possible and 
safe for the ordinary man-the man whose property is subject to theft, 
the man whose life is in danger from dacoity, the man whose possessions 
or whose safety is likely to be invaded by the more violent memben; of 
society, And we have a special responsibility in regard to legislation 
of this nature, because after all the actual administration of justice. and' 
law and order lies with the Local Governments; we do feel that we ought 
not ourselves to assent willingly to any modification of the criminal pro-
cedure which would seriously embarrass the authorities responsible for 
the maintenance of justice. With every desire to be liberal, that considera-
tion must remain paramount in our minds. Now, it is perfectly true 
that the primary consideration which must govern Courts in giving ball 
i!; whether the accused will or will not appear to take his trial. There are 
however some other considerations which I do not think we ought to lose 
sight of. It is true, as Sir Muhammad Shafi pointed out, that we cannot 
rin ourselves down entirely to that one point. Every one with an acquaint-
ance of district life and especially with life in those districts where violent 
-crime is prevalent, knows that there are circumstances in which it is 
dangerous to allow at liberty, pending trial, a man of exceptionally violent 
character or influence for evil. One ~no  that such a man can, by 
mere terrorism, absolutely suppress eVIdence, perfectly trustworthy and 
reliable evidence that would othprwise have been given against him. I 
quote only one example, not a definite example of the harm done by 
releasing such man on bail, but an example illustrating what that ha.rm. 
might be. The,House will remember a celebrated case in which a number 
of accused who were not let out on bail were held under trial in the 
Alipore Jail. Inside that jail itself they murdered an approver. Now. 
if men will do that when they are not released on bail, it lIl4ty be leU to 
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the imagination what they may sometimes do if they are released on liJail. 
I feel that in the matter of bail we do after all occupy a strong and 
reasonable poaition. We have greatly liberalised the existing law; t·he 
stages ru:e so well known to the House that I need not weary it by 
repeating them; but in the first place of CGurse a man who desires bail 
can always apply to the Sessions Judge or the High Court, on whom no 
restrictions are placed in respect of its grant. It is surely reasonable 
that in dealing with other Courts and with the police we should apply some 
restrictions? Mr. Rangacnariar has made great play with what Sir Henry 
Monerieff Smith said this morning on the subject .... f weak or stupid Magis-
trates. I only want to say that Sir Henry Moncrieff Smith this morning 
was arguing on a slightly diflerent case, a case with which at present we 
have no particular concern-I mean, the proposal that in all cases bail 
could be given without. any restriction whatsoever. His remarks conse-
quently hardly apply to the present case, for we now are dealing only 
with the right to give bail save in the case of persons believed to be guilty 
of grave misdemeanours. I believe the m".jority of the House win feel 
it reasonable, that we should lay down some restrictions in the grant of 
bail by Magistrates, seeing how serious the results may be to the society 
bt large of allowing dangerous criminals to escape under cover of their baiL 
l'he,safeguards proposed seem to be the minimum. We have been told 
that: men should be held as absolutely innocent before they are convicted 
and that it is improper to place upon the Magistrate the obligation of 
deciding whether there is reasonable ground for believing that the accused 
person is guilty, before bail is granted to him. But does he really have 
t.o decide that? Let us be perfectly frank and honest about it. He only 
decides that there is a prima fMie case. Does anyone believe that any 
one ever has been prejudiced in the course of his trial by the fact that he 
has been refused bail? (Voioes:" Very often. ") Let us be clear however 
1;..; the exact grounds. Does any here believ'e that any man has been pre-
judiced when he came before a Sessions Court or before a Magist.rate for 
trial on one of the graver offences, by the fact that tlie Magistrate has in 
refusing bail, prejudiced the case in the stmse and to the extent alleged? 
Do you believe that? If you really believe that, you are in danger of 
falling into an extraordinarily illogical position-if you hilow Mr. Ranga-
chariar; that is to say, you are actually preparing to lay down that the 
~i a  shall prejudge the accused not once but twice; he shall not 
only say, first, that there is a prima faoie case against this man, but, 
second, that he definitely believes that he is going to abscond and that he 
seeks to delay or evade justice. n there is substance in this objection, 
the accused is doubly damned in advance. 
Then as to the second restriction; discretion to grant bail is full save in 

cases in which the penalty is death or transportat.ion for life. Much 
play has been made of the fact that transportation for life applies to a  . 
somewhat large number· of offences. Well, we are at present engaged in 
considering legislation regarding the abolition of transportation, and there 
is no reason whatever why, when we oring that legislation into force, 
we should not, in so doing, take the opportunity of making the restriction 
in this section, which now applies to transportation, apply only to t.he 
graver offences punishable with long terms of imprisonment. Weare 
not particulllol' in insisting on details if the principle is maintained. But 
leaving that aspect of the case alone, you are not justified in arguing 
only on the somewhat milder cases of the defaulting clerk or possibly even 
the defaulting banker (though in England we n~ how readilv he 
defaults)-:!'ou are not justified in a i~ only on these cases, bec;use, 
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after all, you must provide also for your major and really serious cases 
in which transportation for life is the penalty, and for which when we 
abolish transportation, a. long term of imprisonment must be the penalty. 
'lhese, I say, you must keep .. Now, Sir, those are the very simple require· 
ments that we have laid down, and which up to date the House has 
accepted; what does Mr. Rangachariar a.sk us to add? Mark that in all 
cases of this kind, the law should seek to apply as far as possible a clear 
and certain test, a test which will allow the man who makes an application 
t" a Magistrate to know the grounds on  which he ought to put that 
application forward and on which he can fairly hope to succeed. The test 
should be clear enough to provide the Magistrate with some standard or 
criterion for decision. W ell, we ourselves have got these in the provision 
a:s draited by the Select Committee. But Mr. Rangachariar would add a 
test which is no test at all, and a criterion which is impossible to work. 
The applicant will have to prove a negative,-that he is not likely to 
8 bscond; the Magistrate will ~a  to satisfy himself as to his intentions. 
How, I don't now; and 'no one can tell us how to secure the gift of 
prophecy to Magi!'trates, but thatis the first of Mr. Rangachariar's require· 
ments. It is a probl..:m in psychology-to inquire into the future inten· 
tions of a man with whom presumably the Magistrate has no previous 
Fersonal acquaintance, or it is to be hoped he has none. That is s: task 
which may well baffle the Magistrate-a task, I i~  even more difficult 
than the one which Mr. Agnihotri set us the other day when he asked us 
te, decide the exact second at which police influence died out in a ma.n's 
mind. Think of the alternatives: "This is a rich man and he has much 
k lose; so he will not cut his bail. Yet the disgrace of conviction is all 
the greater for a rich man; he can therefore afford to cut his bail and 
indemnify his surety. So probably he will abscond." Or should he say I 
don't know the answer to t·hat puzzle. Or again: .. This is a poor man; 
hE has no position to lose and so conviction will not mean so much. 
So perhaps he will not abscond'. Yet he has no property to forfeit, so 
perhaps he will." On the-whole it looks to me as if tlie case is rather 
weighted against the poor man; we have heard so much about the respect-
nble man who will Dot abscond, that it looks as if Mr. Rangachariar';; 
intention is to favour the rich man; if so, I can only say that we ought not 
to makA an alteration in our law which should weight the case against 
the poor man. But, as I say, his new provision provides no criterion and 
nc test at all, for it involves a Magistrate in a speculation into the man's 
future intentions, a speculation of the most difficult nature, for neither 
the antecedents nor the outward circumstance8 of the accused can help 
the Court to probe into the atfitude of his mind in regard to future action. 
The invariable result, let me point out to the Assembly, will be that, if 
an application of this kind is refused, then there will be a further applica. 
tion to the revisionary Court, and the speculation as to the future intentions 
of the accused will be canvassed again and in an equally obscure atmosphere 
Di guess work find uncertainty. But Mr. Rangachariar does not end there. 
We thought. when we first discussed this question, that all that we were 
required to do was to make sure that the man turns up to stand his frial. 
He adds, at lile end of his proviso. certain mysterious words which I frankly 
confess have baffled me so far. He adds: ", and attempt to escape justice 
by avoiding or delaying an inquiry or trial." Now, it will be remarked 
that he thereby 'lays on the Magistrate the necessity of investigating a 
double condition, both as to the intention of absconding and his ultimate 
reasons for doing'!tl. • .. 
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Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: That is the language of the Calcutta 
High Court, if I may say so. 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm HaUey: That may be so, but that is a very 
thfferent thing from putting the prescription into law. The High Courts, 
after all, are not the sole repositories of wisdom, when it comes to legislation, 
great as .is their positioa when it comes to interpreting law. I ask anybody 
here, looking at that section, to place himself in the position of a Magistrate 
\l' ho has to decide the two things, first, whether the accused if given bail 
iR likely to abscond, and secondly, whether his motive in absconding is only 
to avoid justice by avoiding or delayiag an inquiry or trial (for he might have 
Dlany other and even more undesirable motives); he will indeed feel that he 
has set the Magistrate a baftling task. But let me conclude. We have 
liberalised our .law already. Now, legislation of this kind must always be 
progressive. We have taken one great leap, which I think will be viewed 
hy some people with misgiving. Is it reasonable to ask us, and to ask the 
Local Government who are responsible for the administration of justice 
Bnd law and order, to ~o even further at one operation? Again, is it proper 
to place on the Magistrates the extraordinarily difficult task of deciding on 
the intentions of the accused, with all the knowledge that if he decides the 
conundrum in the wrong way he may make it possible for real criminals 
to escape from justice ty the simple process of evading their bail? I say 
it is not reasonable to ask us to go these lengths after we have gone so far 
aiready in the liberalisation of the law . 

• Bahadur S. N. Smgh: I move, Sir, that the question be now put. 
The motion was adopted. 

lIr. President: Amendment moved: 
" In clause 132 (i) after the words • for life' insert the following: • and that the 

accused if released on bail would abscond and attempt to escape justice by avoiding 
<>r delaying an inquiry or trial." 

The ~ ~ ion I have ~ put is that that amendment be made. 

The motlOn was negatIved. 

Dr. B. S. Gom: Sir, the amendment I have to move is as follows: 
" In sub·clause (i) of clause 132 afkr the words and figures' sub-section (1)' insert 

the words • without special cause' after the words • 80 released'." 

The object of my amendment is to provide for the release of a person 
8l'cused of an offence punishable with death or transportation for life 
for a special cause. H.mourable Members will see that the Select Com-
mittee themselves recognise this principle in the proviso which they have 
added to the section, for they have provided that in .all cases punishable 
with death or transportation for life, any person under the age of 16 or any 
woman or any sick O'r infirm persun may be released on bail. The only differ· 
-ence between me and the Government is this. They have specified four cases 
(){ special cause when a person may be released on baiL I want them to 
J.'1.ake this clause more elastic to provide for contingencies which may occur iI), 
pactice. I will give the Honourable Members a simple illustration of the 
limitations which are apparent on this proviso. It has been provided that 
the Court may direct that any person under the age of 16 may be so 
released. If the inquiry shows that the accused is just 16 or one day 
more than 16, the Magistrate will have to sax, " Tha.t one day makes all 
the difference in your case, between your enla.rgement on bail and incar-
ceration in prison. Surely, Government never i.ntended that the proviso 
should work an injustice as it would in the case I have quoted. Take 

.  • I 

• 
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another illustration. It has been recognised, and rightly recognised, by 
the Select Committee that a person who is sick or infirm is entitled to apply 
for his release on ba.il -even in non-bailable cases punishable with death or 
t"8nsportation for life. But now suppose, though the person himself is. 
neither sick nor .infirm, his wife or his only child is dangerously ill, let us 
assume, from bubonic plague, and his withdrawal from his wife or child 
means a probable, if r,ot certain, death of his relation. Is not that a 
special cause which would justify the Court in releasing the accused on 
bail? Then other cases might be conceived where in the circumstances 
of the case and for special cause the Magistrate should exercise his power of 
releasing the accused 0;1 bail. You have yourselves recognised the prin-
ciple that in non-bailable cases of t.he character described here the accused 
n.sy be released on bail fOF special cause .. The only difference is that your 
enumeration of .. speci:u cause" is incomplete and I want to complete it 
by adding a general clause, namely, .. special cause" in the main section. 
to enlarge its scope. I do not think. if the Government are in a reasonable 
attitude-(A Voice: " No ") some Members here say they are not-I believe 
tlley are in a reasonable attitude,-I have not the slightest doubt that they 
will see that my amendment really supplements the proviso and is a 
sRlutary improvement which would meet unforeseen and probable contin-
gencies, and that if my amendment is not passed it will make the proviso 
melastic and rigid and shut out from its beneficent provisions some cuses, 
which I have said, are easily conceivable and which I assert are deserving 
of equal commisseration with those enumerated in the proviso. Sir, I bove 
at;" amendment. 

Sir Henry J4oncriei! Smith: Reasonably or unreasonably, I am afraid 
I must oppose my Honourable frie·.1d's amendment, chiefly on the ground 
of what I may call its hc'peless vagueness. The words are .. -without special 
cause" The Courts will ask themselves, .. What had the Legislature in 
its mind when it used these words?" The Court will say, .. It is\perfectlv 
t:-ue that the Legislature has put in a proviso regarding a minor or a woman 
or a sick or infirm person. Now this' special cause' that the Legislature 
!las introduced into section 497(1) must be something quite different, some-
thing on different lines from that. What the cause is going to be, the 
:!IJagistrate I think will find some difficulty to decide. Dr. Gour has suggested 
that there are innumerable special cases not. covered by the proviso, but. 
Su', he has only mentioned one, and that is the case of the accused husband 
,;ith a wife who is dangerously sick. Sir, I do not see that we can provide' 
for that case. The accused person, the person we are dealing with, is one 
who is accused of ari offence punishable with transportation for life or death. 
Hnd the Court, Sir, has reason to believe that the person is guilty of that 
serious offence. Sir, if that person had a sick wife, I think he should have 
borne that in mind beforehand; the law cannot take any account of those 
considerations. If the man could commit such a serious crime, or do an 
·aci which led the Court to believe that he had committed such a serious 
crime, then, with his wif.; ill, Sir, is there any reason why the Court should 

~a  him on bail? The chief objection, however, to my friend's amendment 
j;; that it is hopelessly vague; it gives the Court no indication whatever of 
the special causes which are to enable it to allow an accused person out on 
hbil. If'there are special cAuses, Sir, if the Magistrate has gone wrong and 
refused bail in a case in which he ~ o ld have given bail, my Honourable 
f!"iend will remember that there is the Sessions Court ne;xt door and the 
High Court possibly not very far ~ a  ,and it is always possible.in every 

• 
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case, whatever the crime may be, nnd whatever the circumstances may be. 
to go to those Courts, the Sessions Court and the High Court, and to ask 
for bail there. 

Mr. President: The question is that that amendment be made. 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. X. B. L. Agnihotri: Sir, in clause 132, I am not moving all the 
amendments standing in my name in the Amendment No. 359 (a) and (b). 
hut I beg your permission to move only clause (b), namely, omit sub-
clause (iii). Sir, sub· clause (iii) reads: " the foPlowing sub-section shall be 
iw,erted after sub-secti·).'l (2), namely: "A.n officer or a Court releasing 
any person on bail under sub-section (1) or sub-section (2) shall record in 
writing his or its reasons for so doing." Sir, it is much regretted-and as 
has been observed also by other speakers previous to me, I am constrained 
to observe that the attitude of the Government on the matter of bail has 
been unsatisfactory and undesirable. 

The Bonourable Sir 14alcolm Bailey: I presume the Honourable 
Member means the attitude of the House. • 

Mr. X. B. L. Agnihotri: Dh, no. I mean the attitude of the Govern-
ment in not accepting some reasonable a,mendments put forward by us-I 
l:eed not attribute it to the House, because, to-day, I think, more than 
half belong to the Government Benches. I 

The Bonourable Sir Kalcolm Bailey: No, no. 

Mr. X. B. L. Agnihotri: Sir, we heard some very lucid and'weighty 
arguments advanced by the Honourable Sir Henry Stanyon and the Hon-
ourable Mr. Rangachariar in support of further liberalizing the provisions 
under section 497, but they have all been in vain. And under section 497 
we now find that one clog after another has been put to fetter the discre-
tion of the Magistra.te. I do not know the reason for not including in this 
~ c ion any clause to the effect that the Magistrate should also give reasons 
for refU'Sing or for not granting bail but, on the contrary, I find a provision 
made that he should assign, and write out his reasons, for granting bail. 
\Vhat will be the effect? The Magistrates, of whom, it has been said foC' 
th.) first time toO-day, from the Gclvernment Benches that some are stupid, 
will take it as a limitation on their discretion and would be afraid of granting 
hail to an accused person even where he deserveS it under section 497. There-
fore, I propose that either there should also be a provision for requiring 
the Magistrate in cases of refusal to write out his reasons for refusing to 
grant bail or, if that provision is not to be made in this section 497, then 
it is much_better thst even this sub-clause (iii) be dropped . 

. Sir, I beg to move tLlat sub-clause (iiI) of clause 132 be omitted. 

The motion was negatived. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: Before sub-clause (iv) is taken into 
consideration, I have got an amendment which has been draftefi by the 
Legislative Department which will probably come in this place. It reads 
as follows: 
.. That in clause 132 : 

(a) in sub-clause (iii), for the word • sub.section' the word • sub-sections' be subs-
tituted and after the o o ~ new sub-section (3) the followini sub-section be added, 
Ilamely: . 

c (4) If, at any time after the conclusion of the trial of a person accused of a 
ftcn-bailable offence and before iudgment is delivered, the Court is of opinion that there 
are ~ a ona l  grounda for believing th",t the acc~ d is not guilty of any S1I.ch offence. 
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'it shall release the accused, if he is :a custody, on the execution by him of a bond 
i-ithout sureties for his appearance to hear judgment delivered." 

(h) ·In sub-clause (iv) the proposed new sub-section (4) be re-numbered (5) .... 

The reason for this amendment is this. As Honourable Members are 
aware •. at the conclusion of a trial in an original Court. often times judg-
ment is not ready for delivery at once. but the Court has come to the con-
(llusion. after taking the verdict of the assessors or the jury in a Sessions 
trial. or the Magistrate has made up his mind. that the accused is not 
guilty and. therefore. proposes to acquit him. As sections 366 and 367 
stand. a doubt has been expressed whether really the accused could be set 
at liberty before judgment is actually pronounced. In fact. an unfortu-
nate client of mine. was acquitted like this and judgment was delivered a 
week later. The complainant took the matter up to the High Court and 
a Full Bench had to sit to consider the question whether the whole trial 
was not vitiated by such a procedure. In order to avoid such things. this 
provision is necessary. Therefore. Sir. I move the amendment as it stands. 

The motion was adopted. 

lIIr. K. B. L. Agnihotri: Sir, I move that: 

.. In clause 132 after sub-section (4) the sub-section that has just been added-the 
fdlowing sub-section shaJ! be inserted, namely : 

• The District Magistrate may release on bail any person accused of an offence in any 
~~  and may revise an order. of a. Subordinate Magistrate refusing to grant bail in 
any case '.' 

Sir. at present as the law stands it is the High Court and the Sessions 
Judge that have been authorised to release persons on bail in any case or 
to revise the order of a Magistrate under section 498. But by this amend-
ment I wish to provide that the District Magistrate may also be authorised 
to grant bail in any case and to revise the order of other Magistrates. I 
need not remind the House that there are dislricts where the Magistrates 
art distributed in the interior far away from the district headquarters 
and further away from the Sessions Court. For instance the tahsi.ldars or 
the Honorary Magistrates in the mofussil. If the cOurt of the Honorary 
Magistrate. or of the Tahsildars or of the Magistrates in the mofussil were 
to refuse bail to an accused person. then it works very hard for the accused 
or his friends who have to go up for bail a long distance to the Sessions 
. Courts or a longer distance to the High Courts which are almost inacces-
sible to many such accused owing to the distance and owing to their 
poverty. In such cases it will not be undesirable but is an absolute neces-
-sity to authorise the District Magistrates to allow granting of bail. Such 
difficulties have arisen before and the Bombay High Court has held that 
the District Magistrate could not grant bail in a case where the subordinate 
l\{pgistrate had declinc.i to grant bail to an accused. So in order to avoid 
the trouble and inconvenience especially to the poor accused. it is neces-
sary that this provision should be incorporated in this Bill. Therefore, 
Sir. I move this amendment. 

Sir Henry :Moncriell Smith: flir. I would merely point out to the 
House that under the law. in the first place the police officer. if it is a 
'Case in which the police have effected an arrest. can release on hail. Then. 
Sir. the Court i~ l  before which the accused is produced can release the 
man on bail; and if up to this time the accused has not been successful he 
can go to the Sessions Court; and thereafter. Sir. he can go to the High 
Court. There are four separate stages at which the accused ewill be able , 
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to get bail and I would suggest to the House that it is quite unnecessary 
that we should provide a further fifth opportunity for enabling the accused 
t<J obtain bail and be released. 

The motion was negatived. 

Kr.lt. B. L. Agnihotri: Sir, I move that: 

"In clause 132 after Bub-section (4) the following Bub-section Bhall be inserted, 
namely: 

'For an offen"e triable in a S\UlUIlary way any person accused of a non-bailable 
oiience shall, during the pendency of trIal, be released on bail by any ;Judge or Magis-
trate '.n - -

Sir, it will appear that I have omitted certain words in the amendment 
of which I gave notice and I wish to have your permission to move the 
amendmeot in the form in which I have just read. By this amendment I 
wish to provide that in petty cases or in summary trials t.he accused 
should be released on bail. If Honourable Members will refer to section 
260 which provides for trials in a summary. way they will find that there 
are many non-bailable offences that could be tried in a summary way 
where they are of a petty or of a trifling nature. Therefore, I wish to 
provide that in such cases which are triable in a summary way the accused 
should always be released on bail. It often happens, Sir, just as was 
pointed out by Sir Henry Stanyon, that a very well-to-do man or a man 
of exceptionally good character is accused of a non-bailable offence but of !l 
very trifling character. In that case to keep the accused under lock-up 
will not be proper and will not meet the ends of justice. In such cases 
even if they end in conviction the accused would at the most be fined or 
l'l'leased on probation under section 562, and so it is undesirable to keep 
him in the lock-up during the pendency of the trial. I know a case where 
a son of a big landlord happened to have in his possession a pair of shoes, 
dd and worthless; he was chalanned by the police and put up on trial under 
section 379 or 414, I am not sure which, and when an application was 
Dlf1de before the Magistrate, he declined to release him on bail and the 
accused had to approach a higher authority who granted bm bail. So in 
such cases it is hard to keep them in the lock-up like tOis. In another 
ca.se a railway ticket in:;pector was put. on trial for having been in wrongful 
possession of a pair of wooden pegs and he was not released on bail even 
though the value of the pegs was only four annas. Such cases are very 
hard for the accused and therefore, Sir, I suggest that it may not be left 
to the discretion of the Magistrate in such cases to grant bail, but -that in 
such petty cases the accused should as of right be entitled to be released 
on bail. With these words I beg to move my amendment. 

1Ir. H. TonJdnllC)D: Sir, the amendment which has been moved will 
- take away in these cases the discretion from the Courts; that 

,. UI. is to say, in -all these cases it will be compulsory upon the 
Courts to release a person on bail. I would merely invite the attention 
of the House to the fact that section 457, for example, is included in sec-
tion 260. Such an offence would of course not in actual practice be tried 
in a summary way, but an offence under that section is in the words of the 
amendment" triable ill a summary way," so that your burglar, the man 
,,-ho has committed h0use-breaking by night with intention to commit 
theft, must necessarily by this amendment be relel4sed on bail. 

The mo i~n was negatived. 
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Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: Sir, mine is not an amendment ~ 
~  a fifth or further opportunity to the accused person to be enlarged 
cn bail. My amendment is that the one opportunity he had may 
not be taken away from him. Here the clause provides that 
.. a High Court or Court of Session, and in the case of a per-
son released by itself, any other Court may cause any person 
,,·bo· has been relea::;ed under this section to be arrested and may 
wmmit him to custody. " 'rhis gives the power to these authorities 
tJ cancel a bail already given, and that., Sir, without any limitation, 
without any reason, the Court can do so. Now I provide that it can 
only do so if ·it is satisfied that the accused is attempting to abscond or-
escape justice. There must be some reason on which a bail once granted 
should be revoked. I heard of a case where a Magistrate ordered the 
release on bail and then directly a police llilspector turned up and when 
the accused had gone about 20 or 30 yards, the police Inspector. came up-
wd said to the Magistrate ' Why did you release him on bail? He made 't 
noise about it, and then the Magistrate at once cancelled the bail. It 
ought not to be left to the free will anci pleasure of these authorities to. 
cancel the bail once granted. It should only be revoked on proper cause. 
I have suggested Ii. proper cause,and I submit, Sir, that can be the only 
proper cause for which a bail should be cancelled. I therefore, Sir, move 
the amendment, and I hope and trmit the Government will not see its. 
~ 3y to oppose it. I see a very ominous shake from my Honourable friend 
Sir Henry Moncrieff Smith that my amendment is doomed. However, I 
am satisfied with having tried my best in this direction. I move my 
amendment which runs as under: 
" In clause 132 (iv) in proposed sub-section (4) after the word 'may' and before-

thl' word • commit' insert the words • 011 beillll: satisfied that the accused is attempting 
b abscond or escape jnstice ';" 

Sir Henry :Moncrief! Smith: :3ir, I would ask the Honourable Mover-
of this amendment what is going to happen when the High Court or the 
Court of Session has caused a person to be arrested and then it is not 
satisfied that the accllsed is attempting to abscond or evade justice? As 
a matter of fact, Sir, Mr: Hangachariar probably put his words into the 
wrong place of the seetien. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachalliar: Put them in the right place then. 

Sir Henry Moncrief! Smith: As it stands, it will mean this, that the 
High Court has a person brought before it in custody, and then it has to· 
be satisfied that the person is trying to abscond even before he is committed 
to custody. 

~ would suggest to Mr. Rangachariar that once a man is in custody 
before the High Court, it is ra lher difficult for the High Court to say to 
itself: This man is attempting to abscond. He has no chance of abscond-
ing. But, Sir, in any case how is the Court going to be satisfied that the-
lllan is attempting to abscond? . I would suggest to the House that there 
is no question of attempting to abscond at all. If a man is going to 
abscond, ~ absconds. There is no question of attempting, there is no 
half-way house between them. The man is gone. And therefore, Sir, I 
think this amendment will not help the accused, it will not help the-
Court, and that we should throw it· out. 

The motion ~a  negatived. 

. :Mr. President: The question is that clause 132, as amended, stand 
part of the Bill. • 
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Kr. It. B. L. Agnihotri: Sir, before you put that question, may I 
point out that we adjourned the consideration of some provisions under 
dause 11 to be dealt with in the Chapter on bail. So I think that will have 
to be considered before the question is put in this connection, and I move 
that the consideration of this section 132 be postponed. 

Sir Henry Moncrief! Smith: Sir, I would suggest that we have al;eady 
postponed the consideration of this matter for Mr. AgnihDtn's benefit for 
some weeks and I assumed that Mr. Agnihotri would now be prepared to 
come forward with an amendment on the bail sections which would meet 
his point with regard to arrest without warrant. I have received no no£ice 
of an amendment, Sir, from Mr. Agnihotri. 

Mr. K. B. L. Apihotri: Unfortunately, it only struck me just now. 

Cla;use 132. as amended, was added to the Bill. 

Clauses 133, 134 and 135 were added to the Bill. 

Kr. I. Ramayya Pantulu: Sir, J propose: 

" In clause 136 in proposed section 514·A, omit the words' nnder this Code '." 

I believe. Sir, the words" under this Code" here are meant to qualify 
the ,,'ords .. bee(lmes insolvent" and not the word " dies" also. But I 
l.ave not been able to understand, Sir, what the authors of· this section 
mean by a person becoming insolvent under this Code. I have not been 
able to discover any provisions in the Criminal Procedure Code regarding 
insolvency. Therefore, I propose, Sir, that the words " under this Code" 
be omitted. 

Jlr. H. Tonkinson: Sir, I admit that my Honourable friend. Mr. 
Pantulu, has ii~co d a printing mistake in the Bill. Sir, it is true 
that people do not become insolvent or die under the Code. I think. 
however, that we must retain the words •• under this Code " and I would 
therefore o o~  the following amendment in lieu of that which has been 
n .. wed by my ROllourahla friend: 

" That in clause 136 in proposed new section 514-A, for the words • becomes nnder 
this Code' the words • under this Code becomes' be substituted." • 

Jlr. I. Ramayya Pantulu: I agree. 

Mr. President: Has the Honourable Member leave to withdraw his 
amendment? 

Mr. Pantulu's amendment was, by leave of the Assembly, withdrawn. 

1Ir. President: Further amendment moved: 

" That in clause 136, in proposed new section 514-A, for the words • becomes nnder 
this Code' the words • under this Code becomes' be substitnted." 

The question I have to put is t.hat that amendment be made. 

The motion was adopted. 

Mr. Harchandrai Vishindas: May I suggest, Sir, that you will be 
pleased to hav() the House adjourned as we have a Conference to attend? 

Xr. President: I will consider ,oat presently. 

Clause 136. as amentied, was addfid to ~  Bill. 
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Mr. l. Bamayya Pan'ulu: ~i  I move only the second part of my 
amendment: 

.. In clause 137, in proposed section 516·A, for the words 'such evidence as it 
thinks necessary' substitute the words . its reasons'." 

The section runs: 
.. When any property regarding which any offence appears to ha.ve been committed, 

0: which appears to have been used for the commission of any offence, is produced 
before any Criminal Court during any inquiry or trial, the Court may make such 
or der as it thinks fit for the proper custody of such property pending the conclusion 
cf the inquiry or trial, and, if 'the property is subject to speedy or natural decay, may, 
after re60rding such evidence as it thinks necessary, order it to be sold or otherwise 
disposed of." 

I do not think that. anything is gained by requiring the court to record 
any evidence. I think that what is necessary is to require the Court to 
record its reasolls for ordering the property to be disposed of. Th@ Court 
might record aLlY evidence that it thinks necessary. It will make some 
Fort of inquiry before passing the order, and it is only necessary to require 
the Court in ~  cases to record its reasons for ordering the property to 
be disposed of. With these words. Sir, I move my amendment. 

Mr. President: Amendment moved: 
.. In clause 137 in proposed section 516·A, for the words 'such evidence as it 

think's necessary' substitute the words • its reasons'." 

lIIr. B. Tonkinson: Sir, I would merely point out to, the House that 
the Bill as it stands does not require that evidence shall be reaorded. The 
Evidence which it might be desirable to record will be evidence identifying 
the property ani so on. It is certainly most desirable in such cases to 
identify the property by evidence before you make an order for the disposal 
of property pending trial. For these reasons, Sir, I oppose the amend-
ment. 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is that clause 137 stand part of the Bill. 
The motion was adopted. 

Mr. tresident: The question is that clause 138 stand part of the Bill. 
The motion was adopted. 

Mr. l. Ramayya Pantulu: I propose, Sir, that in clause 139, sub-clause 
~il  the words .. or at any time within one month from the date of the 
conviction " be omitted. 

This clause, Sir, refers to section 522. The c ~on as it is runs as 
follows: 
"Whenever a person is convicted of an offence attended by criminal force, and it 

appears to the Court that, by such force, any person has. been dispossessed of any 
immoveable property, the Court may, if it thinks fit, order such person tp be restored 
to the posseesion of the same." , 

The Bill ~ o  to amend tbs by inserting: 

"when convicting such person or at any time within one month from the date of 
the conviction." 

Well,this ,section gives power to a Magistrate when convicting a 
person of an offence attended with criminal force to make an 
{Jrder, if any persor.. is found to have been dispossessed of any 
I-roperty by the commission of that offence, restoring the pro-
rerty to the person. The I section 8S it stands does notdix any limit 
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of time within which that order should be passed. But the' Bill provides 
that such order should be passed either at the time when the accused 
person is convicted or within a month after that. I propose that the 
words giving power for the order to be passed within a month. after the 
conviction be omitted. For, I do not see why any time is necessary 
for a Court to pass an order restoring possession of property to the person 
who has eeen dispossessed. All the evidence that is required to enable 
him to come to a decision on that point has already been recorded in the 
course of the ~ ial of that offence, and the very fact that the Magistrata 
nas found the man guilty of that offence ought to be sufficient 
t.c enable the Court to come to a decision as to whether an:>-
person has been forcibly dispossessed or property or not. I do 
not think tlfal; the section contemplates any  inquiry subsequent 
to the disposal of the original case. All the evidence that is necessary to 
enable the Magistrate to form a judgment in the matter has already been 
adduced and rec!orded, That being so, I do not see ·.vhy any time should 
be giv('n to the Magistrate to make this order, especially as no such time 
IS given in the prec;ent Code. I, therefortl, propose the omission of the 
words as mentioned in my amendment. 

lIr. H. Tonkinson Sir, my Honourable friend suggesta that section 522. 
of the Code at present, if I have understood him aright, requires that posses-
Rion shall be given simultaneously with the conviction. I do not know if 
I have understood him aright, but that is what I understood my Honour-
able friend to say. . 

Mr. J. Ramayya P-*!u: It leaves the question open. There is no 
time limit fixed. 

lIr. H. Tonkinson: The present clause is to some extent doubtful. 
There was an old ruling reported in 4 Calcutta Weekly Notes which was 
to the effect that the order must be simultaneous with the conviction but 
that has been very frequently dissented from since and there is at any" 
rate one recorded case in i~ possession was restored after 22 months. 
Now, Sir, in the Bill of 1914 we proposed to enable such an order to be 
passed within six months after the conviction. The Lowndes Committee 
thought it was desirable to reduce that period and they said, they accepted 
the amendment but they substituted a period of one month for six months 
from the date of conviction as the time auring which an application for 
restoration must be  made, because they said .. We do not think that an 
order of restoration need be made simultaneously with the conviction, 
but we think that any application for such an order should be made promptly. 
and that one Ijonth is sufficient time to allow for this purpose':' Surely. 
Sir, the Bill is really reasonable in this respect. The complamant may' 
imagine that as soon as the conviction has been secured in a. criminal case,: 
he will immediately secure possession of the immoveable property. But 
then, if he finds that he does not get the properly back, why should he not 
be able to apply promptly and get an order from the Criminal Court that 
he should be .replaced in possession? For these reasons, Sir, I oppose 
the amendment. 

The amendment was negatived. 

lIr. President: The question is that clauses 189 and 140 stand part of 
. the Bill. ,> 

The motiDn was adopted. 
• 
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Jlr. B. N. llisra (Orissa Division: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, may I 
submit, before I move my amendment, that this is a very important 
clause and besides my amendment there are six other amendments which 
will take a very long time. Honourable Members are anxious to attend a 
-conference as has been ll ~d by Mr. Barchandrai Vishindas. So, 
we will be obliged if you will kindly adjourn the business now. 

Jlr. President: We have been considering this Bill now for a very con-
~id a l  period; and in view of the state of public business I am afraid 
I must proceed with it a little further to-night. 

Jlr. B. N. Kisra: My amendment* relates to clause 141 which relates 
io section 526 of the Criminal Procedure Code. This section deals with 
application for transfer of cases from Magistrate's Courts or appeals from 
.sessions Judges. Whenever it appears that they cannot get a fair and 
impartial inquiry in the lower court, under this section they are to mo ~ 

-the High Court for a transfer of their case. My amendment relat-es .... 

Jlr. President: Which amendment is the Honourable Member moving? 
.Is he moving both together? 

Jlr. B. lI. llisra: Practically the two parts are connected. 

Jlr. President: The discussion ought really to turn on the onusslOn of 
:-sub-clause (ii). The Honourable Member will move the omission of sub-
clause (ii) first. We will go to the other part of the amendment later on. 

Jlr. B. N. lfisra: Side by side, I iihall have also to speak about, the 
other. My arguments for both are practically iii the same nature. l\ly 
amendment relates to section 526, clause (5). Sir, clause 5 provides that 
when an accused person makes an application under this section, the High 
·Court may ask him to execute a bond with or without sureties on condition 
that, if convicted, he will pay the costs of the prosecution. That was the 
old section. The present section provides the condition that he will, if 
. convicted, pay any amount which the High Court has power under this 
section to award by way of costs to the person opposing the application; 
and the other portion, clause (2), is a new one, entirely a new one; it says 
-that whenever any application for the exercise of the 'power conferred by 
this section is dismissed, the High Court may, if it is of opinion that the 
application was frivolous or vexatious, order the applicant to pay, by way 
of costs, to any person who has opposed the application, any expenses 
reasonably incurred by such person in consequence of the application. This 
is entirely .new. Sir, under the original provision, when an order was 
made by the High Court that, on conviction of a certain person, he will be 
liable to pay the costs of the prosecutor, it was a case "\iPich was never 
pressed because when the accused was convicted, really the anger of the 
prosecution ceased, and the man was also in jail ;-no doubt it eould compel 
the accused to pay the costs of the prosecution. Then there was no pro-
vision made for the costs incurred in the High Court. Really, 
the cost that were then intended, were the costs of the prosecu-
tion in the lower Court: in such cases generally the costs are a very 
-small amount, even if t.he costs were paid, they wore not ~ c  a heavy 
amount and thev did not really cause such hardship to the accused. The 
old Code never U'Iade it compulsory for payment of costs by both the parties. 
It was only in' cases of conviction that the accused was asked to pay the 
costa,-if he was convicted. In cases under 526. 'it is the prosecution also 

• .. In clause 141, omit sub-clause (ia) and sub-clause (ii)." 

" 
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who can apply for a transfer. There was no provision made that even if 
the prosecution or the complainant or the Crown made the application, 
they were liable to pay any costs. But the amendment as it now stands 
makes any applicant liable to pay to the other party opposing the applica-
tion. In the present case it is not only the accused that has to pay the 
costs of the prosecution, but, if the prosecution applied, and lost his appli-
cation, he has to pay the costs of the accused. I submit this is. really a 
hardship. It does not make proviiion, for the payment of costs when the 
application is granted. \yhen an application is granted, it is obvious that 
on account of the' misconduct or on account of the misbehaviour of the 
Magistrate the party did not expect to get a bir_trial or fair justice. It is 
obvious, that is why he was driven to go to the High Court. In such It 
case when the .application is granted, 1 think in fairness the Government 
ought to provide that the Magistrate on whose account the party came 
before the High Court ought to pay the costs. I think Government will 
not do such a thing against the Magistrate whose conduct drove. the party 
t.1 go before the High Court. I submit, Sir, really it is the conduct of 
the Magistrate that drives a party to go to the High Court. Parties 
ordinarily do not go to High Court unless they really apprehend injustice--
I mean, they apprehena an unfair trial. They apprehend that they cannot 
get justice. Sir, section 526 says that whenever it is made to appear to 
the High Court that, a fair and impartial inquiry or trial cannot be had 
in any· Criminal Court subordinat·e thereto, or that some question of law 
Gf unusual· difficulty is likely to arise-there are also other matters such 
as a view of the place is necessary and so o ~  that such an ottIer is 
expedient for the ends of justice .or is required by any provision of this 
Code--it may make an order to transfer a case trom one court to another 
court: So it is not, simply because, a party apprehends that he cannot 
get justice in the lower Court but there are many other grounds for which 
u party can make an application before the High Court. It is not because 
the accused says that he has not committed a crime or that he is innocent 
that a case comes before the High Court but for several other reallons. It 
may be that the accused wants that the trial should not take place beforf.> 
the particular court from whom he suspects that· he cannot get fair justice. 
It is mainly on this ground that a party comes before the High Court. 
If the High Court refuses the-e.pplication, it will under the new provision 
allow the costs reasonably incurred by the party opposing the application. 
The Criminal Procedure Code con m la ~d costs to be awarded under 
certain seotions. We know that under section 148 costs are to be awarded 
by a Magistrate when there is a dispute about immoveable property, and we 
see also under the same Code costs are allowed under senti on 488 in mainten-
ance cases. The' only section that contemplates costs to be paid to the 
prosecution is section 545 and under that section the costs that are allowed 
are only the cosi£ incurreu by the prosecution, such as the costs {or the 
Court fees and other things. 'l'here are several rulings, Sir, 4 RornbRY 
and 24 Law Reporter Madras I. L. R. If compensation is to be paid t.o 
the prosecution, it has to be paid out of the fine and not under a soparate 
sentence. 

(At this stage Sir Campbell Rhodes took the Chair which was vacated by 
Mr. President.) 

The particular case, 24 Madras, whioh I wish to place before 
the H{)US6 is this: cc The accused was oonvicted of having caused hurt 
nnd fined Rs. 15 and was also ordered to pay compensation of Rs. 12-4, 
or Ra. 2-4 betng Court fees paid by the c9mpluinant and Rs. 10 bf.>ing 
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damages for other expenses incurred. Held that the levy of Court fees 
of Ri!. 2-4 was warranted by section 31 of the Court-fees Act, VIn 
of.1870, us the duty of the Court to award Court. and process fees 
lli addition. to the fine is imperative. But under this sectioIj.the Court 
has the discretion to award the expenses of the prosecution, which must 
be taken to exclude those expenses in. regard to which the Court has ~o 
discretion. Expenses other than Court fees incurred in the prosecution 
can only be awarded to the complainant out of the fine levied from the 
accused and cannot be levied from the accused in addition to the fine;" 

In a case like this, when a man comes before the Higli Court, the 
party who opposes the application is to be paid costs. This is an aClditional 
cost now being put under the present amendment. We know, t:)ir,. the 
I::eavy costs that are incurred in applications before the High Court. 
Sometimes, if you engage counsels like Mr. Norton or Mr. Hassan Imam, 
they demand Rs. 1,000 per day. In such cases, if a party opposing an 
application has engaged such a counsel and paid heavy fees, perhaps the 
Court may say that these heavy fees were reasonably incurred. It will 
be re<illy preventing people from making any application before the High 
Court or from going to the High Court. Sir, when a man comes to the 
High Court, practically he is under the tyranny of the Magistrate. That 
if' why he comes and now you put another preSSl1-1'e on him in the High 
Court that he will have to pay 80 much. Practically he will never dare 
come before the High Court and make an application for transfer of a case. 
'l'his will really result in serious injustice, and it will encourage Buch 
Magistrates as cannot exercise their discretion properly to do any thing 
they like. There is grave danger that a party cannot have a fair trial. 
This will be putting a premium on the high-handedness of Magistrates be-
cause the applicants cannot go before the High Court. Sir, I notice that the 
Honourable Members have left t.he Chambe.r, I have no hopes about my 
amendment being carried. I still say that this is really a very hard pro· 
vision for one party to pay all the money to the other party for opposing 
the application in the High Court. I do not know why this provision,· 
which is entirely a new one, has been introduced in this Bill for the first 
time. 

Sir, the second part of my amendment is about frivolous and vexatious 
applications. Of course it will be something for the lower Court, which is 
trying the case, to find out and say if the case is frivolous or vexatious. How 
can the Honourable the High Court find out if a certain application is 
frivolous or vexatious? The. procedure laid down under this section is that 
.1 party making an application will have to verify it by an affidavit. 'l'he High 
Court has no opportunity of knowing whether an affidavit itf frivolous or 
"exatious unless there is an inquiry or trial. It is not contemplated that 
the High Court should find out whether the allegations made in the affidavit 
are true or false. In such a case, how can the Honourable Judges of the 
High Court find out that the application is frivolous or vexatious. I 
submit, Sir, it will be simply shutting out the doors to a party coming 
before the High Court asking for a transfer, which is really a very whole-
some procedure and which very often checks the vagaries of the lower 
Oourts. Sir, the High Court Judges cannot have sufficient materials to 
adjudge wllether an application is frivolous or vexatious. I do not think 
the Honourable Members of the· Government Bench do really wish--'that 
the High Court should adjudge an application to be frivolous or vexatious 
w,ithout any materials befor(, them. In the case of n anc m ~  of puni.n. 
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IMnt at. least there is some material before the High Court. In the pre· 
sent case what material is here before their Lordships? Simply there i. 
Ull affidavit, and they say " we believe it or not;" there is no other material. 
How can they call i.t frivolous or vexatious, 0; ask the party to pay ~ 
~ n  reasonably Incurred by such a person In consequence of the appli. 
oation? I submit that on I,otll grounds it is unjust to introduce the pro· 
vision that costs should be paid in the High Court by an applicant who 
loses. Sir, with these few words I commend my amendment to the House . 

.... 
Mr. H. Tonkinson: Sir, I think it will only be l,lecessary to say a very 

few words with reference to. this amendment. The proposal in the Bill 
was introduced because of the manner in which section 526 is used, 01' 
rather abused, at present. As.a matter of fact when: the Lowndes Com-
mittee noted. upon the point they said they were satisfied that .advantage 
is frequently taken of the section to obtain an adjournment which would 
otherwise be refused without the least intention of making any application 
to the High Court. "It is reported to us for instance that in the Dacca 
Division during the past three years adjournments were obtainoo in not 
less than 125 cases in which no attempt was made to move the High 
Court." Well, Sir, that is the reason why such a provision has been in-
troduced. Now, look at the provision. The application must be frivolous 
and vexatious. . This must be fOWld by the High Court and not on an 
affidavit as suggested by my Honourable friend, but when the application 
il'! finally dismissed. You have then got the whole of the trial record before 
-the Court. It is when the final order is made that tlp.s order is passed. 
And when the High Court finds that the application was frivolous or vexa-
tious the clause only pl'Ovides that it may direct that the expenses reason· 
silly incurred by_ the person opposing the application shall be paid. 

The amendment to omit sub-clause (ii) of clause 141 was negatived. 

Sir Henry M:oncrieilSmlth: Sir, I understand my Honourable friend 
has also moved the first part of his amendment-in fact most of his speech 
was directed towards it. The first amendment having been defeated this 
amendment followed  as a matter of course because sub-section (5) is 
merely consequential throughout to sub-section (6A). It has, however, 
heen brought to notice that there is a mistake in sub-section (5), a conse-
quential amendment which should have been made and which the Joint 
Committee overlooked. Sub-section (6A) lays down that in every case 
where the High Court is of opinion that, the application was frivolous or 
vexatious. it should have power to award costs to any person who has 
opposed the application. Sllb-sE'ction (5) enables these costs to De paid 
in cases where the accused is convicted. But, Sir, asI said, sub-seotion 
(6A) enables these costs to be awarded in ev'ery case whether the accused 
is convicted or not; the criterion simply is that the application was frivo-
lous or vexatious, Further these woms are out of place and should be 
amended to. bring them into line with (6A) which the House has now 
npproved. I would therefore with the indulgence of the House move: 

.. That in cl~  141 in sub-clause (ia\ after the figure (5) the following be insetted. 
n..'1mely, 'for the word' convicted' the words' so ordered.' be substituted and." 

, The amendment was adopted. 

. ¥r. 1. Ramayya Pantulu: I propose, Sir, that in clause 141, sub-
cla,1J1IJe (iii) in proposed sub-section (8) after the word • inquiry' the words 
" prior to the acoused entering an hi!! defence," ~ inserted. Thi!! section 
rel$tes, to aI'plications made to the High Court for transfer of cnsps. The 

. . 
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existing law is contained in sub-section (8) of section 526. It runs as 
follows.: 

'" "If, in any criminal case or appeal, before the commencement of the hearing, the 
PI] blic Prosecutor, the complainant or th" accused notifies to the Court before whicb 
Hit' case or appeal is' pending, his intention to make an application under this section 
ia respect of· tbe casE', the Court shall exercise powers of postponement or adjournment 
given by sectioJf 344 in such a mnnner as will afford a reasonable time for the applica-
tion being made and an order heing madE' thereon, hefore the accused is called on for 
1,15 defence, or, in the cast of an appeal, before the.hearing of the appeal." 

Well, the Bill modifies this provision, and the modified section runs thus: 

" If in the course of·any trial or inquiry or before the commencement or hearing 01-
any appeal, the Puhlic .Prosecutor, tha complainant or the accused notifies to the 
Conrt hefore which the case or appeal is pending his intention to make an application. 
lIT.der this sect.ion in respect of such case or appeal, the Conrt shall adjourn the oaae 
ur postpone the appeal for such a period as will afford a reasonable time for the 
application to be made and an order to be obtained thereon." 

It will be seen that so far A.R trials and inquiries are concerned, the 
amendment proposed in the Bill makes it compulsory on the Court to ad-
jPurn the case on application i l~ made therefor at any stage of the 
inquiry or trial. 

(At this stage Mr. President resumed the Chair.) 

Whereas under the e1tisting law, such an application can be entertained,-
the Court is bound te ontertain such an application if made before the com-~ 

mi'ncement of the hearing. The proposed section makes it compulsory for 
-th(· Court to adjourn wh'3never the :1.pplications may be made during the trial 
or inquiry so far as .trials. and inquiries are concerned. My proposal is that 
sHe'h an application should be entert3ined, and the Court should be bound tb 
grant an adjournment o.nly when such an application is made before an 
8e'('usedperson is put on his defence or before he is charged. I quite conceive 
that applications on this behalf may be made by the prosecution as well as by 
the accused, but in either Mse, I sup pORe the main ground on which theap-
f·lieation for a transfer from a· court will he made to the High COJ.Irt will be 
that justice and impartial trial cannot be expected from that particular 
Court. I think the complainant or the accused ought to be able to form 
a judgment as to the impartiality of the Judge by the time the prosecution 
is concluded and the accused is put on his trial.-From the practical point 
of view, Sir, the procedure that is prescribed in the new section is likely 
to result in much delay in the trtal of cases. A very frequent sort of cases 
which arise is this. A charge has beEm framed against the accused, and the 
rleience evidence has .heen recorded and the Magistrate adjourns the case 
for delivering judgment. Supposing at that time the Magistrate is trans-
ferred and is waiting to be relieved by his successor; 'He has heard the 
case completely and he hR.s only to write the judgment. And,at that time, 
if the accuserl thinks thR.t the caF'<Y haS gone against him a~d that he iR 
likely to hf) convicten, his only chR.nce lies i~ getting an adjournment of 
the case in the hope that thifl Magistrate or Judge mR.y be transferred and, 
when the new d~  or Magistrate C(lmes, he may have a fresh trial. This 
is a very frequent trick that if! A,lopten by accused persons to apply for 
an anjournIlJent to enftblC' him to apply for n t,ransfer after the CR.se has 
been practicallv Closed. In such cases, it will he very undesirable that 
the Court shOllld be honnn to grR.ni an R.djournment. Of 'col11'l'Ie, there is 
r.(,thing to prevent a Court from ;mmtinq an adjournment., at any time, 
e'""m as it iA". Under th" new section also it can grant an adjournment, 
whenever a perROD makes an 'pplication, whatever be the stage of ~  
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trial at. which that application is made. In cases such as that I have 
mentioned, it will result in great d~la  as the new Magistrate will have 
to start a retrial of the whole case. I, therefore, Sir, propose that in this 
section, after the word" inquiry ~  the words ,. prior to the accused enter-
ing on his defence" be inserted. . 

Sir Bemy lIoncrie1l Smith: Sir, we have no objection to the principle 
of the Honourable Member's amendment. His proposal is, I understand, 
in principle to keep the law as it '1tands at the moment. and to keep it as 
it stood in the Bill 8S introduced. I wonld suggest, however, on the 
subject of drafting, thut his words rio not come in very well after the word 
.. inquiry " because in an inquiry the accused is not called upon to enter 
or' his defence. Therefore, I wouid suggest that they be inserted after 
the word " shall ". The present law is that, if an application is made in 
the case of an inquiry or trial, then the, Court shall give an adjournment 
t .. fore the accused enters on his defence so as to enable him to have a 
wasonable opportunity for making the application. I think it would read 
better, Sir, if these words .. prior to the accused entering on his defence .. 
were inserted not after the word .. inquiry " but·· after the words .. the 
('curt shall ", and then, Sir, insert the word .. shall .. before tbe word 
.. postpone ". It will read: 

.. The Court shall, prior to the accused entering on his defence, adjourn t.he cue or 
51-all postpone th&< appeal. " 

1Ir. 1. Bama"a Pautulu: Sir, I do not know whether that will be all 
right, but, since you are· agreeing to the principle you can put it as you like· 
beat. . 

Sir Henry Jloncr1e1l Smith: Sir: the draftsman suggests that in 
J-lace of the v'ords proposed to be inserted by Mr. Pantulu the words 
., before a charge is framed against the accused" might be inserted_ 
H is much the same thi:lg. Of course, the words" entering on his def-ence" . 
\\ould not apply to an iJ,quiry, but in an inquiry a charge is framed, Rnd 
therefore the stage" of the ,trial is pra(·tically the same, the framing of the 
charge and calling upon the accused fol' his defence. 

JIr. President: Amendlnent moved: 

.. In the proposed amendment, omit the words • prior ~ the accused entering on 
his defence' in order to insert the w(rds • before a chargt'. is framed against the 
accused '." 

Further amen!lment moved: 

.. ~n line (1) of sub-section (8) to su\,stitute the words • inquiry or trial' for the 
• words • trial or inquiry· ... 

The question is that that amendment be mad~  

1'he motion was adopted. • 

Kr. President: Further amendment moved: 

.. That the words • before a c a ~  is framed against the accused' be inserted' 
after the word • trial' in the sub· section as amended." 

1Ir. 1". Ramayya Pantulu: That will exclude summons cas€'s. The 
"'ords .. afta' the accused is put o(lhis deifnce .. will be ~ n al  
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Sir llenryMoncrieft Smith: I would suggest that after all Mr. Pa.ntulu's 
odginal amendment would be suitable after what we have already done in 
th0 sub-section.· . 

Sir Henry Moncrieff ,Smith's amendment was, by leave of the Assembly. 
withdrawn. 

lIIr. President: The question is: 
:. That the words • prior to the accused ~ in on his defence' be inserted, after 

the word • trial' in sub-section (8) as amended." 

The motion was adopted. 

Clauses 141; as amended, 142 and 143 were !ldded to the BilL 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: Sir, I beg to move that: 

.. In clause 144. sub-clause (ii), for .the words .. in clause (d), the word • want' " 
the following be substituted, namely: 

• the word' want' where it occurs for the second time '." 

I do not think I need romment to this House on this very luminous 
p,mendment. 

The motion was adopted. 

Sir Benry M:oncrleft Smith: Sir. I should like to move the amendment 
which stands in the name of Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar, namely: 

.. For sub-clause (i)-i)f clause 144 the fQllowing he i ~ : 

• (i) Clause ( b) shall be omitted'." 

The reason being, Sir, that we t40ught on consideration of Mr. 
Seshagiri Ayyar's amendment that it was v"!ry sound and ~a  elal,lse (Il) 
of section 537 was of no use. 

The motion was adopted. 

Clause 144, as amended, was added to the Bill. 

Clauses 145,  146, 147, 148 and 149 were added to the Bill. 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Halley: I beg to move: 

.. That in clause 150 for the words L and not' the words • and the method of 
recovery of which i~ not' be suhstituted." 

The motion was atiopted. 

Clause. ]50, as amended, was ndded to the Bift. 

Cl1l11SeS 151.  152, 153 and ]54 were added to the Bill. 

Mr. :I. Ramayya Pantulu: I propose that the consideration of the 
Rcheoule may be postponed till Wednesday. . . 

Sir Henry Moncrleft Smith: I move:· 
.. That in clause 155 the necessary amendmentfl,. he made to give effect to the deci-

sion of the House with regard to compoundable offences." 

Mr. President: The question is that in clause 155 the n~ ~  ,CODFe 
quential amendments be m,lde to give effect to the decision of this ~ 

'm relation to wmpoundable offences. 

~ motion was adopted. 

ClaU!\e 155, as amended, wai'. ad-led to the Bill., 

Clauses 156 'snd 157 were '\pded to Ithe Bill. 
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The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: I could have wished, Sir, that all 
our debates on this Bill had been conducted  with a harmonv 

6 P.M. such as now prevails. But we are approaching the end. of o~ 
good work, though we seem to be pursuing it alone. I now propose: 

.. That in clause 158: 

, (1) for sub-clause i~  (b) the following be substituted, namely: 

, (b) the words' and cannot be recovered by' distress of the moveable property of 
• the said (name of complainant)' shall be omitted .... 

Mr. President: The question is that that lJlIlendment be made. 

The motion was adopted. 

The Honourable Sir :Malcolm Hailey: I move, Sir: 

" That in clause 158, in sub-clauses (v) (f.) and (v) (d) the word 'moveable' be 
omitted." • 

Mr. President: The question is that that amendment be Illade. 
The motion was adopted. . 

Mr. President: The question is tlIai clause 158, as amended, stand 
part of the Bill. 

.. 'l'he motion was adopted. 

Mr. President: The question is that cl.use 159 stand part of the Bill. 

The motion was adopted. 

Sir Henly Moncrief! Smith: Sir. with the indulgence of the House I 
should like t.o move the following amendment: 

" That after clause 159 of the Bill the following clause be .inserted, namely: 

, 160. This Act shall come inlo force on such date as the Governor General in 
Council may by notification in the Gazette of India appoint' ... 

The reason for the amendment, Sir, is, I think, obvious. When the 
l~ i la  if! making a very large number of amendments in the Code 
of Criminal Procedure applicable to the whole country, unless we have !l 
Lommeucement clause of thi3 killd the new law will come into force whe!) 
it is assented to by the Oovernor General. It is obvi,:us that we must 
give considetable notice to the Magist.rates and to the lawyers of thi" 
uountry of the amendments that are being made, so that on one particular 
lIate which may be appointwJ hereafter, the whole of the new law shall 
come into force. 

Mr. President: 'rhe question is thaL: that clause be added to the Bill. 
The motion was adopted. 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Halley: Sir, wa have one or two clauses 
which we postponed for final consideration on previous occasions. But I 
do not think we could very well proceed to their discussion this evening, 
and I would therefore suggest, Sir, that, if you have no objection, we might 
now adjourn the further consideration of the Criminal Procedure Code. 

The Assembly then adjourned till Eleven 'of the Clock on Wednesday. 
the 14tli February, 1923. 
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